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Goings On May 2022

May 6
Christian Theseira - NFT Album Launch

Christian is a Malaysian born singer, songwriter and producer. Many 
know him for his scintillating serenades with vocal harmony pop sensation, 
Back2Basixx. Christian’s solo endeavour provides a deeper, more personal 

look in to his music. His unmistakeable sultry vocals laid over a fresh 
and laid back RnB vibe is a pleasant contrast to the bright pop stylings of 

Back2Basixx.

Venue: Drum Asia Studio Hartamas
Ticket: RM60

May 3 and 4
Hari Raya Aidilfitri

FOR ENQUIRIES CONTACT
INFO@MEDIATE.COM.MY  T: +603 7932 0668  FREE ADMISSION

FOR MORE INFO VISIT
WWW.KL-LIFESTYLE.COM.MY  31 JALAN UTARA, 46200 PETALING JAYA, SELANGOR

MUST VISIT ART GALLERY

KL LIFESTYLE ART SPACE
KL Lifestyle Art Space (KLAS) is an art gallery that boasts modern and contemporary 
artworks from Malaysia and around the region.  Through its gallery, KLAS intends to 
inculcate awareness about Malaysian artists and their works. This establishment will 
also provide the service of receiving consignments from artists or individual collectors, 
thereby making their artworks available to interested parties. Today, KLAS is one of 
the leading auction houses in Malaysia that sells high volumes of prized artworks 
during every auction.

May 1
Carmen & Raymonda by Ballet Theatre Malaysia

Carmen 
This interpretation of ‘Carmen’ not only retells the story we are familiar with 
but is overlaid with another, more symbolic level. It can be seen as a struggle 

of opposites where each attempts to impose its will on the other with love 
as the tool. Carmen is the free spirit, fatally attractive with devil-may-care 

callousness while Jose is the upright officer who goes by the book. Jose, as 
Shakespeare said of another love-struck hero, ‘loved not wisely but too well’ 

so that his demand for complete devotion chokes Carmen’s exuberance. In the 
end, both attain their goals in an ironic twist - she can belong to no one else 

ever again except Jose even as her spirit is set free.

Raymonda 
Raymonda was created by Marius Petipa in 1898. It contains some of his most 
spectacular choreography and a magnificent score by Alexander Glazunov, 
full of spirited rhythms and lilting waltzes. Raymonda Grand Pas Classique 

Hongrois opens with a celebratory Waltz followed by the knightly Entree and 
Grand adage (Pas De Dix). Followed by a lively Female Pas De Quatre and 
a strong Mens Dance, A variety of Female and Male variations followed by 

Raymonda’s and Jean de Brienne’s variation to celebrate the couples wedding 
and to conclude the act the Grand Coda Finale.

Venue: Theatre, DPAC
Tickets: RM88 to RM108 May 15

Singapore 100 Virtual 
UltraMarathon 2022

Running a 42km marathon is difficult and 
tough. What more a 100km Ultramarathon. 
This is a huge challenge but if you put your 

mind to it, you will be able to achieve it. 
Introducing the Singapore leg of the 100km 

Virtual UltraMarathon series. Run this 
UltraMarathon to show the world that you can 

beat the challenge of running 100km. You 
may complete the distance registered at one 
go or accumulate them. Meaning if you run 
an average of 5km a day, you just need to 

submit 20 days of run results if you registered 
for the 100km category.

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITYENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY



Goings On May 2022

LEVELS 3 & 5, ILHAM TOWER, NO 8, JALAN BINJAI, 50450 KUALA LUMPUR

EMAIL: INFO@ILHAMGALLERY.COM (FREE ADMISSION)

OPENING HOURS
TUESDAY – SATURDAY (11AM – 7PM) SUNDAYS (11AM – 5PM)  

CLOSED ON MONDAYS AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

ILHAM GALLERY KUALA LUMPUR
ILHAM is a public art gallery committed 
to supporting the development, 
understanding and enjoyment of  
Malaysian modern and contemporary art 
within a regional and global context.

MUST VISIT PUBLIC ART GALLERY

May 7 and 8
A Night With Friends

Friend of Strings Chamber is a local ensemble forged out of a 
group of good friends who share the same passion in making 

music. Founded in 2004, it has since grown into a family of more 
than 40 members of strings players, pianists and percussionists. 

This year we have a group of new members join in 
from age 14 to 40.

Venue: Theatre, DPAC 
Ticket: RM40

May 14
Cahaya Aidilfitri — A Tribute to 

S.Atan

A tantalising feast awaits as the MPO celebrates 
Hari Raya Aidilfitri with a selection of festive 
songs. Hum along to the greatest Raya hits in 

this tribute to a legendary songwriter, composer 
and producer S. Atan. Featuring some of the 

biggest names in the Malaysian music industry 
— accompanied by the rich symphonic colours of 
the MPO. Don’t miss out on this first ever one-of-

a-kind concert at DFP.

Venue: Dewan Fiharmonik Petronas
Tickets: RM109 to RM592

May 12 to 14
BoozeFest KL 2022

With BoozeFest, you’ll get to enjoy 4 hours unlimited rounds of 
whisky, wine, and cocktails. Each hall is dedicated for you to enjoy 

your choice of “drinkies”. Choose from three different halls and grab 
the tickets to the ones that speaks to your inner drinking soul the most 
— Whiskey Hall, Wine Hall and Cocktail Hall. Opt for the ultimate 
PRO Ticket, where you can sample from all the halls and enjoy the 
best tasting whiskies, wine and cocktails! Sample international and 

premium brands such as Balvenie, Glenfiddich, Singleton, Cloudy Bay, 
Terrazas, and Bombay Sapphire.

Venue: InterContinental Kuala Lumpur 
Ticket: RM198 to RM298

May 31
Legendary Ninja Virtual Marathon

Japan is known for her Legendary Warrior 
spirit. As the 3rd of the series, we are 
celebrating the spirit of the Legendary 
Ninja. Drawn mainly from the clans of 

Iga and Koga, the Ninja or Shinobi were 
unconventional warriors with great skills in 
espionage, deception, and surprise attacks 

especially during the Sengoku period in 
the 15th century. Join the Legendary Ninja 
Virtual Marathon and get the T-shirt, medal, 

electronic bib, and electronic certificate. 
The Legendary Ninja Virtual Marathon 
is part of the Legendary Warriors Japan 

Virtual Marathon series. There are 4 
Virtual Marathons in the series. Joining the 
Legendary Ninja Virtual Marathon are the 

Legendary Samurai, Legendary Shogun, and 
Legendary Sumo. Collect all 4 medals and 

combined into one large medal.

Tickets: RM66 to RM75

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITYENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY



DOCTOR STRANGE 
IN THE MULTIVERSE OF MADNESS
MAY 6

Dr. Stephen Strange casts a forbidden spell that opens the 
doorway to the multiverse, including  alternate versions of himself, 
whose threat to humanity is too great for the combined forces of 
Strange, Wong and Wanda Maximoff.

Genre: Fantasy / Adventure
Cast: Benedict Cumberbatch, Elizabeth Olsen, Patrick Stewart, 
Rachel McAdams, Xochitl Gomez, Benedict Wong, Chiwetel 
Ejiofor.

CHIP ’N DALE: RESCUE RANGERS
MAY 20

Rescue Rangers, Chip and Dale are living amongst cartoons 
and humans in modern-day Los Angeles, but their lives are quite 
different now. It has been decades since their successful television 
series was cancelled, and Chip (voice of Mulaney) has succumbed 
to a life of suburban domesticity as an insurance salesman. Dale 
(voice of Sandberg), meanwhile, has had CGI surgery and works 
the nostalgia convention circuit, desperate to relive his glory days. 
When a former cast mate mysteriously disappears, Chip and 
Dale must repair their broken friendship and take on their Rescue 
Rangers detective personas once again to save their friend’s life.

Genre: Adventure / Comedy
Cast: John Mulaney, Andy Samberg, J.K. Simmons, Seth Rogen, 
David Hoberman, Eric Bana, Akiva Schaffer, Todd LIeberman, 
Doug Mand.

FIRESTARTER
MAY 13

For more than a decade, parents Andy (Zac Efron) and Vicky 
(Sydney Lemmon) have been on the run, desperate to hide their 
daughter Charlie (Ryan Kiera Armstrong) from a shadowy federal 
agency that wants to harness her unprecedented gift for creating 
fire into a weapon of mass destruction. Andy has taught Charlie 
how to defuse her power, which is triggered by anger or pain. 
But as Charlie turns 11, the fire becomes harder and harder to 
control. After an incident reveals the family’s location, a mysterious 
operative (Michael Greyeyes) is deployed to hunt down the family 
and seize Charlie once and for all. Charlie has other plans.

Genre: Thriller / Horror
Cast: Jason Blum, Ryan Kiera Armstrong, Zac Efron, Lorenzo De 
Maio, Ryan Turek, Keith Thomas, Scott Teems, Michael Greyeyes.

TOP GUN: MAVERICK
MAY 27

After more than thirty years of service as one of the Navy’s top 
aviators, Pete “Maverick” Mitchell is where he belongs, pushing the 
envelope as a courageous test pilot and dodging the advancement 
in rank that would ground him. When he finds himself training a 
detachment of Top Gun graduates for a specialised mission the 
likes of which no living pilot has ever seen, Maverick encounters Lt. 
Bradley Bradshaw, call sign: “Rooster” the son of Maverick’s late 
friend and radar intercept officer Lt. Nick Bradshaw, aka “Goose”. 
Facing an uncertain future and confronting the ghosts of his past, 
Maverick is drawn into a confrontation with his own deepest fears, 
culminating in a mission that demands the ultimate sacrifice from 
those who will be chosen to fly it.

Genre: Action / Adventure
Cast: Tom Cruise, Miles Teller, Jennifer Connelly, Jon Hamm, 
Glen Powell, Lewis Pullman.

MOVIE REEL MAY 2022
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BY HIRANMAYII MOHANAN

PHOTOGRAPHER : JOSH KOK

The Best of Local Designers and Their Collections

After two years of uncertainties and challenges, 
Hari Raya celebration is looking more festive and 
lively this year, and we’re here for it. If you’ve yet to 
secure arguably the most important element of Raya 
— shopping for the perfect baju raya, we’ve got you 
covered. Read on about our local designers and their 

Eid collection.

ALIA BASTAMAM
Alia Bastamam’s Eid 2022 exudes elegance, sophistication and demureness. 
For a renewed Eid season unlike any other, Alia Bastamam introduced 
approximately 14 beautiful looks in a collection that breathes fresh vigour 
and flows seamlessly from Raya to Resort. The looks in the collection stirs 
modern notes from Asian traditions. It’s sleek, modern yet traditional too. 
Dainty prints are paired with the most feminine looks that exude softness, 
something Alia Bastamam truly excels at. For Eid 2022, the fashion brand’s 
classics such as the Sophia is recreated with a dramatic caped back and in 
a sophisticated shade of teal.

KHOON HOOI
Khoon Hooi evokes nostalgia through its Raya 
2021 collection, with a focus on the kebaya. 
Melding artistry, tradition and grace, the collection 
features 10 looks that come in different silhouettes 
and a juxtaposition of colours and materials. In 
addition, you might be interested in Khoon Hooi’s 
capsule collection that injects oriental inspirations 
into traditional influences with the likes of Japanese 
kimono-inspired sleeves, Mandarin band collars 
and jade buttons. This Raya, Datin Lee’s collection 
of festive clothing takes a nod and celebrates her 
Peranakan roots with a contemporary twist. Short 
and longline kebaya tops are intricately designed 
and juxtaposed with draped skirts in some of her 
favourite prints in polka dots, florals and stripes. 
These are embellished with brooches for the finishing 
touch.

glamming up
for raya 2022
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PHOTOGRAPHER : LENNE CHAI

MASLEA
Their beautiful offerings are available on Zalora

House of MASLEA, a home-grown label synonymous with 
traditional fashionable statements has unveiled the 2022 
collection themed ‘Jendela Waktu’. This Hari Raya Aidilfitri, 
Maslea brings vintage back. Expect loose kebaya with pesak 
gantung and delicate hemline embroidery and worn with 
sarong by mothers and grandmothers. The theme this year, 
titled ‘Jendela Waktu’ is befitting the collection, especially since 
it takes a nod to the past. This collection bears the beautiful 
aesthetics of the 50’s fashion, like all of Maslea’s collection 
before, screaming functionality and versatility. Focusing on 
beautiful fabrication, the collection introduced light embroidery 
and some improvised features, sidepockets for the tops and 
longer waist tie for the batik wrap and we’re loving it. With 
looser cutting of both the kurung and kebaya, for all shapes 
and sizes, from the petite to curvy. As quoted by Suraya 
Sharifuddin, the creative head behind the fashion venture: “The 
collection is light but glamorous, simple yet classy. We want the 
wearer to feel effortless yet significantly confident in Maslea, 
providing grandeur and ease, so they can focus on memory-
making moments. We aim to give our customers plenty of 
reasons to feel excited about fashion again, as wearing pretty 
clothes isn’t all that makes a girl’s day particularly exciting. You 
have to create your moments. You have to live in the moment.”

NH BY NURITA HARITH
Their beautiful offerings are available on Zalora

Nh by Nurita Harith is a ready-to-wear Raya 2022 collection 
that reflects the signature of Nurita Harith on draping pastel 
hues and dark tones. The collection is soft, feminine and has 
the essence of elegance. Every piece has the unique touch of 
draping by Nurita and they can be worn for a more relaxing 
event or an evening function. The colours were carefully selected 
and customised accordingly so as to be unique yet still relatable 
for all the Nh ladies; from the soft lilacs to the emerald greens. 
There are 58 looks with two colour options from pastels of lilac, 
mint green, dusty pinks to darker hues of maroon, emerald green 
and navy blue.

TAS BY TOM ABANG SAUFI
Their beautiful offerings are available on Zalora

For the Sarawakian designer’s latest baju raya collection, Datuk 
Tom Abang Saufi comes up with a line-up of striking designs 
for ladies and men inspired by Malaysian ethnic motifs which 
are interspersed with artistically drawn out visuals of Borneo’s 
flora and fauna. “It’s a bit like sunshine after the rain,” explains 
the designer on how she likes to bring much needed cheerful 
vibes to the coming Raya festivities after two years of the COVID 
blues.  Each design is fused with this feeling of joy and freedom 
when you are able to see the sea and islands from above on a 
plane.Capturing this spirit, the designer created the collection 
with the aim of creating a feeling of good vibes for a world 
which is slowly starting to heal. This collection presented under 
the designer’s second line, TAS is coming in easy to wear kaftans 
and baju kurung in both vibrant and muted colour palettes, along 
with the designer’s signature loose silhouettes.
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BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

TRAVERSING CONTINENTS AND CULTURES

1. COCO MALAYS OF KEELING ISLANDS

The Cocos Keeling Islands, a tiny coral atoll in Australia’s Indian Ocean 
territory, are home to approximately 450 Malays and 150 others. Cocos 
Malays are largely identified as Malay Muslims and have strong connections 
with the Malay worlds (Indonesia and Malaysia) as well as the wider Islamic 
world. The island is a part of Australia, which makes the community there 
Australian citizens. The island’s economy is associated with that of Australia 
and its culture relating to Western Australia and Sabah, Malaysia. Cocos 
Keeling Island was first discovered in 1609 by Captain William Keeling, 
a merchant seaman and adventurer exploring the East for the East India 
Company, during one of his voyages from Java to England. Then, in 1805, 
British hydrographer (relating to measurement and description of the physical 
features of oceans, seas, coastal areas, lakes and rivers, as well as with the 
prediction of their change over time) James Horsburgh charted the islands 
and called them the Cocos-Keeling Islands in his sailing directory. He named 
one of the islands after himself. 
 
A little more than two decades later, Captain John Clunies-Ross, a Scottish 
trader, landed on the islands on his homeward voyage from the East Indies. 
His orders were to investigate Christmas Island for settlement. Bad weather 
prevented these plans but he surveyed the Cocos-Keeling Islands, dug wells 
and planted fruit trees. There are 27 islands that make up Cocos or Keeling 
Islands, but only two of those islands are inhabited – West Island and Home 
Island. The first group of settlers were brought to the islands as workers by 
the merchant Alexander Hare, known as the 'English White Rajah of Borneo' 
in 1826 to work on his copra (dried coconut flesh) plantation. The Scottish 
Clunies-Ross family then ruled the islands for over 150 years. They workers 
were mostly of Malay descent with a number of people of Chinese, Papuan 
and Indian heritage. While now being referred to as Cocos Malay, the settlers 
hailed from places such as Bali, Bima, Celebes, Madura, Sumbawa, Timor, 
Sumatra, Pasir-Kutai, Malacca, Penang, Batavia and Cerebon.

The Story of the Migration of the Malays from the Malayan Peninsula

When speaking of the traditional Malay communities, it’s natural to assume that they come from Malaysia, 
Indonesia, Brunei and Singapore. What’s interesting today, is that there are thriving Malay communities 

across the world that some of us probably haven’t heard about because there hasn’t been much published 
on the subject. Between the 16th and 18th century, through means of colonisation, many Malays from 
the Southeast Asian region traversed continents to work under the Dutch and British rule and thereby 

formed small communities of their own. These communities, such as the Coco Malays of Keeling Island, 
off Australia, Malays of Bo-Kaap Cape Town, South Africa and Malays of Sri Lanka are distinct and have 
evolved through time and generations, flourishing in their own respect while still preserving their heritage, 

culture and traditions. In this issue, in light of the Hari Raya Aidilfitri festivities, we pay homage to the 
Malay communities of the Southern Hemisphere by unveiling more about their history, culture, language 

and much more. 

• UNIQUE IDENTITY OF THE PULU COCOS MALAYS

The tiny society of about 600 people has been held together for more than 
150 years by geographical isolation, shared religious beliefs, strong familial 
bonds and a unique version of the old 'Trading Malay' language of the 
East Indies. Despite their mixed origins, the Cocos Malay people carved an 
identity of their own within one generation of settlement on the Cocos Keeling 
Islands. The 'Cocos-born', as they were officially called, lived separately 
from the European owner-settlers of the islands. The Cocos Malays have 
their own mosques, their own leaders and ceremonies. Elements of the 
English-Scottish traditions of the early ruling Hare and Clunies-Ross families 
were absorbed and incorporated into their culture. Some foods, dances and 
musical influences were passed down through generations. At present, the 
cornerstone of Cocos Malay society is the Islamic religion. Few depart from 
its teachings and observances, and Islam is the focus religion of the locals on 
the Australian island.

• LANGUAGE

Cocos Malays have their own language variety, which is called Basa Pulu 
Kokos. The language is considered rough yet sophisticated in some ways 
because of the interplay of slang in it and the constant change in word 
meanings. The language is predominantly Betawi Malay — a Jakarta creole 
mix of Malay and Indonesian (as well as Javanese and Sundanese which 
the Betawi language derived from) with local pronunciation and elements of 
English and Scots being mixed in. The Cocos Malay dialect derives words 
from Bahasa Indonesia and Malay due to the irregular contact with outsiders. 
However, some words have been adapted to local terms to create Basa Pulu 
Kokos. Following are some of their phrases and vocabulary:
 
• Selamat pagi - Good morning
• Selamat ténggah hari - Good Afternoon
• Selamat soré - Good Evening
• Selamat malam - Good Night
• Apa Kabar? - How are you?
• Kerangkeng - Food closet
• Ke kaca - Cute
• Kenes - Cute
• Baik - Good
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2. BO-KAAP CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA

In the outskirts of the bustling city of Cape Town, South Africa, lives a colourful 
community of people that resemble our Malaysians. Boasting rainbow-
painted vibrant buildings, the Bo-Kaap is a multicultural neighbourhood 
known to be one of the liveliest and oldest residential areas in Cape Town 
and the historical and cultural melting pot of the Cape Muslims or Cape 
Malay community.
 
The Dutch East India Company established a colony at the Cape of Good 
Hope in South Africa, serving as a resupply station for vessels and ships 
travelling between Europe and Asia, which soon after evolved into the city 
of Cape Town. The Cape Malay community trace their roots back to Muslim 
craftsmen and artisans from the Malay Archipelago who were employed 
and brought over to the Western Cape of South Africa, which was declared 
a Dutch colony by Jan van Riebeeck in 1652 of the Dutch East India 
Company. The Dutch needed labourers for the growing port and began 
bringing in slaves from their colonies in the Indonesian archipelago, as well 
as parts of Africa. 
 
The community comprised servants, slaves and people whom the Dutch 
exiled from Southeast Asia who also included the likes of aristocrats from 
the Muslim Sultanate in Java and later became the first people to introduce 
Islam to South Africa. The workforce of the then new Cape Colony was 
imported from Dutch holdings across India, Malaysia and Indonesia, as 
well as mainland Africa and Madagascar. It is said that Islam quickly 
spread within the non-white communities of South Africa because Christian 
slave owners refused to convert their ‘property’ into Christianity as the law 
dictated that Christian slaves could buy their way to freedom.

• LANGUAGE

The Cape Malay language is unique to the ear and can be identified as 
Afrikaans, an authentic Afrikaans/English dialect born and bred in Cape 
Town by the Cape Malay and coloured communities over centuries. The 
community came to be called Cape Malays as they all spoke the important 
trading language at that time. Cape Malays are also known as Cape 
Muslims. They were bound by a common language, religion and presence 
of important political and religious figures. The culture has endured 
centuries and survived some of the worst abuses of the Apartheid regime. 
Their interaction with the Dutch produced a ‘kitchen’ Dutch that was the 
beginnings of the Afrikaans language. There’s also the mish-mash of the 
odd Malay word that has stood the test of time and still gets added into a 
sentence or two.

3. MALAYS IN SRI LANKA

Did you know there’s an old community of Malays in Sri Lanka? They’re 
neither expats nor immigrants, but a minority group who’ve been in the 
island nation since the 13th century. Their origins in the Pearl of the Indian 
Ocean, Sri Lanka are somewhat vague due to the ancient ties between the 
Sri Lankan kingdom and Srivijaya kingdom in the 8th century. Adding to the 
confusion is Sri Lanka’s former moniker,  Malaya or Malaya-rata (meaning 
mountainous in Malayalam) in the mediaeval period due to its rugged hills 
and stroke remarkably similar to pre-1963 Peninsular Malaysia.
 
Dating back to the 13th century, a significant Malay presence in Sri Lanka 
was made when Chandrabhanu Sridhamaraja, a Malay of Tambralinga, 
managed to occupy the northern part of the island in 1247, his followers 
assimilated into the local population. The ancestors of the present day 
Malay community of Sri Lanka arrived mostly during the period of the Dutch 
colonial rule. The Dutch had ousted the Portuguese from the coastal regions 
of the island in the middle of the 17th century. Sri Lankan Malays first settled 
in the country when both Sri Lanka and Indonesia were part of the Dutch 
colonies from 1640 until 1796, when a second wave from 1796 to 1948 
came from the Malay Peninsular, when both Malaya and Sri Lanka were 
under the rule of the British Empire. That said, Sri Lanka has had a longer 
history of Malay presence dating back to as early as the 13th century.
 

 
Later, the British took helm of Cape Town and began phasing out slavery 
in the first half of the 19th century, the newly-freed non-Asian Muslim rural 
slaves moved to Cape Town, the only centre of Islamic faith in the region. 
The South and Southeast Asians constituted the Muslim establishment in the 
colony and the newly freed slaves subsequently adopted the Malay language 
used by the Asians. Malay was the initial lingua franca of Muslims, though 
they came from East Africa, Madagascar and India, as well as Indonesia 
and established the moniker "Malay" for all Muslims at the Cape irrespective 
of their geographic origins.
 
From tragic beginnings, Cape Malay has emerged as a strong culture 
of its own distinct from the Asian, African and Dutch cultures that have 
influenced it. The community has a tumultuous history ranging many years, 
from fighting slavery to resisting their classification under the apartheid 
government, and playing important roles in the struggle against the unjust 
former regime.

• UNIQUE IDENTITY OF THE CAPE MALAYS

When the British took over the reigns of the Dutch colonies in South Africa 
in the late 1700’s and banned slavery, more and more people started 
immigrating to the area, both adopting and adding to the local way of life. 
Over the years, the community flourished to include people from other parts 
of Asia as well as Africa and by the 1800’s, the term ‘Malay’ was used to 
label all practising Muslims in the region because most of the people there 
spoke ‘Bahasa Melayu’ to each other at the time. This is why some people 
argue that the term ‘Cape Malays’ can be a little misleading, because of the 
multi-ethnic nature of the community there and prefer to use the term ‘Cape 
Muslims’ instead.

• CULTURE AND PRACTICES

Then, there is the contribution that the Cape Malay culture has made towards 
food. The bredie, the bobotie and the frikkadel are just a few food items that 
have become synonymous with South Africa as a whole when in fact, it’s 
in the heart of the Cape Malay kitchen that these meals were born. And the 
food plays on, as does the music.

Music is the pulse of Cape Malay culture and it keeps traditions moving 
from generation to generation. It is in the warm and heartening notes of 
the Cape Malay folk songs that you will find a home in this culture as an 
outsider. The style is unique to Cape Town, the lyrics sad and emotional 
to echo the feelings of slavery. The songs are still celebrated and sung at 
Cape Malay choir concerts and competitions and the singing style is one 
that has not been appropriated or copied in any other culture. Cape Malay 
music has been of great interest to academics, historians, musicologists, 
writers and even politicians. The well-known annual Cape Town Minstrel or 
Carnival street festival is a deep-rooted Cape Malay cultural event which 
incorporates the Cape Malay comic songs or moppie (often also referred 
to as ghoema songs). The barrel-shaped drum, called the 'ghoema', is also 
closely associated with Cape Malay music.

In January of every year, the Cape Minstrel Carnival hits the streets and 
Cape Town bursts into colour in the way of a street festival and parade 
where different groups of entertainers from all the Cape Malay communities 
in and around Cape Town gather in the city to compete against one another. 
Here is where the Kaapse Moppie, a comic song with a satirical take on 
politics, comes to play. The annual event has its roots again in the days of 
slavery, but continues to maintain an almost holy stature in the Cape Malay 
cultural events calendar to this day.
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The Dutch colonised Sri Lanka in the mid-16th to 19th century and brought 
over people from the Malay Archipelago as exiles, convicts or soldiers. When 
the British took over in 1796, they noticed this community spoke a language 
based on the lingua franca Malay language, so they called this community 
Malays. These “Malays” come from all over the Malay Archipelago including 
Blai, Java, Riau, Ambon and Peninsular Malaysia. Among the early exiles 
were kings and princes from south Sulawesi, Madura and Java.
 
There were some good reasons for the Malay migration to Sri Lanka until 
the early half of the 19th century. They moved not just as individuals, but 
brought along their families and children by uprooting themselves from their 
indigenous environment. The Malays found affinity with Sri Lanka owing to 
the climate, promise of good living and guarantees to practise Islam and their 
traditional way of life.

• LANGUAGE

One of the most fascinating aspects of the community is their language, a 
dialect called Sri Lanka Malay (SLM) that’s a mixture of Sinhala, Shonam (Sri 
Lanka Muslim Tamil) and Malay. Sri Lankan Malays speak Sinhala, Tamil, 
and/or English. Today, few children speak Sri Lanka Malay in the home as 
their native language. The vast majority of speakers of all ages primarily 
use English or Sinhala in their daily interactions, except in a few small 
communities. As a consequence of various national language policies and 
world orders over the centuries, Sri Lanka Malays have responded with shifts 
in their language use, leading to different degrees of loss of their vernacular 
in favour of other more dominant languages. The language does not have 
official status in Sri Lanka and is not supported in the educational system. 

• RELIGION
 
Like their ancestors in present-day Indonesia and Malaysia, Sri Lankan 
Malays are Muslim. Mosques were erected by the local Malays along the 
coasts of Sri Lanka in places like Hambantota, Beruwela and Galle. The 
Jawatte mosque in Colombo and Masjidul Jamiya are military mosques on 
Slave Island and renowned for their architecture and long history. 
 
• CULTURE AND PRACTICES
 
In the early days, the Sinhalese women were introduced to the ‘ja-hetta’ and 
the ‘kambaya' by the Malays. The word ‘sarong’ is a Malay word and is the 
national dress of the Malays. ‘Kambaya’ is a corrupt  form of ‘kayen-bayen’ 
meaning in Malay a novel piece of cloth. The batik scarf was used to cover 
the head, with a knot on the side. Later on, the batik scarf was contrived into 
a headgear – ‘Setangan  Kepala’. The batik material has been replaced by 
black velvet and the headgear is now called a  ‘Songko’. The batik cloth was 
also part of the Malay ladies’ ensemble comprising fashionable baju kurung 
and batik sarong with a scarf to match.
 
The universal love for good food is also evident in the Sri Lankan Malay 
community who enjoy dishes such as Nasi Kooning (yellow rice), Sathay 
Daging (beef satay), Daging Chuka (beef marinated in vinegar, spiced 
and cooked with sliced onions), dodol and sambhal. In Sri Lanka, Malays 
have retained certain aspects of their culture and have strongly protected 
it, examples being the honorific Tuan which precedes the names of Malay 
males, their family names, social customs and culinary habits. Despite 
making up a small community, there are a large number of social and 
cultural groups such as the Sri Lanka Malay Confederation (SLAMAC), Sri 
Lanka Malay Rupee Fund, the Conference of Sri Lanka Malays (COSLAM) 
and Malay associations of the communities sprawled across the island. 
These organisations are extremely active in holding regular social, cultural, 
commemorative and fund-raising activities and initiatives.

• MALAYS AS ARMED FORCES

In the early days, Malay soldiers formed part of the armed forces of Sri 
Lankan kings. There’s evidence from the 10th century AD that a Sri Lankan 
King called Mahinda V had a troop of Malay soldiers in his army. During 
colonisation, the Dutch held a generally favourable view of the Malays for 
their steadfast loyalty and unflinching bravery. The Malay soldiers played a 
big part in capturing Portuguese-controlled areas of Ceylon and as a result, 
were given land by the Dutch as a token of gratitude. When the British took 
over Ceylon from the Dutch, their fighting skills did not go unnoticed.They 
were mostly employed in the Malay Regiment of Sri Lanka in the 1800’s. 
They were actually the first ever Malay Regiment formed and were so skilled 
that they received the British Queen’s colours in 1802. Sri Lankan Malays 
proceeded to work in the security forces, police, fire brigade, plantations 
and civil service.
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BY HIRANMAYII MOHANAN

Interestingly enough, the person who popularised baju kurung was Tun 
Hassan Temenggong, son of Bendahara Seri Maharaja Tun Mutahir, in the 
15th century of the Malacca Sultanate. Baju kurung dates back more than 
600 years ago and it has served as the pride and heritage of the Malay 
society since the Malaccan Sultanate. Since then, the baju kurung has 

evolved in length, cut and shape, fabrics, style and coordination.

THE HISTORY AND 
EVOLUTION OF THE BAJU KURUNG

EARLY STYLE

Like the traditional attires of other races, the Malay clothing pattern evolved 
over a long period of time. In those early times, natural sources were used 
as clothing material until cotton and silk were introduced to the Malay 
Peninsula as early as the 1st century by Indian and Chinese traders. In the 
days before the arrival of Islam, the lives of the local Malay community 
were deeply influenced by Hindu-Buddhist practices introduced by foreign 
traders, and this was reflected in their dressing which has been described 
as simple but practical. Back then, the typical male clothing only involved 
two pieces of cloth — a smaller piece tied around the head and formed 
a headdress while a larger one wrapped around the waist evolved into 
a sarong to cover the lower part of the body. Meanwhile, the ladies were 
adorned in their kain kelubung (shawl) to cover their heads and a kain 
kemban, which was essentially a piece of sarong, worn to cover the bust 
downwards. The clothing was pretty straightforward, comfortable and 
served the purpose of keeping them cool in the tropical heat. The only 
difference between the clothes worn by the members of nobility and the 
common folk was that the former used better quality cloth that was more 
expensive to own and wore elaborate jewellery made of gold and precious 
stones.

ISLAMIC INFLUENCE

When Islam arrived in the Malay Peninsula 
through Arab traders from the 7th century 
onwards,  the Middle Eastern values slowly 
made an impact on the local dressing styles. 
It took a further 800 years before Islam was 
firmly established in Melaka. During that long 
transitional period, some locals began to adopt 
changes in the way they dressed like both sides 
of the gender became more appropriately attired, 
wearing simple yet comfortable tunic-like cotton 

blouse to cover the upper parts of their bodies. 
The blouse gave women the freedom to wear their 
sarongs lower, usually around the waist like the 
men. The only difference was that the womenfolk 
favoured the ikatan ombak mengalun (side knot) 
when securing their sarong as it allowed them to 
walk with ease even when taking long strides. The 
men, however, preferred to tie their sarongs in the 
middle, close to the navel.

At the same time, the growth of regional trade 
and commerce ensured that the Malay dressing 
style gradually became intertwined with 
other cultures in the Malay Archipelago. This 
phenomenon eventually gave rise to a common 
identity that was unique to the Nusantara. 
Among the many Malay clothing styles, the baju 
kurung is considered as one of the oldest and 
most widely adopted by leading historians. Baju 
kurung patterns that are closely related to our 
present versions can be easily found throughout 
the region like Bentan, Bengkulu, Jambi, Riau, 
Padang, Acheh and Palembang in Indonesia as 
well as in Thailand and Singapore. In Malaysia, 
the baju kurung was said to have made its first 
appearance approximately six centuries ago 
during the golden age of the Melaka Sultanate. 

According to the Sejarah Melayu (Malay Annals), 
Sultan Mansur Shah, the sixth ruler of Melaka, 
forbade Malay women from wearing the kain 
kemban as it differed from the basic Islamic 
teachings about personal modesty. Further 
guidelines were then formed adhering to the royal 
decree gradually incorporated into the way Malay 
women dressed themselves in public. Even at that 
time, self-effacement, from the Malay perspective, 
was largely considered synonymous with Islamic 
teachings that forbade any flaunting of intimate 
body parts, particularly when a woman was 
away from the safe confines of her home.

Ladies from Sumatra, clad in their traditional attire, known as Baju Kurung made from Songket

The Malay Women’s College in Malacca, Malaya (circa 1950s)
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THE HISTORY OF BAJU KURUNG

A few years later, during the reign of Sultan Mahmud Shah, Temenggung 
Hassan made significant improvements on the existing dressing style then 
like expanding the size of the Malay baju bodice to give allowance for a 
loose-fitting shape and lengthened the sleeves to wrist level after drawing 
inspiration from the robes worn by Arab merchants in Melaka. It was said 
that the name baju kurung was then coined to describe the new style that 
shielded most parts of the female body from public view, leaving only the 
face and hands exposed. The style then remained largely unchanged over 
the next three and a half centuries until it was brought to the fore in the 
late 19th century and made popular once again by Sultan Abu Bakar, the 
father of modern Johor.

The monarch revamped the baju kurung to differentiate it from the rest of 
the other Malay garments and to make it special for the people in his state. 
The reigning monarch then considered two main factors in reconstructing 
the baju kurung — conforming to the rules of the religion and making 
the style as aesthetically pleasing as possible. This resulted in the widely 
popular baju kurung Teluk Belanga. At the turn of the 20th century, the 
blouse length was measured as sejengkal (forefinger tip to the tip of thumb) 
from the ground. The length slowly shortened to mid-calf level and stayed 
just below the knee until the early 1940’s. At the same time, the kain 
kelubung remained relevant as it was used as part of the dressing for formal 
functions right up to the 1930’s.

POST-WAR TRANSFORMATION

The end of the Second World War and the return of the British colonialism 
in September 1945 brought sweeping administrative changes and the 
promise of rapid progress. With exposure to foreign influences through 
the mass media, especially movies and fashion magazines like Muda-
Mudi, inculcated ideas to Malay women on ways to simplify their dressing 
to suit their lifestyle. This then resulted in the baju kurung shortened. This 
change in style also came at the expense of the kain kelubung which was 
replaced by the less cumbersome selendang in the late 1950’s. Even then, 
the use of a head cover remained optional as more Malay women joined 
the workforce as office workers and teaching staff and found it essential to 
keep their garments simple.

By the 1960’s, fashionable fabrics imported from Europe such as French 
lace and Swiss voile began making their appearance in Malaya. That 
and the synthetic fabrics from China and Japan, quickly became customer 
favourites almost overnight. In addition, modern inventions like zippers 
and waistbands simplified things further. The easier means of making baju 
kurung boosted demands which then prompted Chinese tailors to jump on 
the baju kurung-making bandwagon by the early 1960’s. The introduction 
of pop culture from the west in the 1970’s was the next phenomenon to 
have an unvarying impact on Malay garments in its entirety. That period 
signalled the beginning of change and dilution of traditional baju kurung 
styles to ones which bodice followed body curvature. This was so that they 
could look shapelier and more attractive. Another request had the garment 
length shortened so significantly that many nicknamed the end result as the 
mini kurung.

1980’S

By the early 1980’s, the baju kurung moden, which closely followed 
western fashion and detailing, was born. This new variant of the baju 
kurung materialised when Malaysians watched the royal nuptial between 
Lady Diana Spencer and Prince Charles which was televised live from St 
Paul’s Cathedral on July 29, 1981. Captivated by the Princess of Wales’ 
glamorous fashion sense and astounding array of garment designs, Malay 
women began incorporating what they saw on screen and in print to their 
clothes, including the baju kurung. 

1990’S

By the 1990s, the length of the baju kurung changed yet again or reverted 
to ankle level when the classic look prevailed in the Malay fashion scene.

A Portuguese illustration of Malay traditional clothing (Baju Kurung), 1540

Contemporary Baju Kurung (Pic from Zalora)

Contemporary Baju Kurung (Picture from Zalia)
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Mothers are divine creatures; they are unsung superheroes and are an embodiment of selflessness. 
While Mother’s Day is a day to honour motherhood, we believe that reverence and appreciation 
for our mothers should be a daily observance, not limited to a special day. She should be spoiled, 
pampered and loved every day. Sure, Mother's Day gifts are always a nice surprise, but this day 
isn't about spending a ton of money — it's about spending quality time with her. Whether she 

likes to get out and explore or stay in and relax, we have rounded up some fun activities that will 
make this Mother’s Day one for the books.

• SWEAT IT OUT
Kick off Mother’s Day on a healthy note 
by either heading to a yoga class or even 
heading to the hills for a beautiful morning 
hike. Not only is this an incredible bonding 
activity, but you’ll both feel energised and 
ready to tackle more activities.

• GO GLAMPING
With the recent surge of glamping venues just 
outside of KL, it makes for a fun escapade to 
nature with style. Even if your mom is not the 
outdoorsy type, we bet she won’t mind luxe 
take on sleeping under the stars. Hello, 
adventurous girls trip!

Website: www.thesticks.my 

• TREAT HER TO A MEAL OUT
Mothers slave over the stove almost every 
single day, so why not treat her to her favourite 
cuisine, at her favourite restaurant.  Whether 
it’s as simple as breakfast or a special dinner, 
we know she would appreciate it. 

• GO ON A ROAD TRIP
What better way to bond with your mother 
than a road trip? It’s just you, songs, 
meaningful conversations and the open road. 
It could be a trip to Port Dickson or even to 
Ipoh for food hunting. You will return happy 
and closer than ever.

• SCHEDULE A MASSAGE
A massage is definitely a way to a mother’s 
heart. She will appreciate some well-deserved 
tranquillity for working so hard at the office 
and at home. She’ll leave feeling completely 
rejuvenated.

• WINE AND NETFLIX
If mom prefers staying in and relaxing, we 
suggest getting her favourite bottle of wine, 
some hearty comfort food to accompany and 
to top it off, Netflix. She will feel comfortable 
and let’s be real, the gift of Netflix only keeps 
on giving.

• THROW A TEA PARTY
Mother’s Day falls during that magical time 
of year when the weather is pleasantly warm 
and the trees and flowers are blooming, so 
why not move the party outside? A garden tea 
party is a special and elegant way to honour 
mom, and it’s an excuse to make fancy finger 
sandwiches and canapés.
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Curated by a foodie, for a foodie. Read on to learn about the myriad of eateries we love and appreciate at 

Bangsar Shopping Centre. Enjoy!

A Foodie’s Guide to 
Bangsar Shopping Centre

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

HUCKLEBERRY

Famed for its artisanal pastries, 
bread and nourishing comfort food, 
Huckleberry is where you want to saunter 
into for a coffee and cake or a sumptuous lunch. 
At the cornerstone of Bangsar Shopping Centre, the cool 
ambience inside or at the outdoor seating area makes 
you want to slow down your pace and linger longer. From 
the artisanal breads, pastries and cakes to the nourishing 
comfort food and freshly brewed coffee, it’s evident they put 
all their passion and imagination into creating some unique 
wholesome treats for everyone.

Huckleberry, G108 & GK2, Bangsar Shopping Centre 285, Jalan Maarof 
59000 Kuala Lumpur.

ROBERTO’S 1020 OSTERIA

Roberto’s 1020 Osteria offers the flavours of Italy. Keeping a 
stylish theme throughout the restaurant, one walks in to be greeted 
by a bar and indoor dining area which flows out onto a covered 
patio, extending over a garden-lined lounge. Do like the Romans 
by whetting the palate with a classic Italian aperitif — Aperol 
Spritz melded with Prosecco and topped with a slice of orange. 
Start your gastronomic voyage with the Taglieri e Formaggi – Cold 
Cuts & Cheese Wood Board imported from Italy. The platter sees 

an assemblage of bresaola, smoked turkey ham, smoked duck 
and beef Cecina alongside Grana Padano, brie, Asiago 

and scamorza cheeses. This is served alongside sun-dried 
tomatoes, caper berries, green olives and fried bread. 
Roberto’s 1020 Osteria’s pride and joy is its Alfa Forni 
wood-fire and gas oven, brought in from Italy and is the 
first of its kind in Malaysia.

Roberto’s 1020 Osteria, Bangsar Shopping Centre, 285, Jalan Maarof, 
Bangsar 59000 Kuala Lumpur.

COCA

It all started in 1957 with Khun Pattama’s passion to deliver great 
food to people so they would smile. This still holds through to this day 
as the team behind COCA embarked on the 3rd generation of the 
COCA family legacy. COCA takes pride in growing its own chilis 
at the COCA Boutique Farm that is pesticide and hormone-free. The 
recipes have been passed down spanning three generations and still 
retain the impeccable flavours as created by Khun Pattama in 1957. 
Chef Pitaya’s secret crab cake recipe is unique, originating from the 
Phaphensophon’s traditional family recipe that uses pure crab meat 
to create the crab patty. It’s then seared and served with homemade 

curry mayo sauce. One of the restaurant’s best sellers and a 
must-try is the Salted Fish Fried Rice using premium ‘kurau’ 

salted fish. It’s even better when paired with the Signature 
Hotpot.

COCA, Level 3, Bangsar Shopping Centre (BSC), Jalan Maarof, 59000 
Kuala Lumpur.

LUCA KITCHEN AND BAR

Featuring a casual, all-day dining vibe, Luca promises to be the go-to 
spot for anyone who appreciates fine food and scenic environment. 
Taking into consideration the importance and demand for healthier 

meals, Leslie makes sure Luca’s dishes are not only jam-packed with 
quality flavour, but also highly nutritious. At Luca, only the finest and 

freshest ingredients make the cut – pledging to deliver a luscious 
sensation in your mouth, without the guilt! Everything, right down to 
the dessert to wash down your meal are served with the same care 

and attention as any high-end eatery aiming to provide the ultimate 
customer satisfaction. Luca also takes pride in its vast selection 
of quality wines, perfect to be paired with its signature cold 
cut cheese platter or array of European tapas. With over 
50 varieties of wine mainly from France and Italy, wine 

lovers are in for a treat once they discover the wine 
section.

Luca Kitchen and Bar, Lot G9, Ground Floor, Bangsar Shopping 
Centre, 285 Jalan Maarof, Bukit Bandaraya, 59000 Kuala Lumpur.

DANCING FISH

Rooted in Bangsar Shopping Centre 
since 2010, Dancing Fish has been known 
as the treasure trove of Malay-Indo cuisine in 
Kuala Lumpur. With burning passion, Dancing Fish 
translates that into its food and service, all while displaying 
subtle Indonesian cultural decor in a modern and chic setting. 
From the menu, the Dancing Fish with Sambal Dabu-Dabu 
is fresh from the tank and deep-fried to a golden, crispy 
perfection. It’s served with a traditional recipe of salsa sauce 
from Manado, Indonesia. Another crowd-pleaser is the BBQ 
Beef Ribs with Sambal Matah, which sees Australian oxtail 
marinated and braised in aromatic herbs and spices, then 
grilled over glowing charcoal embers.

Dancing Fish, Lot T120 & 121, 3rd floor, Bangsar Shopping Centre, Jalan 
Maarof, Bukit Bandaraya, 59000 Kuala Lumpur.
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Dusun by 
Openhouse

Isabel Restaurant and Bar

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Walking into Dusun by Openhouse, the latest 
eatery that’s all the rage recently is evocative 
of Bali with its bamboo canopy and a towering 
tree that’s centred in the al-fresco seating area. 
Various wooden fixtures and embellishments 
makes Dusun by Openhouse an intriguing 
tropical escapade. This is a place to be seen, to 
see, have fun, chill, connect. Bringing together 
the spiritual and social buzz of the community 
in an endless encounter or in a serendipitous 
chance over food and drinks.

Dusun by Openhouse’s menu is a polyphony of 
hyper-local ingredients and imported produce 
cooked using traditional kampung cooking 
techniques with mangrove wood fire – smoking 
and burning to create new notes on flavour 
composition. It also boasts an unfussy list of fine 
wines, imaginative cocktails, and refreshing 
juices with delightful desserts to sweeten your 
dining experience. There’s a lot to be savoured 
here, such as the Charred Salted Sardines that 
sees sardines, ba’kelalan highland salt, kasturi 
lime black garlic butter and micro ulams to 
whet the appetite. 

Isabel is set in a restored 1950s house in KL’s 
Golden Triangle, a haven amidst the urban 
hustle and bustle. Warm and welcoming, the 
lush tropical décor deftly combines Asian 
influences with a contemporary sensibility 
while elements of colonial style reference the 
area’s history. The delicious and satisfying 
dishes are skilfully prepared with carefully 
sourced ingredients and plated to please the 
senses. Intimate and charming, Isabel is a fresh 
offering from the Alexis Group, which has been 
synonymous with stylish contemporary dining 
in Kuala Lumpur since 1995.

The menu at Isabel is a celebration of Southeast 
Asian flavours, spanning the Laotian foothills, 
down the fertile Chao Phraya and Mekong 
deltas, across the Indonesian archipelago and 
sweeping through East and West Malaysia. 
It’s best relished enjoyed with sharing plates 
and in generous portions. Every dish on the 
restaurant’s menu has a unique provenance 
and story. They are a culmination of recipes 
passed down through generations which is 
honour by preparing their spices and sauces 
from scratch. These beloved recipes are further 
enhanced with refined techniques and premium 
produce where appropriate. 

Expect only the creme de la creme of 
ingredients sourced from local and regional 

Uroko K Fry 
Urban KoreanBY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANANUroko is a neighbourhood Japanese restaurant 
tucked away in the locale of Section 17, 
Petaling Jaya. This eatery’s allure lies in its 
plethora of contemporary and high-quality 
offerings, at  reasonable prices. Uroko’s 
specialties include the Uroko Salad with 
its own special blend of dressing, perfectly 
steamed Chawanmushi that’s velvety smooth, 
pan-fried foie gras with steamed melon that 
melts in your mouth and a variety of Makis 
(sushi rolls) and Temakis (hand rolls) that are 
not only a delight to the taste buds but also 
a feast for the eyes. In addition, patrons can 
indulge in a host of tasty Yakitori offerings off 
the charcoal grill that’s a perfect complement 
to an impressive list of Japanese beers and 
sake.

Choices are aplenty at Uroko. Indulge in a 
Sashimi Moriawase or mixed sashimi platter 
and choose between Jyo, Tokujyo and 
U-Sashimi, each selected by the chef. For 
something more satiating, the sushi rice bowl 

K Fry Urban Korean (slang for Korean fried 
chicken) is a home grown Korean brand that 
specialises in authentic Korean Fried Chicken 
and hearty Korean food with an urban twist. 
From creating authentic Korean flavours, 
insisting on the freshest and best ingredients 
and delivering service akin to welcoming a 
dear friend to our home, honesty is a serious 
principle placed in the K Fry DNA. The brand 
aspires to improve the Food and Beverage 
Landscape in Malaysia by raising the bar for 
food quality and service excellence, creating 
lasting, meaningful experiences that would 
stand the test of time.

K Fry’s bestseller is undoubtedly the K’razy 
Spicy Cheesy Fried Chicken Bumbuk which 
sees juicy boneless fried chicken smothered 
in Korean spicy yangyeom (sweet and spicy) 
sauce combined with the indulgent and 
savoury mozzarella cheese. The Kimgaru 

Single dishes like the Laksa Johor — a 
representation of East-meets-West includes 
spaghetti with white sardine meat, white 
shrimp, bean sprouts, mixed village vegetables, 
coconut and kerisik. From the fire grill, for big 
groups, we recommend the Api Api Coast + 
Country Platter which features an assemblage 
of rubbed lamb rack kemangi, neraka tiger 
prawns, smoked chicken, panggang squid 
and micro ulams to be dipped in dusun 
sambals selection alongside jeruk to unify the 
elements.

Dusun by Openhouse, G9A Bangsar Shopping 
Centre, Jalan Maarof, 59000 Kuala Lumpur.

growers and suppliers. These include fragrant 
Hom Mali rice from Thailand, handmade 
Belacan (shrimp paste) from Bintulu and juicy 
free range Chicken from Bentong, to name just 
a few. Some of our favourite dishes include 
the Young Jackfruit Salad — a refreshing 
palate teaser boasting tropical flavours. The 
Chef’s Special — Charcoal grilled Travelly fish 
stuffed with coconut and shrimp filling, served 
with fermented Krill relish is everything you 
need and more.

Isabel, 21, Jln Mesui, Bukit Bintang, 50200 Kuala 
Lumpur.
Tel: +603 2110 6366

Dusun By Openhouse Api Api and Country Platter Charcoal grilled Travelly fishDusun by Openhouse Interior Young jackfruit salad

Isabel’s offerings

A Bowlful of Fresh Sashimi

K-Fry Jjajang Series

K-Fry Cheesy Offerings
Sushi Moriawase 

will do the trick. From this segment, we love the 
Bara Chirashi — a medley of cubed sashimi 
served on a bed of Japanese rice. It’s a treat 
for the senses. You won’t be sorry for ordering 
any one of the sushi rolls or hand rolls for each 
boasts decadent and comforting piquancy you 
don’t want to end. As aforementioned, the 
Chawanmushi at Uroko is one of its specialties 
so be sure to order any of the six varieties. 
We personally appreciated the tried-and-true 
Ikura Chawanmushi — steamed egg with 
salmon roe atop. Its velvety consistency melts 
in the mouth while the ikura conveys a pop of 
saltiness to this dish. 

Uroko, *Japanese cuisine *Casual dining (pork 
free), 2nd Floor, No 22A-1, Jln 17/54, (Section 17)
Petaling Jaya, Selangor. 
Tel: +6017 6739223

Bokkeumbap reigns in next, featuring 
seaweed garlic fried rice served on a bed 
of runny egg river with K’rispy Korean fried 
chicken with cheesy centre. For a bowlful of 
hearty goodness, you can’t do wrong with 
the Anchovies and Tuna Rice Balls — another 
signature dish. This dish comprises a mixture of 
Korean short grain rice and black sweet rice 
tossed in sesame oil and served together with 
fried anchovies, tuna in mayonnaise, Korean 
seaweed. and flying fish roe. 

Rainy Malaysian days call for dishes like the 
Bulgogi JeonGol — a traditional Korean stew 
cooked in a hot pot with marinated bulgogi 
New Zealand beef or chicken, served with 
fresh vegetables and a variety of mushrooms. 
Alternatively, the Budae Jigae is equally 
scrumptious, it’s a classic Korean army stew 
in a pot with grilled chicken, ham, sausage, 
chicken, luncheon meat, baked beans, lots of 
cheddar cheese and noodles. 

K Fry Urban Korean, LCC 02 Level Concourse Suria 
Kuala Lumpur City Center, 50088 Kuala Lumpur.

https://www.kfry.my/order-online/ 
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The Coffee Academïcs
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Since its inauguration in Hong Kong in 2012, 
The Coffee Academïcs has been setting the 
standards in coffee quality and exceptional 
coffee experiences. Taking specialty coffee 
culture to new heights in the region, the cafe 
has expanded their coffee hub to include 
Singapore, Thailand, Mainland China, Macau, 
Philippines, Japan, Qatar and now in Pavilion 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

Each store presents a distinct personality, 
curated to seamlessly integrate with the charm 
and vivacious essence of the surrounding 
neighbourhood while aesthetically standing 
out. Attention-to-details shining through our 
carefully curated music playlist, reading 
materials, homely yet eclectically stylish 
decor, and state-of-the-art coffee machines 
and brewing equipment. Clean lines, bronzy 
accents and exposed bricks create a cosy, 
soothing atmosphere to slow down and indulge 
in a cuppa. 

Restart by slō
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

The newest kid on the block, Restart by 
Slo, tucked in the neighbourhood of Kota 
Damansara, has revamped its menu to an 
Italian-inspired one. Expect fresh, homemade 
pasta like tagliolini and pappardelle tossed in 
various sauces, from classics like carbonara 
and pesto to more creative, local renditions.

Available from 3pm to 10pm daily, the fresh 
pasta we loved and appreciated was the 
Malaysian Truffle Tagliolini with Pan Seared 
Chicken Breast. This glorious dish, as its 
name implies is an interplay of Italian and 
Malaysian flavours, with buah kulim oil (the 
Malaysian equivalent of truffles), tossed with 
black pepper brown sauce for a subtle kick 
and pan seared chicken breast neatly lined 
atop. 

Another pasta laced with Asian ingredients 
such as the lemongrass is the Tiger Prawn 
Tagliolini with Prawn Oil. Basking in simplicity 

While the cafe’s menu revolves primarily 
around award-winning coffee, they also offer 
mouth-watering breakfasts, locally-inspired 
pastas and delectable desserts. From the 
breakfast segment, we implore you to tuck into 
the Egg Royale — a delicious layer of bread, 
perfectly cooked poached eggs, velvety burnt 
hollandaise sauce topped with ikura. YUM! 
Pair this with one of The Coffee Academïcs’ 
specialty drink named Steam, where espresso 
is steamed with ice and the natural sugar in 
coffee is emulsified to create a frothy texture. 
With the science and technique involving, 
each sip of Steam is smooth and silky, curating 
a hint of that milky taste. Another great perk 
with this fantastic drink is that since there are 
no additives but espresso, so this drink is low 
in calories.

The Coffee Academïcs, Lot C3.02.00, Pavilion, 
55100 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel : +603 9779 0788

Steam

The Coffee Academics Egg Royale

Pesto PappardelleCarbonara Pappardelle

Tagliolini al pomodoro

and flavours, the tagliolini pasta is mixed with 
prawn oil for some brininess, lemongrass and 
garlic for fragrance and subtle herbaceous 
sweetness, and a dash of chilli flakes 
and spring onion to garnish. Creatures of 
comfort might take a fancy to the Carbonara 
Pappardelle with beef bacon or smoked duck 
options, Percorino Romano cheese, Parmesan, 
Yolk and a dash of black pepper to cut through 
the creaminess ever so slightly.

Restart by Slo, 31-2, Jalan PJU 5/10, Dataran 
Sunway, Dataran Sunway, Kota Damansara, 47810 
Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: +6011 3905 2650

FIVE GUYS
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

The FIVE GUYS family has opened its second 
Malaysia store in Kuala Lumpur. The second 
store retains its policy of serving 100% halal-
certified beef on its menu. FIVE GUYS started 
off as a family-run burger and fries joint with 
the aim of making ‘burgers and fries cooked 
to perfection’. It has been a Washington D.C. 
area favourite since 1986 when Jerry and 
Janie Murrell offered sage advice to three of 
the Murrell brothers: “Start a business or go 
to college.” The business route won and the 
Murrells opened a carry-out burger joint in 
Arlington, Virginia. Under the guidance of 
Jerry and Janie Murrell, the family served only 

The 
Lemon Tree
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Nestled in Menara Lien Hoe in Tropicana is 
a beaming, beautiful café bathed in bright, 
warm natural light owed to its Victorian 
glasshouse-like aesthetics. The Lemon Tree, 
inspired by a lemon tree at the centre of the 
eatery, is elegant as it is cosy, reminiscent of 
the summer season in Europe. Besides the high 
glass windows and dome ceiling, the piece de 
resistance here is the array of freshly-baked 
artisanal pastries, cakes and savoury mains. 

Our favourites from The Lemon Tree include 
the Pistachio and Nutella Croissants, Mille 
Feuille as well as the restaurant’s signature 
breakfast, named the Morning Fuel. This sees 
fluffy, buttered croissant, gourmet chicken 
sausage and portobello mushroom all on one 
plate. Another satiating option for breakfast is 
the Brekkie Wrap stuffed with mammoth-sized 
chicken sausage, organic scrambled eggs, 
hash browns and karashi mentaiko.

hand-formed burgers cooked to perfection 
on a grill along with fresh-cut fries cooked in 
pure peanut oil. The little burger joint picked 
up pace and soon had a cult-like following. 
Customers voted FIVE GUYS burger as “#1” in 
the D.C. metro area. 

FIVE GUYS offers a plethora of choices, where 
patrons have 15 burger toppings to choose 
from. As such, there are approximately 
250,000 burger combinations they can choose 
from based on their unique preferences. 
Nothing beats pairing burgers and fries with a 
milkshake. FIVE GUYS shakes have a creamy 
vanilla base. There are a total of 8 free 
premium mix-ins, such as peanut butter, and 
fresh strawberries that are prepared freshly 
in store daily. As such, there are over 1,000 
different flavour combinations. While it’s 
highly recommended to get your hands on any 
of the go-to burgers, many are unaware that 
the restaurant serves hotdogs and sandwiches 
as well. In addition, customers can opt for 
burger buns to be replaced with lettuce leaves 
for a fresh and crispy twist or go completely 
bunless in a burger bowl - perfect for those 
looking to indulge in keto-friendly meals. 

FIVE GUYS, Lot C3.06.01, Level 3, Connection, 
Pavilion Kuala Lumpur, 168 Jalan Bukit Bintang, 
55100 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03 2391 0036

FIVE GUYS group shot

Five Guys Interior

Lemon Drizzle Cake

The Lemon Tree Cafe Interior

Pair this with their extensive tea and coffee 
selections and signature drinks such as Tangy 
Pear Honey-nade and Citrus Yuzu Oolong 
cooler. For the sweet tooths, the Coconut Jelly 
is a great pick, beaming with layers of coconut, 
from shavings that garnish its exterior to actual 
coconut flesh that is sandwiched between the 
light-as-air cake. According to The Lemon Tree’s 
marketing manager Brenda Ou, they love 
translating their passion into the menu. “Our 
goal here is to allow café-goers to experience 
the many flavours offered while enjoying the 
space to rest, relax and gather with friends and 
family,” she said.

The Lemon Tree, Ground Floor, Menara Lien Hoe, 
Persiaran Tropicana, 47410 Petaling Jaya, Selangor 
Tel: +6011 5763 0433
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MANGO MULE

Instructions:
Muddle cucumber and honey syrup in the bottom 
of a cocktail shaker. Add the mango puree and 
lime juice and shake with ice vigorously. Strain into 
a copper mug. Top with ginger beer and stir.

Ingredients:

•  4-5 slices of cucumber
•  1 ounce of honey syrup
•  1.5 ounces of mango puree
•  1.5 ounces of fresh lime juice
•  1.5 ounces of ginger beer
•  Ice

VIRGIN CUCUMBER GIMLET

Instructions:
Combine all ingredients and shake with ice. Serve in 
a rocks glass over crushed ice. Garnish with a rolled 
cucumber slice.

Ingredients:

•  1.5 ounces of club soda
•  4-5 slices of muddled cucumber
•  1 ounce of fresh lime juice
•  1 ounce of simple syrup

VIRGIN WATERMELON MARGARITA

Instructions:
In a blender, puree enough watermelon chunks so that 
you have 4 cups of watermelon puree. Add lime juice 
and agave and mix again. Pour into 4 cups. Top with 
sparkling water.

Ingredients:

•  1 medium seedless watermelon, cut into chunks
•  0.5 cup of fresh lime juice
•  4 tsp of agave
•  5 tbsp of sparkling water

SHIRLEY GINGER

Instructions:
Stir ginger beer, club soda, lime juice and grenadine 
in a pitcher. Pour into tall glasses with ice. Garnish 
with lime rounds and/or maraschino cherries.

Ingredients:

•  4 cups Brooklyn Crafted Lemon Lime 
Ginger Beer

•  1 cup of club soda
•  3 tbsp of lime juice
•  0.25 cup of grenadine

What’s a good hostess without some mocktails? Don’t let cocktails have 
all the fun. Try your home mixologist skills with the following mocktails. 

Easy, Breezy 
Mocktails

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN
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The flagship Ramen Seirock-ya was launched in Tsukuba City, Japan in 
2009. There are over 15 stores in Japan which has grown internationally, 
to Jakarta and Malaysia. Ramen Seirock-ya Uptown opened in 2019, 
the company’s first outlet in Malaysia. Much like Maruki Ramen, Ramen 
Seirock-ya is halal-certified, for all Malaysians to enjoy. The crowning 
glory of this restaurant is the Toripaitan Ramen which boasts rich, velvety 
flavours culminated from boiling chicken broth for long hours. In fact, the 
Toripaitan Ramen has become quite popular in The Land of the Rising Sun. 
In addition, Toripaitan Ramen is more popular among women in Japan 
because its broth includes lots of collagen that is good for the skin. So make 
your reservation, gather your friends and indulge in good ramen. 

No.6, Jalan SS21/35 Damansara Utama, Petaling Jaya, Selangor.

Menya Musashi is named after the legendary samurai, Miyamoto Musashi 
who was famed for his distinctive ‘Double Sword Style’. Menya Musashi’s 
ramen comes in white, red and black renditions which make it interesting 
and delicious. Their broth are made by boiling a substantial amount of 
pork bones for that extra oomph. Besides tried-and-true favourites such as 
the Chashu Ajitama Ramen, try the Niku Niku Ramen which comes with 
three pieces of roasted pork, pork belly, cabbage, spring onion, bamboo 
shoots and black fungus. You are also at liberty to choose a flavoured oil to 
elevate the ramen even further.

Level 2, Eat Paradise Isetan 1 Utama, 47800 Kuala Lumpur.

Bowlful of Comfort
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

KANBE RAMEN
With chefs from Tokyo at the helm of Kanbe, you know you’re in for a 
treat. Kanbe specialises in purveying authentic Hakata-style Tonkotsu 
ramen. There are eight different broths to choose from, simmered for 
at least 48 hours, including the signature Shiro to Yuzu. Much like the 
previous restaurant, the ramen in its entirety is customisable, right from 
the firm of the noodles, the sauces, spiciness and more. Whatever your 
choice may be, the ramen is topped with thick slabs of tender char siu 
that will melt in your mouth.

GF-08, 163 Retail Park, No.8 Jalan Kiara, Mont Kiara 50480 Kuala 

Lumpur.

Ramen Bar Shi Shi Do
With the same team behind the Menya Shi-Shi Do at Jaya One, Ramen 
Bar Shi Shi Do transports customers to the streets of Japan, from the 
lanterns to the seating. Options are aplenty at this ramen-ya in Gasket 
Alley, from the classic Ajitama Chashu Ramen to Ippon Yakibuta Ramen 
that is served with Ippon Yakibuta, soft boiled egg, spring onion and black 
fungus. The pork broth here is boiled and skimmed up to 48 hours to bring 
out the natural yet rich flavour of the finest pork bones. The highlight at 

MARUKI RAMEN
Tucked in The Linc KL, Maruki Ramen, the first of its kind is an upscale and 
contemporary restaurant that doles out homemade, wholesome bowls of 
fresh ramen daily. The allure of this restaurant is that all the ingredients 
used are halal, making Maruki Ramen accessible to all. The menu offers 
different types of soup with a myriad of toppings including glazed chicken 
roll, premium Australian beef slices, ajitama soft-boiled egg, leek and 
seaweed. The superior soup is a light yet flavoursome choice while the 
classic soup is a thick and hearty option. As for spice lovers, the classic 
kara would entice whereas the classic kuro – well, let’s just say you have to 
taste this to believe it. Try the Superior Shio Deluxe featuring chicken broth 
seasoned with salt. The wholesome, flavourful notes are all crafted from 
fresh ingredients, without the use of MSG or thickeners.

Lot 2-23, Level 2, The Linc KL, No. 360 Jalan Tun Razak, 

50400 Taman U Thant, Kuala Lumpur.

Ramen Seirock-ya Menya Musashi

Best Ramen in the Klang Valley

Ramen (ラーメン) is a noodle soup dish that was originally imported from China and has become one 
of the most popular dishes in Japan in recent decades. Ramen are typically categorised according to 

their soup base, although variations that combine the different bases are not uncommon.

Ramen Bar Shi Shi Do is its customisable ramen, from choosing single flavour 
including pork soup, black garlic pork soup, spicy pork soup, curry pork 
soup, basil pork soup and pepper spicy pork soup. You can also combine 
several flavours to make double and triple flavours, as well as add extra 
toppings and noodles for a personalised experience. 

The Gasket Alley, 15-5 @, Jalan 13/6, Seksyen 13, 46200 Petaling Jaya.
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SUGARIE KL
Is there a better pairing than torched marshmallows atop 
chocolate brownies? We didn’t think so. Specialising in s’mores 
brownies and stuffed cookies, SugaRie KL might induce some 
serious cravings, especially after scrolling through their feed. 
Our favourite is their recent introduction, the Biscoff Brookie. 
It’s essentially the matrimony of a cookie and brownie. It has 
a buttery cookie base and fudge brownie centre, topped with 
Biscoff cookie butter filling and torched marshmallows. So 
yummy!

BROWNIES BAR BY THE ACCIDENTAL BAKERS
Brownies Bar by The Accidental Bakers has earned major 
brownie points for offering its patrons a myriad of brownie and 
blondie choices, 18 to be precise. One can find something 
to suit every palate, from peanut butter, Nutella, red velvet, 
coconut, pistachio cranberry, fruitcake, banana, dark chocolate 
to salted caramel. Our favourites are the coconut and  sea salt 
almond, both carrying distinctive flavours, one tropical and 
the other, earthy. Nutella is a crowd-pleaser too — fudgey and 
addictive. Each brownie, in our opinion, is worth the bite and 
calories, with a lingering aftertaste that makes you crave for 
even more. Brownies Bar by the Accidental Bakers is located at 
The Gardens Mall and Pavilion Elite. 
 

BAKED KL 
Born from the love of homemade baked goods and the belief 
that everyone deserves a treat, Baked KL is the purveyor of sinful 
buttery treats and gluten-free and plant-based desserts. The best 
part of its desserts, besides their scrumptiousness, is that the 
vegan brownies and blondies taste no different from the regular 
brownies — and enjoying this is guilt-free! For fudge lovers, we 
recommend the Choc Stellar brownie which boasts a chunk of 
ooey-gooey goodness and it’s gluten as well as nut-free. Meet 
your matcha with Baked KL’s Matcha heaven blondies and 
experience euphoria. 

KIND KONES
When you’re craving for something indulgent but worry about 
the calories, Kind Kones can come to your rescue. Armed with 
sweet potato brownies served with a creamy all-natural ice 
cream, guilt can go out the window. It’s probably the fudgiest, 
most moist and fulfilling brownie, owed to the inherently starchy 
nature of sweet potatoes.

Brownie, Baby

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

The Fudgiest, Finger-Licking Good Brownies

THE DESSERT BAR KL
The creative mastermind behind The Dessert Bar KL is 
Dimple Devnani. With a fervour for baking desserts 
since young, Dimple pursued this professionally 
under the tutelage of some of the best bakers in the 
Philippines and continued to venture into hospitality. 
The Dessert Bar KL promotes fresh, delicious and 
flavourful desserts, delivered the very next day to 
ensure freshness. Get to its Instagram page to place 
your orders, between Wednesday and Saturday. You 
can thank us later. 

JASLYN CAKES
Jaslyn Cakes can do no wrong in our eyes, 
hence their inclusion in this list. Their Salty 
Valrhona Brownie, as its name suggests, 
includes a dash of salt to create a beautiful 
balance and cuts down the richness of this 
dessert. Available in both their Bangsar 
and Mont Kiara outlets, if you walk in 
at the right time, a warm brownie, fresh 
from the oven, would await you. Jaslyn 
Cakes offer two variations to choose from 
— the Valrhona Guanaja chocolate chunk 
brownie sprinkled with sea salt flakes, and 
Blondies. The Blondies recipe is tweaked 
to replace chocolate with brown sugar 
and vanilla — something for everyone. 
In order to get your hands on their whole 
tray of brownies, be sure to pre-order 
because these babies sell like hot cakes!

Don’t you just feel satiated and satisfied after sinking your teeth into a bar of rich, fudgey and indulgent 
brownie? What we love about it is that it makes a good accompaniment for Netflix and chilling, a 

wonderful dessert and a worthy pick-me-up. 
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SORBET OR FRUIT POPSICLES 
OR FROYO

A half cup of Haagen Dazs 
vanilla ice cream has 270 
calories and 18 grams of fat and 
this calorie count only increases 
with more indulgent choice of 
flavours such as Belgian chocolate 
or salted caramel. Instead of 
denying yourself completely of 
this sweet indulgence, consider 
switching to homemade sorbet or 
froyo with berries atop. Most of 
these are fat-free but still high in 
sugar, so indulge in moderation. 
Fruit popsicles are a good 
alternative to ice cream and they 
are pretty easy to whip up. All 
you need is a popsicle, fruits 
of your choice like strawberry, 
watermelon, mango or kiwi and a 
popsicle stick.

TRAIL MIX

Trail mix is a type of snack mix — a medley 
of granola, dried fruit, nuts and sometimes 

chocolate, first created as a food to 
be taken along on hikes. Now, it 
can also be consumed between 

meals, especially when you 
get the munchies. It’s pretty 
simple to concoct your own 

blend of trail mix. Simply 
gather and combine equal 

parts unsweetened dried 
fruit and unsalted roasted 

nuts of your choice.

BAKED CINNAMON CARAMEL 
APPLES

An apple a day keeps the 
doctor away, so the saying 

goes. When it comes to daily 
nutrition, apples contain all 
the important stuff—vitamin 

C, B-Complex vitamins, 
fibre, calcium, potassium 

and phyto nutrients (which 
help protect our bodies 

from free radicals). With 
baked cinnamon caramel 
apples, you’re fixing your 

sweet craving while still 
being healthy. Scoop out the 
centre of the apple and fill it 

with decadent caramel sauce and 
baked, crispy oats. You can  kick 
it up a notch by serving it with a 

scoop of vanilla yoghurt. Yum!DOUBLE CHOCOLATE BANANA 
BREAD BARS

You might be wondering, 
how is a double chocolate 
banana bread bar a healthy 
alternative? Well, this bar is an 
illusion of decadence. It’s made 
from bananas, almond flour 
and coconut flour. This treat 
is naturally sweet, moist and 
flavourful. As an added bonus, 
the recipe offers substitutes for 
making it vegan. The best part 
is that there’s no sugar added 
(besides the chocolate chips). The 
bananas add the perfect amount 
of sweetness, and when paired 
with the melty pools of dark 
chocolate, it becomes a banana 
bread of dreams.

KALE CHIPS

Kale, a member of the cabbage 
family, is an excellent source of 

vitamin A, vitamin C, calcium 
and potassium. It is quickly 
becoming a staple in many 

households for its diverse 
use. Kale can be added to 

pastas, salads, stir-fries, 
soups and stews, and 

it can be also steamed, 
sautéed or baked. For a 

healthy, yet still scrumptious 
snack, drizzle washed 

and dried kale leaves (stems 
removed) with olive oil and 

sprinkle lightly with salt. Bake on a 
cookie sheet in a 350-degree oven for 10 

minutes, or until crispy and voila, you have 
yourself healthy chips.

Having the Munchies?
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

We Bring You Healthy Snack Alternatives
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Airport GCEO Speaks

We welcome the easing of various 
travel SOPs effective May 1 which 
will not only hasten Malaysia’s 

economic recovery but will also make 
the travelling to our country less costly as 
Covid-19 pre-departure and on-arrival tests 
are no longer required for all fully vaccinated 
travellers and children. Covid-19 travel 
insurance is also not mandatory for inbound 
travellers to the country. 

Moving in tandem with our initiative to deliver 
an easier and faster boarding experience 
for our passengers, I am happy to announce 
that our newly installed biometric system 
can scan your face as verification for your 
check-in and at the boarding gate instead 
of having to use a boarding pass. This new 
feature is currently applicable for adults only 
as children below 12 years old will still need 
to go through the manual check-in. 

So far, we have introduced this facility to 
passengers flying with Malaysia Airlines to 
Langkawi via KLIA on selected dates. All 
they have to do is to register themselves at 
the Enrolment Totem near the departure level 
entrance with their boarding pass, MyKad or 
passport. Rest assured that the biometric data 
collected will be deleted three hours after 
your flight departure. 

With the reopening of Malaysia’s 
international borders, many airlines have 
announced the recommencement of their 
flights and increased their frequency to 
various parts of the country. For example, 
Royal Brunei Airlines will be flying into Kota 
Kinabalu, Sabah from May 6 with twice 
weekly flights. The East Malaysian state had 
received its first international flight from 
AirAsia on April 16 followed by its second 
international flight from Singapore’s low-cost 
carrier Scoot on April 29.

With the majority of the Southeast Asian 
countries also reopening their borders and 
easing their travel requirements given the 
higher rate of vaccination that has been 
achieved, we expect to see passenger and 
aircraft traffic gaining traction. 

The Labour Day holiday followed by Hari 
Raya festive season at the start of May, 
which are expected to see more flights being 
mounted within the country, will further give a 
fillip to both the tourism and aviation sectors 
which are on their path to recovery. The 
recent opening of five large concept stores at 
the newly completed phase 3 expansion of 
MOP KLIA will also be a bonus to both our 
local and foreign visitors. Happy travelling 
and shopping in beautiful Malaysia!

Airport MD Speaks
Dato’ Iskandar Mizal Mahmood returns to 
Malaysia Airports after almost 20 years with 
his wealth of experience gleaned from many 
multinationals and government-linked companies 
to elevate and transform Malaysia Airports in the 
fast-changing aviation landscape with new travel 
norms and innovative technological advances.

This month, he envisages the government’s latest 
relaxation of the health standard operating 
procedures (SOPs) will boost air travel recovery. 
More international traffic is expected to pick 
up as other Southeast Asian countries have 
also reopened their borders and eased travel 
restrictions. Furthermore, Malaysia Airports has 
recently implemented facial recognition technology 
on certain flights at its flagship KL International 
Airport (KLIA) for passengers to enjoy more 
seamless travel. With more inbound travellers 
coming into the country, this will fuel further 
shopping at the Mitsui Outlet Park KLIA (MOP 
KLIA), a joint-venture project with Mitsui Fudosan 
Co Ltd, with the recent completion of its phase 
three expansion.

Dato’ Iskandar Mizal Mahmood
Managing Director  

Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad

AIRPORT TALK
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Amid the lingering impact of the global 
Covid-19 pandemic and shutdowns still being 
felt by the health and social-economic sectors, 
one of the major concerns raised by various 
governments and key industry players is 
the supply bottlenecks especially in aviation 
alongside issues such as rising inflation plus 
the massive loss of jobs and livelihoods. 
Offering destination insights into Malaysia, 
Singapore-based MasterCard Data and 
Services principal Andreas Spycher identifies 
the supply chain crunch in aviation as a 
“super constraining” factor affecting Asia 
Pacific’s travel recovery over the next six to 
nine months.

Without the return of the corporate or 
business travellers on which long-haul travel 
is very dependent upon, Spycher says the 
airlines would either have to raise their 
ticket prices or reduce their frequencies and 
network. He expects the region’s recovery 
to be driven by regional carriers, smaller 
aircrafts and low-cost carrier networks which 
are able to connect point-to-point.

With borders opening up around the world 
at the end of the first quarter, MasterCard’s 
data reveal that airlines’ business in Malaysia 
has picked up significantly. Coupled with 
the easing of travel protocols, it also shows 
Malaysians’ travel spend has been increasing 
rapidly since January. 

In line with the global shift towards digital, 
Malaysians are increasing their bookings 
directly with airlines and online travel agents. 
Following Malaysia’s announcement on 
March 24 of its borders reopening in April, 
working with Mabrian, a travel intelligence 
platform for the tourism industry, MasterCard 
has detected “real interest in demand out 
there,” Spycher shares.

While Malaysia’s air capacity has yet to 
fully recover to pre-Covid levels, he says it 
is showing huge increases compared to last 
year with 2022 looking “very good” judging 
by the forward bookings for its second and 
third quarters.
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MasterCard’s latest number 
crunching tourism insights  

Although April’s capacity appears relatively 
weak with 1,836,349 scheduled seats 
coming through, the data shows 3,179,041 
seats have been booked for August. This 
means Malaysia will have about three to four 
months to ramp up and reactive the small 
and medium-scaled enterprises that went 
bust as its tourism industry is expected to be 
very strong towards end-2022 once the air 
capacity comes through.

MasterCard’s data shows Malaysia has 
13.76 million scheduled seats in 2021 
connected with 30 countries and 96 cities. 
Currently, with one out of six countries (or 
17%) and one out of three cities (34%) still 
not connected to Malaysia, Spycher says the 
country’s marketing strategies unfortunately 
would have to change as it is not going to 
see the same travellers returning since their 
origin locations are not serviced yet with air 
capacity.

Meanwhile, Tourism Malaysia, which 
announced its both its Strategic and 
Marketing Plans 2022-2026 on March 30, 
has been in full steam working with various 
carriers such as Malaysia Airlines and Turkish 
Airlines to organise familiarisation trips for 
travel agents and media to Malaysia. It also 
recently attended an international travel fair 
in Vietnam and the BIT trade show in Milan, 
Italy to woo tourists to Malaysia.

coming in from India into Malaysia and 
enroute to Australia.” 

This clearly reflects the reconnection travel 
trend with loved ones whom they have been 
unable to see for the past two years. This 
new trend has gone beyond revenge travel. 
For Australia, which reopened its borders 
since February 21, she cites Sydney and 
Melbourne as the airline’s top destinations. 
Internationally, Lau says London is its top 
destination and signature route with the 
flight frequencies now increased to 11 times 
weekly. “Come July, they will be back to 
2019 level with its double dailies.” For South 
Korea, which also reopened its borders in 
April, she adds that Malaysia Airlines is 
seeing slower traction but expect the numbers 
to grow in the coming months.

Although China is a key source market for 
Malaysia, Lau says it will not be on the 
airline’s focus for the next six months due to 
its strict Covid-19 policy which does not allow 
the citizens to travel outbound. Optimistically, 
Malaysia Airlines is looking at the first 
quarter of 2023 or at the best scenario, the 
fourth quarter of 2022, for Chinese inbound 
travellers to return to Malaysia.

The airline’s parent company, Malaysia 
Aviation Group Bhd (MAG), recently 
announced plans to increase aircraft capacity 
by an additional 15% on top of the 20% of 
pre-Covid-19 level projected for April in 
tandem with Malaysia’s borders reopening.
Domestically, she says MAG has also seen 
very strong demand in terms of forward 
bookings from Kota Kinabalu (KK) and 
Kuching with very high flight frequencies. 
“For KK, we have increased them from 45 
times per week last November to 70 times 
weekly. With the commencement of Firefly jet 
operated flights from Penang to KK on April 
11, we now have 77 times weekly flights into 
Sabah alone. So, there is a lot of traction in 
terms of air capacity.”

Looking at some key carriers of Malaysia’s 
top source markets over the next three 
months, Spycher views Singapore as the 
backup hub for international tourists into 
Malaysia with Singapore Airlines and its low-
cost carrier Scoot well geared up with their 
capacity. 

He says Bangkok, which used to be a strong 
hub, will be unable to help Malaysia in the 
short-term in filling up its air capacity as 
Thai Airways has reduced the capacity of 
its international network. The same goes 
for Hong Kong, which is under lockdown, 
as Cathay Pacific has dropped its capacity. 
However, India, one of Malaysia’s largest 
feeder markets, has been picking up in terms 
of volume with 371,862 seats registered last 
year. 

According to Tourism Malaysia Senior 
Director of the International Promotion 
Division (South Asia & Africa), Manoharan 
Periasamy, who led a delegation in its six-city 
roadshow to India from April 17-30, there 
are now over 14,000 seats available weekly 
between India and Malaysia from Malaysia 
Airlines, Malindo Air, AirAsia, IndiGo and 
Air India Express. The flights between them 
have reached 76 weekly compared to about 
200 flights weekly before pre-pandemic.
Malaysia Airlines Group Chief Marketing and 
Customer Experience Officer Lau Yin May 
says the national carrier now flies to eight 
destinations in India. “We noticed a number 
of Myanmar visiting family and friends 
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Firefly Resumes Flights From Penang Turkish Airlines Invites Passengers to 
Discover Unique Wonders of Istanbul 

F irefly has resumed its flight operations 
from Penang starting April 11 with the 
launch of ticket sales for flights to Johor 

Bahru, Kuching and Kota Kinabalu, said chief 
executive officer of Firefly Philip See.

“Fares can be as low as RM69 one-way 
on a Boeing 737-800 flight. This will begin 
with twice daily return flights from Penang to 
Johor Bahru, and one daily return flight from 
Penang to Kuching and Kota Kinabalu.

“This will be raised to thrice daily return 
flights from Penang to Johor Bahru and twice 
daily return flights from Penang to Kuching 
and Kota Kinabalu starting April 25, 2022”. 
Customers will have the flexibility and 
convenience of seat, insurance coverage and 
in-flight food selection.

As Firefly is part of Malaysia Aviation 
Group, the strong network and code-sharing 
arrangements with sister companies Malaysia 
Airlines and MASwings offer customers 
a seamless travel experience while also 
widening its reach from Peninsular Malaysia 
to Sabah, Sarawak, Thailand, Indonesia and 
Singapore, he said.

“We are delighted that Firefly resumes 
its jet operations at this crucial time, and 
simultaneously begins servicing new routes 
that will significantly benefit connectivity for 
tourists and communities. 

“This also marks our 15th year of operations, 
where we have since strengthened our 
foothold as a pioneer in short-haul flights 
within the region, offering convenience 
and comfort to all. The airline will continue 
to expand its connectivity within ASEAN, 
offering value bundle packages beyond 
convenience and regions,” added Philip. 

Over 57,000 transfer passengers from 42* countries and 108 cities 
experienced the privilege of discovering Istanbul with stopover service 
so far. Supporting tourism sector of Turkey, scale of project is being 
planned to be expanded with 15 new countries in 2022.

*42 countries (departure point): Algeria, Australia, Azerbaijan, 
Belarus, Canada, China, Denmark, Estonia, Ethiopia, Finland, Ghana, 
Greece, Ireland, India, Iran, Italy, Ivory Coast, Japan, Kazakhstan, 
Kuwait, Latvia, Lithuania, Malaysia, Morocco, Nigeria, Norway, 
Oman, Pakistan, Portugal, Qatar, Russia, Scotland, Serbia, South 
Africa, Spain, Sweden, Tanzania, Thailand, Tunisia, Ukraine, United 
Kingdom and United States of America.

For more information, please visit www.turkishairlines.com

A s the airline that flies to more countries than any other, Turkish 
Airlines offers the opportunity of discovering the world’s 
connection center Istanbul and its unique wonders with 

stopover service for its passengers with lengthy transfer times. 

Starting in 2017, stopover service drew great interest from passengers 
who were using Istanbul as their transfer center but the service was 
put on pause due to the pandemic. With the effects of pandemic are 
lessening, the flag carrier plans to continue this service as of 2022 in 
order to elevate passenger experience to a new level.

In order for passengers with long connection times to spend quality 
time in Istanbul, Turkish Airlines will provide 1-night stay in a 4-Star 
hotel for Economy Class and 2 nights stay in a 5-Star hotel for Business 
Class with the hotel voucher that is issued after the ticket purchase. In 
addition, passengers will also have the option of staying at contracted 
hotels with prices starting at 49 USD.

We aim to show the Turkish hospitality and unique wonders of Istanbul 
to our passengers opting for stopover accommodation service while 
contributing to tourism in Turkey and increase the number of transfer 
passengers of Turkish Airlines. Passengers can also increase the length 
of their initial free-of-charge accommodations with better prices at 
contracted hotels and discover even more of Istanbul.

 
BILAL EKSI

General Manager of Turkish Airlines 

He said flight tickets are now available for 
bookings via the Firefly application and 
website as well as booking offices and 
travel agents. Customers may also make 
reservations on its latest flight offerings on the 
Malaysia Airlines website through a code-
share arrangement with Firefly.

Malaysia Aviation Group (MAG) chief 
executive officer Captain Izham Ismail 
added, “Firefly, together with its sister airlines 
Malaysia Airlines, MASwings, and AMAL, 
will continue to play its active role as carriers 
of the nation; prioritising the safety and 
wellbeing of its passengers as we welcome 
them back to experience Malaysia and 
reconnect with loved ones once again.

“As a Group, we look forward to the 
upcoming months as we continue to reinstate 
our pre-Covid operations and introduce 
new, exciting markets for passengers to Fly 
Malaysia and beyond.”
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Korean Air Wins ATW Cargo Operator 
of The Year Award

Korean Air has been announced the 
winner of one of the most prestigious 
honors in the aviation industry, 

Air Transport World’s (ATW) 2022 Cargo 
Operator of the Year. After being recognised 
as ATW’s 2021 Airline of the Year, Korean 
Air has once again proved its position as one 
of the world’s most successful airlines during 
the pandemic by receiving another ATW 
award for the second consecutive year.

Launched in 1974, ATW’s annual Airline 
Industry Achievement Awards are known as 
the most coveted honor an airline can receive, 
comparable to the Academy Awards of the 
airline industry. This year’s 48th awards 
ceremony will be held in Doha, Qatar in June 
2022.

When making its decision for the Cargo 
Operator of the Year, ATW’s global judging 
panel of editors and analysts cited, “the 
strong financial performance, its continued 
innovation and agility, its wider initiatives 
in humane disaster relief, and in animal/
wildlife conservation”. The judges also noted 
that “the airline’s investment and application 
of technology & digitalisation is particularly 
impressive and it sets the bar for the air cargo 
industry”.

We are honored to be a winner of ATW’s 
renowned awards for the second consecutive 
year, especially in these difficult times.

This achievement was made possible by the 
efforts of not only our cargo teams, but by 
the concerted efforts of our company in its 
entirety. Korean Air remains committed to 
deliver excellence in service to our customers 
as a global leading airline.

EUM, JAE DONG
Senior Vice President and  

Head of Cargo Business Division  
of Korean Air

ATW Editor-in-Chief Karen Walker said, 
“To see Korean Air named the 2022 Cargo 
Operator of the Year after winning the 
ATW 2021 Airline of the Year really speaks 
to the consistently outstanding, all-round 

performance of Korean Air. The industry’s 
huge pivot to air cargo and importance 
to the global economy made this a very 
competitive category this year and we 
sincerely congratulate the Korean Air 
leadership and entire team.”

Korean Air Cargo, with its 50 years 
of history, is one of the world’s top five 
air freight operators and is a seasoned 
expert in every sector of the business. 
During the course of the pandemic, it 
placed additional focus on transporting 
perishables and pharmaceutical products 
requiring a cold chain and has committed 
to the urgent and timely transportation 
of vaccines, diagnostic kits and personal 
protection equipment.

For more information, please visit 
www.koreanair.com

airasia Super App, the digital travel 
and lifestyle platform for everyone 
in Southeast Asia, and Google 

Cloud announced a five-year strategic 
collaboration to advance airasia Super App’s 
vision of a co-innovation ecosystem that all 
businesses and developers can partake in to 
serve the daily needs of people in the region. 

The app, which operates in Malaysia, 
Indonesia, Singapore, Thailand, and the 
Philippines, is part of Capital A’s digital 
pillar. The platform offers flight and hotel 
bookings, e-commerce, food and parcel 
delivery, ride-hailing, financial and health 
services, on-demand education and more, 
anchored by an integrated rewards program 
and mobile wallet. Even as some services are 
being launched in various markets across 
Asean, the platform is already the lifestyle 
application of choice for 51 million users. 
Since its inception in 2020, airasia Super 
App has become one of three unicorns 

A ir France ground staff and flight crews are ready to welcome 
their customers for all their summer travel plans. During 
the peak summer season, Air France will serve up to 196 

destinations with a flight schedule representing on average 90% of the 
capacity deployed at the same period in 2019. 

On the long-haul network, Air France’s activity will be driven by 
buoyant demand for flights to North America, Africa, the Caribbean 
and Indian Ocean, regions that have proved resilient throughout the 
crisis.

Air France will also continue to increase capacity to and from the 
United States, the airline’s leading long-haul destination. This summer, 

headquartered in Malaysia, according to 
Credit Suisse.

“With Google’s help, our ecosystem will not 
only be transactional, but be about building 
community, and enriching that community 
– not just the customers but partners like 
restaurants, airlines, hotels and drivers. 
I’m excited to reveal how airasia and all of 
Capital A’s assets will transform Asean and 
deliver value, not only in transactions but in 
making Asean a smaller place. What we are 
doing is not evolutionary, but revolutionary. 
I’m going to enjoy the ride with Google,” said 
Tony Fernandes, CEO, Capital A.

“To benefit everyone across Southeast Asia’s 
heterogeneous communities, the airasia 
Super App must be simple and easy-to-use 
while underpinned by inclusive design, 
interoperability and personalisation,” said 
Amanda Woo, CEO, airasia Super App. “It’s 
therefore crucial that we leverage Google’s 

Air France to Return to Pre-Covid Activity in Summer 

airasia Super App and Google Cloud 
Forge Strategic Collaboration

rich experience in building global platforms 
and ecosystems to equip and engage more 
talent, entrepreneurs and partners who can 
provide even more tailor-made solutions 
that fit users’ lives. What we’re announcing 
is just the beginning, and we look forward 
to exploring further co-innovation initiatives 
with Google, whether in digital travel 
planning, self-driving cars, cloud gaming, 
startup investment, or supporting frontline 
workers through Google Workspace.”

For more information, please visit 
www.airasia.com

it will operate close to 200 weekly flights to 14 destinations, i.e. 
20% more than in summer 2019.  Suspended since the beginning of 
the crisis, the service from Paris-Orly to New York-JFK reopened on 
March 27, in addition to the service from Paris-Charles de Gaulle. In 
total, Air France will be operating up to 7 daily flights this summer 
between the two cities.

In Africa, Air France will return to its pre-crisis levels of activity with 
the addition of frequencies to numerous destinations. There will 
be two daily flights from Paris-Charles de Gaulle to Abidjan (Côte 
d’Ivoire) and the seasonal services to Zanzibar (Tanzania) and Banjul 
(Gambia) will be extended over the summer season.

Finally, Air France is maintaining almost its entire network in Asia 
with a reduced number of flights. Additional frequencies will be 
added to the flight schedule to India (Delhi, Bombay, Bangalore and 
Chennai) to accompany the country’s reopening to international 
flights effective from March 27, 2022.

For more information, please visit www.airfrance.com 
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SAUDIA Launches New Flight to Thailand

I ndiGo, India’s leading carrier has announced the resumption of its 
international flight schedule from various destinations in India. 

These flights operate from cities like Delhi, Ahmedabad, Mumbai, 
Chennai, Kolkata, Bengaluru, Lucknow, Hyderabad, Amritsar, 
Kozhikode, Kochi, Chandigarh, Tiruchirappalli, Thiruvananthapuram, 
and Mangaluru. The international destinations include Dammam, 
Kuwait, Abu Dhabi, Sharjah, Jeddah, Riyadh, Doha, Bangkok, Phuket, 
Singapore, Colombo, Dubai, Kathmandu, Maldives, and Dhaka. 

S audi Arabian Airlines (SAUDIA), the national flag carrier 
of Saudi Arabia, has announced the launch of flights 
connecting two airports in the Kingdom to Thailand. Guests 

were welcomed aboard the historic first flight from King Abdulaziz 
International Airport in Jeddah to Suvarnabhumi Airport in Bangkok 
on February 28, 2022.  

The new route will operate three return trips weekly between the 
destinations, with a stop at King Khalid International Airport for 
guests departing and arriving in Riyadh. The launch of the flights 
comes in the wake of the recently strengthened bilateral relations 
between the two nations and reflects SAUDIA’s strong commitment to 
connecting guests with the most in-demand travel destinations across 
the globe. 

“We at SAUDIA are proud to open a new chapter in the recently 
strengthened bilateral relations between the Kingdoms of Saudi 
Arabia and Thailand. The launch of this new route builds on our 
already strong operational footprint in Asia and will provide greater 
connectivity and convenience for guests. I would like to take this 
opportunity to thank the leadership of both nations for enabling 
SAUDIA to become a bridge between our great Kingdoms. We look 

Indigo Resumes International Flight Schedule
Flights to these routes had earlier been operating under air-bubble 
agreements with the respective countries. Scheduled operations to 
destinations in Thailand have already commenced from March 27, 
2022. The resumption of these flights bolster India’s connectivity 
around the globe and aid in the acceleration of economic and tourist 
activities that had been impacted by the pandemic. 

William Boulter, Chief Commercial Officer, IndiGo said, “We are 
pleased to resume our scheduled international operations. Following 
the easing of restrictions, we are witnessing a huge demand for 
international travel. We hope that this enhanced connectivity with 
various destinations across the continent will provide a boost to the 
travel and tourism sector, while proving to be a catalyst for economic 
revival. As India’s leading airline, IndiGo remains committed to play 
its part in helping the nation bounce back. We will do so via our 
signature on-time, courteous and hassle-free service at affordable 
fares, across an unparalleled network.”

AVIAREPS is the General Sales Agent (GSA) for Indigo in Malaysia.

For more information, please call 03 – 2148 8033

forward to welcoming guests from Thailand to Saudi Arabia as we 
continue to serve as the Wings of Vision 2030”, said SAUDIA’s Vice 
President of Marketing & Product Management Essam Akhonbay. 

The addition of the route to Bangkok further enhances SAUDIA’s 
connectivity with destinations across the Asia-Pacific region, with key 
cities including Singapore, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur, Guangzhou, and 
Manila.

For more information, please visit www.saudia.com 

MMelbourne’s post-Covid tourism recovery is set to accelerate 
with Qantas launching a new direct route from Dallas Fort 
Worth and significantly increasing flights from Los Angeles. 

From December 2, 2022, the national carrier will operate four weekly 
return flights between Melbourne and major US hub, Dallas Fort 
Worth International Airport (DFW), with its Boeing 787 Dreamliners.

These are the first direct flights by any airline between the two cities 
and follows the success of Qantas’ longstanding Sydney-Dallas Fort 
Worth route. Dallas Fort Worth is home to Qantas’ partner American 
Airlines, providing seamless connections between Australia and over 
200 cities across the US, Canada, Mexico and South America.

Additionally, Qantas is adding another four weekly return flights 
between Melbourne and Los Angeles with its 787s, up from 
four currently, to meet strong demand on the route. The airline’s 
refurbished A380s will resume operating some of these flights to 
LA from December, marking the return of Qantas’ superjumbo and 
reintroduction of First Class to Melbourne.

The aircraft have a reconfigured Business cabin, with 70 updated 
suites, an extended Premium Economy section with 60 seats (up from 
35) as well as refreshed Economy and First cabins. The upper deck 
lounge (open to Business and First passengers) has been expanded 
and upgraded with booth style seating for 10 people, a self-service 
bar and an option to order signature drinks and snacks. Thirty 
Economy seats were removed to make room for more premium 
seating.

On the other note, the Qantas Melbourne International Business 
Lounge welcomed its first visitors since the start of the pandemic on 
March 28, 2022. The Melbourne First Lounge, which operated as a 
hybrid First/Business Lounge during the pandemic, has been reverted 
to the full premium offering.

Qantas Connects Melbourne to Texas

Qantas Group Chief Customer Officer (CCO) Stephanie Tully said the 
airline was thrilled to be adding another new international destination 
out of Melbourne.

No city in the world did it tougher during Covid than Melbourne, 
but no city is bouncing back as quickly. We are seeing really strong 
demand from Melburnians wanting to travel overseas for a holiday or 
business trip after two years at home, while inbound tourism is starting 
to pick up. Flights to the United States are particularly strong with Los 
Angeles bookings now exceeding pre-Covid levels.

STEPHANIE TULLY
Group Chief Customer Officer of Qantas

“As well as being a destination in its own right, Dallas Fort Worth is 
one of the biggest hub airports in the United States and is located less 
than a four-hour flight from every major US city. These new flights 
provide excellent connections for Australians visiting the United States 
and allow Melbourne to tap into an enormous inbound tourism market 
from cities like New York, Chicago, Boston, Houston, Washington DC, 
and Miami, as well as saving hours of travel time”, she added.

For more information, please visit www.qantas.com
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Mesfin Tasew Appointed CEO of Ethiopian Airlines

T he Board of Management of Ethiopian 
Airlines Group has announced the 
appointment of Mesfin Tasew Bekele, as 

Chief Executive Officer of Ethiopian Airlines 
Group, effective March 23, 2022.

Mesfin has 38 years of experience in  
airline management and operations in 
the areas of aircraft maintenance and 
engineering, procurement, information 
technology, flight operations, capability 
development, capacity building, development 
of corporate strategies, airline operation 
management, and corporate leadership. He 
earned Master’s in Business Administration 
(MBA) from Open University in the UK, MSc 
degree in Electrical Engineering specialising 
in Communications Engineering from 
Addis Ababa University, and BSc degree in 
Electrical Engineering from Addis Ababa 
University.

Chairman of Ethiopian Airlines, Girma 
Wake said, “I would like to congratulate Mr 
Mesfin on his new appointment and I am fully 
confident about his capabilities. We believe 
that he will lead the airline to an even greater 
success, keeping it on the right track that 
will see it grow through many generations to 
come. I urge the 17,000 employees and the 
board members to stand with the new Group 
CEO to keep the airline flying high. We are 
also thankful for the remarkable contributions 
of the former Group CEO.”

I am honored and 
humbled to be 
appointed as the 
Chief Executive 
Officer of Ethiopian 
Airlines Group 
which I have been 
serving for nearly 
four decades in various positions. My new 
role gives me the opportunity to carry on with 
the fast and profitable growth of our beloved 
airline and take it to the next level. I call on 
all my colleagues at Ethiopian to join hands 
and forge ahead for further success.

MESFIN TASSEW
Chief Executive Officer  

of Ethiopian Airlines Group 

In the different capacities he served during 
his 38 years of service, Mesfin has been 
a key player responsible for planning and 
execution of strategies that led the airline to 
shine in the African skies and beyond. He 
assumed responsibilities including but not 
limited to overall maintenance of Ethiopian 
fleet, capability and capacity development, 
leading the automation project of the 
Maintenance and Engineering Division 
and managing projects related to aircraft 
acquisition.

Mesfin has been serving as a Chief 
Executive Officer of ASKY Airlines since 
2021 and has led the airline with a 
profitable growth strategy until the time 
of his new appointment. He has served 
as a Chief Operating Officer of Ethiopian 
Airlines from 2010 –2021 and successfully 
led the operation of the airline in an efficient 
and cost-effective way by optimising 
processes and developing internal resources 
to cope up with the airline’s growth strategy.

For more information, please visit  
www.ethiopianairlines.com or  
call 03 – 2141 2190.

Apart from the 70 percent 
and more discounts that 
shoppers will enjoy when 
shopping at MOP KLIA, 
shoppers will also enjoy 
rewards, which include cash back when they 
spend a minimum of RM200, Spin & Win 
with a minimum spending of RM300, and 
more – all with a maximum of two receipts. 
In addition, HSBC card holders are also 
entitled to redeem a set of complementary 
Godiva Chocolate with a minimum spending 
of RM1,000 with a maximum of two receipts.

The Raya promotions at MOP KLIA will be 
ongoing from April 1 until May 8, 2022.

Several new brands have also opened up at 
MOP KLIA since January 2022. They include 
Shanghai Tang, Leather Avenue, Animation 
World, Cath Kidston, Pierre Cardin Women 
and My Mask Hub as well as Memang 
Meow, a new F&B outlet. Other international 
brands include Coach, Kate Spade, Michael 
Kors, Aigner, Hugo Boss, Polo Ralph Lauren, 
Victoria’s Secret, Godiva, Steve Madden, 
Bath and Body Works and much more. 

T hemed ‘Colours of 
Eid’, Mitsui Outlet 
Park KLIA Sepang 

(MOP KLIA) is adorned 
with motifs of Songket and its vibrant colours 
depicting the Raya celebratory mood as it 
welcomes shoppers to shop for their Raya 
celebration. 

In conjunction with the Hari Raya celebration, 
MOP KLIA is giving away four motorbikes 
– one unit of Yamaha Hyper Naked, two 
units of Honda Beat and one unit of Vespa 
Sprint to lucky shoppers when they spend a 
minimum of RM300 in a maximum of two 
receipts. 

TJ Cheah, Deputy Managing Director of 
MFMA Development said MOP KLIA is also 
gearing up to welcome international visitors 
as the country’s border has just opened.

“The Hari Raya celebration is a good time 
for international visitors to experience and 
learn about the Malay culture as well as 
savour some Raya delicacies. Here at MOP 
KLIA, visitors can expect to experience the 
Raya celebratory mood with traditional 
Malay performances lined up and our unique 
decorations,” he said.

Colours of Eid This Hari Raya at MOP KLIA

With product offerings ranging from high-
end fashion apparel and accessories, shoes, 
handbags, kids wear, cosmetics & perfumes 
to household products, chocolates & 
confectionery, timepieces and jewellery, the 
outlet mall is the ultimate one-stop shopping 
destination. 

MOP KLIA is strategically located within 
KLIA. Muslims can also enjoy buka puasa 
at any of the restaurants here and observe 
solat terawih at Masjid KLIA (Masjid Sultan 
Abdul Samad), which is just a mere 1km 
away from the outlet mall.

For more information on upcoming offers, 
promotions and happenings at MOP KLIA, 
visit www.mitsuioutletparkklia.com.my or 
www.facebook.com/MOPKLIA.
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Aviation Interview with  
Ashwin Gunasekeran
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of  
Penang Convention & Exhibition Bureau (PCEB)

As a well-known incentive destination, Penang has always been 
reinventing new incentive programmes for delegates to experience 
the Pearl of the Orient at its best. In our hosted familiarisation 
tour for the PMC members, our objective was to give them an 
extraordinary experience of Georgetown. The group started from 
Penang Hill, which has been recognised by UNESCO as Malaysia’s 
third biosphere reserve. The tour continued with a nature walk at The 
Habitat, which recently won the ASEAN Sustainable Tourism Award 
Urban Category 2022-2023. 

We also gave the PMC members an experiential trishaw excursion, 
flagged off by Penang State Exco for Tourism and Creative Economy, 
Yeoh Soon Hin, which took them to many of the state’s prominent 
attractions such as Khoo Kongsi along the streets of Armenian 
Street, Street of Harmony and Acheh Street, just to name a few. This 
familiarisation tour also marked the reactivation of Penang’s tourism 
sector from the global Covid-19 pandemic over the past two years.

Now that Malaysia’s international borders are 
open and as you have stressed, “Penang is ready” 
at PCEB’s recent BElong campaign launch in Kuala 
Lumpur, what are your observations? 
The news on our borders reopening on April 1 have been welcomed 
and celebrated by the players in the travel trade fraternity, conference 
owners in various associations and meeting planners from the 
corporate and education industry. Despite the pandemic, Penang has 
never shied away from its regional and global visibility and we have 
been constantly in touch with our clients to resume their international 
BE here when our borders reopened.

Please share with us an international event that will 
be taking place soon.
In June, Penang will be hosting SEMICON 2022, Southeast Asia’s 
largest semiconductor and microelectronics trade show with 200 
booths. Occupying entirely the SPICE Convention Centre and Arena, 
this event will be participated by Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand 
and Taiwan. Our industry players, including the immigration and 
airport, are prepared not only to assist with the participants’ seamless 
journey but also to ensure that they benefit from the event and have a 
wonderful time in our state. 

You mentioned 156 events were held in Penang in 
2020 with delegates totalling 19,823. What was it like 
in 2021?  
The disruption to the BE industry extended from 2020 into 2021 with 
interstate travel only resuming last October. As such, total events 
reported last year were relatively low compared to 2020. Many 
of the physical events held were transformed into either virtual or 
hybrid events, which represented a new reality, unlocking exciting 
possibilities for many organisations to leverage on the power of BE 
while also promoting the host destination.

An industry veteran with over 17 years of 
experience, Ashwin Gunasekeran, 42, brings 
to PCEB his accrued expertise in tourism and 
hospitality management, revenue analysis, 
yield management, turnaround strategy, 
business development and business tourism. 
His wealth of networks, built over the years, 
comes as a strength when our Penangite was 
appointed CEO to helm PCEB when it was 
started in 2016. His responsibilities include 
developing and growing the business event 
(BE) industry in Penang.

How do you view the prospects for 2022 and 
beyond?
We are looking at staggered arrivals this year although Penang has 
been receiving many enquiries since the closure of the international 
borders in 2020. With the borders reopened, we are hoping for 
more business travellers, especially from Asia Pacific. Penang has 
many world-class conferences secured up to 2026. We believe we 
can return to our pre-pandemic days of glory slowly but surely. 

While the BElong campaign places value on face-to-
face meetings, you also believe that hybrid events 
will continue to thrive for the next five years. Care to 
elaborate on this?
While the pandemic has given birth to flexibility in event planning 
and management, we cannot deny that physical events will remain 
crucial for the benefit of the destination. Nevertheless, hybrid events 
will continue to dominate the BE landscape as our industry partners 
have heavily invested in the latest technology and platforms to 
facilitate the shift.

Hybrid events are here to stay as they cater to the needs of both 
the physical and virtual attendees, offering flexibility on how the 
audience can connect, how exhibitors can participate, how attendees 
can network with one another and how contents will be made 
available. They have many dimensions that can help event organisers 
and the host achieve their goals. 

PCEB is also involved in the turtle conservation 
programme, promotion of batik and living heritage. 
How do you reconcile this with the BE industry?
Penang Turtle Cares is part of PCEB’s corporate social responsibility 
programme where we partner with conference organisers to help the 
Penang Turtle Conservation Centre set up by Malaysia’s Department 
of Fisheries to protect and conserve the dwindling turtles population 
due to rising development in the region.

As part of our efforts to promote Penang’s creative economy, PCEB 
has been supporting locally made batik souvenirs and masks. For the 
past two years, I have been adorning batik to all events as a gesture 
of support. 

How do you describe your style of leadership?
I believe in continuous engagement and destination presence strongly. 
Partnership and collaboration will remain at the heart of PCEB’s 
initiatives and the BE industry can only get better from here.

Lastly, how do you unwind after a hard day of work?  
I like to stargaze during clear, good weather and enjoy watching my 
reef tank, accompanied by a good drink. Life’s simple pleasures bring 
me joy. 

What are some of the milestones that PCEB has 
achieved thus far?  
I am proud to say that BE @ Penang, birthed by PCEB, has grown 
over the past five years, featuring numerous expert speakers and 
hundreds of delegates from across the globe. Our goal is to position it 
as an internationally recognised and must attend conference by the BE 
fraternity. 

PCEB’s inaugural Penang Roadshow to India in 2018 marked our 
activation to one of Malaysia’s largest travel markets. The roadshow 
has now become an annual event. Another milestone was when PCEB 
led a delegation from Penang to win the bid to be the first Asian 
destination to host the World Seafood Congress in September 2019. 

The Penang International Travel Exchange (PITE), our homegrown 
BE tradeshow saw us successfully hosting travel agents and business 
owners from India as well as its leading travel product Global 
Panorama Showcase India during our first year in 2018. PCEB has 
since expanded its buyers’ market to Asia Pacific, Europe and the 
United States. We aim to continue growing the market segments 
further.
 
When PCEB launched our first ever “Next Normal Guidelines for 
Business Events Penang” last July, we were the first state in Malaysia to 
establish a taskforce that comprised 29 industry partners to ensure that 
every safety and standard operating procedures in organising BE was 
covered. These guidelines prove that Penang is taking the recovery 
phase seriously and that we are ready to welcome back events.

Can you provide some insights into PCEB’s new global 
marketing campaign BELong to position Penang as a 
preferred BE hub?
We play with the word, belong, which generally signifies having an 
affinity for a specific place or situation such as a sense of belonging. 
The campaign’s goals include sending a positive message that Penang 
is open for business beginning 2022 while maintaining its destination 
awareness and increasing confidence in the destination’s health and 
safety measures for corporate events, among other things. 

PCEB aims to expand and strengthen its presence in new market 
segments such as Europe and the United Kingdom. Our strategy is 
also to position Penang as the leading destination for world-class 
conferences, especially in medical science and the pharmaceutical 
sector. While Penang has always been a predominantly incentive-
driven market, PCEB is now actively engaged in the meetings sector. 

In PCEB’s recent joint collaboration with PATA Malaysia 
Chapter (PMC) to organise the Tourism Reconnect 
Conference, what were some of the activities 
organised to showcase Penang’s potential as an 
incentive destination?
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THE ROYAL BELUM STATE PARK, PERAK

The Royal Belum State Park is among the last 
remaining virgin forests in Malaysia where 
biodiversity is practically intact. The pristine 
environment and intact eco system can be 
equated to Taman Negara 15 years ago. It 
is probably the best kept secret waiting to be 
explored, especially for avid nature lovers. 
The Belum-Temenggor Forest Reserve has the 
largest concentration of the larger mammals 
such as tigers, elephants, tapirs, rhinos, a large 
variety of deer species, seladang and more in 
Malaysia. It is the only forest on earth to 
have 10 species of hornbills. It is also a treasure 
trove of over 3,000 species of flowering plants, 
including three species of the world’s largest 
flower, the Rafflesia. The best way to get here 
is by car, which takes approximately five to six 
hours from Kuala Lumpur. 

SEMPORNA, SABAH

Semporna may be a small town by the coast but sleepy it is not, with its reputation as an international diving scene. You can reach Semporna by flying to 
Tawau airport, with many choosing to stop by at Tawau before heading for Semporna. Upon arrival, a hike up to the top of picturesque Bohey Dulang 
island and diving sessions at Sipadan and Mabul island should be ready to tick off your bucket list. But if you’re spending a night or more in Tawau, 
explore the town’s many hidden gems, from the ancient archaeological site at Bukit Tengkorak to hiking the trails of the Tawau Hills National Park. 
Semporna is the gateway to diving in world-renowned island paradises like Sipadan, Mabul, Kapalai, Mataking, Sibuan, Mantabuan, Siamil and Pom 
Pom among others. Visitors to Semporna are mainly sun-seekers looking for relaxation or water sports activities such as scuba diving or snorkelling.

PULAU SEMBILAN, PERAK

Pulau Sembilan is renowned for its “blue 
tears” plankton phenomenon. The blue tears 
refer to rare plankton that emits a blue glow 
in the dark along the islands’ shorelines.
The luminescent planktons are discovered in 
abundance along the coastlines of two of the 
islands — Pulau Lalang and Pulau Rumbia — 
after dusk. This phenomenon, for the past 10 
years has been the pull factor which brought 
visitors to the uninhabited islands. Besides 
the Blue Tears phenomenon, marine life such 
as simulate octopus, adolescent bamboo 
sharks, seahorses, nudibranchs, juvenile 
yellow boxfish, juvenile blue-ringed angelfish, 
butterfly fish, long-finned bannerfish, blue-
ringed angelfish, groupers and tuna are in 
abundance in waters surrounding the islands. 
The waters are also abundant with coral reefs 
which consist of large and little nudibranchs, 
staghorn coral reefs, tube coral reefs, whip 
coral reefs, barrel sponges, and lively soft 
reefs.

TASIK BIRU IBAM MUADZAM SHAH, 
PAHANG

Close to the sea and encapsulated by lush 
rainforests, Rompin, Pahang is sprawled with 
various natural gems, among which is the 
Tasik Biru Ibam Muadzam Shah. Picturesque 
and Instagram-worthy, aqua blue waters, 
sandy beaches, gushing waterfalls, Orang 
Asli villages, fresh seafood and the clear blue 
lake called Tasik Biru await. It’s an adventure 
of its own, where you go off the beaten path to 
explore the beauty of mother nature. Popularly 
known as the Blue Lake, this lake in Rompin is 
believed to have obtained its intriguing colour 
from the chemical reaction between the rocks 
and soil. Don’t believe us? Go on your own 
adventure and discover the vivid-hued waters 
with your own eyes.

MOSSY FOREST, CAMERON HIGHLANDS

The mossy forest is a natural environment that 
grows only at the highest elevations of Cameron 
Highlands and other mountain ranges across 
Malaysia. At such heights, low-level clouds in 
the sky driven by winds, blanket the forests with 
constant mist and moisture - creating an ideal 
biotope for moss, ferns, lichen and orchids. 
This moist tropical evergreen forest is also 
a rich repository for a varied set of montane 
creatures, encompassing insects, snakes, 
frogs, birds and mammals unique to this chilly 
atmosphere. Visitors may explore the mossy 
forest through a 2 km boardwalk before the 
peak of Gunung Brinchang, accessible by road 
from the Boh Tea Sungai Palas intersection. In 
this chilly environment, stunted stumps, wrinkled 
leaves and gnarled branches of oak trees clump 
together, forming dense crowns that portrude 
furiously from the ground like mushrooms. As 
you turn around, look at the rich layers of 
moss that drape the tree trunks and buttresses, 
infusing them with a soft, green appearance. 
Meanwhile, vines, orchids, pitcher plants and 
other fascinating epiphytes hang loosely from 
the canopy, perched silently on branches and 
stems in this chillingly quiet labyrinth.

DESTINATION: 
MALAYSIA’S 

HIDDEN GEMS 
PART 2

There are many hidden gems 
that await discovery across 

Malaysia, from natural 
reserves to historically-rich 

islands. Here are some 
amazing places that you 

didn’t know that existed in 
Malaysia.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN
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BARRIER BOOSTER ORANGE FERMENT 
ESSENCE

OLEHENRIKSEN introduced its newest addition to 
its iconic Truth Collection: Barrier Booster Orange 
Ferment Essence. Lightweight yet powerful, this 
essence instantly doubles skin hydration brightens and 
defends skin against free radicals and pollution, while 
also prepping your skin for the rest of your routine 
and strengthening the skin barrier. Expect a light, 
quick-absorbing texture of a toner and the hydrating 
benefits of a serum — the best of both worlds in one 
bottle. The clean, vegan formula harnesses the active 
and essential parts of an orange, and is packed with 
vitamin C, hyaluronic acid, polyglutamic acid and 
niacinamide, to drench skin in moisture, illuminate 
and deliver an ultra-supple, healthy-looking glow. 
OLEHENRIKSEN Barrier Booster Orange Ferment 
Essence is available on sephora.my and in stores, 
priced at RM198.EYEWEAR BY DAVID BECKHAM SPRING/SUMMER 

CAMPAIGN

The new collection by David Beckham is both stylish and bold, yet 
remains true to its classic aesthetic. It takes inspiration from iconic 
movies filmed in Italy and the global icons, both past and present, 
that featured in them. This is David’s fourth collection with Safilo, 
the leader in design, manufacture and distribution of eyewear. 
Taking seasonal inspiration from cities that have influenced 
the style icon, this collection focuses on Italy and captures the 
feeling and scenery with a series of images portraying a carefree 
holiday spirit. The collection continues to present both sunglasses 
and optical frames made for individuals with a taste for style, 
but also for those passionate about vintage accessories that 
are contemporary with a hint of retro. The entire collection is 
distinguished by its utmost quality and refined design.

FASHION 
& BEAUTY 
NEWS 
All the must-knows 
and must-haves of 
the month
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

MONTBLANC MEISTERSTÜCK 
SELECTION GLACIER

Set high above any other European peak, 
the Mont Blanc is a wonder of monumental 
proportions and natural beauty with its 
captivating combination of stone, snow and 
ice. The mesmerising appeal of the mountain’s 
glacier is the inspiration for Meisterstück 
Selection Glacier, a new capsule collection 
of bags and small accessories featuring a 
distinctive blue ice design. To honour the 
spirit of the high mountain that inspired the 
luxury Maison’s own brand name, the capsule 
is crafted from eco-sustainable materials, 
underscoring the importance of preserving 
glaciers and mountains in the future.

THE GARDENS OF DREAMS BLOOM 
ANEW

Gucci returns with a new member in its Bloom 
family—Gucci Bloom Eau de Toilette.  Ready 
to enchant you with its honeyed sweetness and 
green citrus facet captured through the addition 
of Neroli accord, the fragrance emanates a 
delicate freshness and ethereal radiance that 
provide a luminous twist on Bloom’s magnificent 
white floral signature. Embodying the essence of 
the Bloom garden, Gucci Bloom Eau de Toilette 
captures the rich scent of a thriving garden filled 
with an abundance of flowers. Staying faithful 
to the originality of the Gucci Bloom line with 
notes of jasmine Bud, tuberose, and rangoon 
creeper, the Gucci Bloom fragrance continues 
to encourage women to embark on a journey of 
self-discovery built on empowering notions and 
connection through differences. 

JOYFUL RADIANCE THROUGH THE ROSE’S 
FRESHNESS

An entirely unexpected expression of the 
rosebud, Bulgari Rose Goldea Blossom Delight 
Eau de Toilette uses a jeweller’s touch to 
reveal its most sublime facets. Representing the 
optimism of new beginnings, the floral dazzling 
rose scent opens with the transparency of the 
lily of the valley accord and the sparkling 
grapefruit. In the core, the Eau de Toilette 
reveals that magical moment when roses are 
about to blossom: fresh and delicate rosebuds 
intertwine with the bright and voluptuous notes 

of peony, another emblematic flower of spring, 
for a magnificent bouquet of radiant elegance. 
Finally, it is adorned with a veil of white musk 
notes and cedarwood, for a delicate dry down 
imbued with natural sensuality and comfort. 

The Bulgari Rose Goldea Blossom Delight Eau de 
Toilette is available in two sizes, 75ml for RM487 
and 50ml for RM405. It is available in-store at 
Parkson, Isetan, SOGO, Aeon, Sephora Malaysia 
and online at Sephora.my and Zalora.com.my.

OMEGA MAKES TIME FOR MOTHER’S DAY

Being a mum is a non-stop job, so this year for Mother’s Day, Omega 
is embracing the busyness of life and bringing some elegance to those 
activity-filled hours. There are three exquisite timepieces that delivers on 
style and precision. The first timepiece is the Constellation Small Seconds, 
with a mother-of-pearl dial featuring 11 incremental diamond hour 
markers and a diamond-paved subdial at 6 o’clock. The Speedmaster 
38mm is a slimmer and refined version of Omega’s famous Moonwatch. 
It delivers its own unique look with oval subdials and a dual bezel design, 
while most eye-catching of all is a sun-brushed blue dial and matching 
aluminium bezel ring. The Seamaster Aqua Terra provides another 
Mother’s Day flourish. This colourful watch is distinguished by its pale pink 
dial that includes a wave-embossed pattern and 11 ruby hour markers. 
The 34mm case is crafted in stainless steel and 18K Sedna™ Gold, and is 
presented on a shimmering red leather strap.
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ADVANCE YOUR SKIN’S HYDRATION 
CYCLE

Dermalogica’s NEW Circular Hydration Serum 
floods skin with hydration, replenishes from within 
and helps prevent future hydration evaporation. 
This full-circle hydrating serum utilises enhanced 
hyaluronic acid for deep hydration and more 
supple, radiant skin over time. It’s paired with 
an algae extract-infused moisturising matrix to 
provide quick and long-lasting hydration, plus 
polyglutamic acid from fermented soy to replenish 
the skin’s hydration reserves from within. Plant-
derived sugars and a blend of amino acids trap 
water on the skin’s surface – all helping to deliver 
long-lasting hydration. Dermalogica Circular 
Hydration Serum is priced at RM288 (30ml). 
Available at all authorised Dermalogica skin care 
centres nationwide by Esthetics International Group 
Berhad. 

TIMELESS SPIRIT OF THE ICONIC CK ONE CARRIES ON

Calvin Klein celebrates a new chapter in the CK One portfolio by reinforcing the bold and 
energetic essence of the CK Everyone EDT with a redefined and intensified eau de parfum. 
Inspired by today’s youth who strive to express their true selves and are unconstrained by 
boundaries, the refreshed CK Everyone Eau de Parfum campaign visuals evoke authenticity 
and infinite self-expression. The composition opens with juicy, fresh notes of organic oranges 
from Mexico while notes of responsibly-sourced Sri Lankan black tea comes through at the heart 
of the scent. The star ingredient black tea pays homage to the tradition of tea notes in the CK 
One family. At the base, responsibly-sourced vetiver from Haiti exudes a sensual woodiness, 
all of which results in an artistically blended, fusing dynamic luminosity with deep richness. CK 
Everyone is available in two sizes, 100ml priced at RM273 and 200ml for RM377, at major 
department stores and online on Lazada and Zalora.

Anti-ageing Arsenals

ELIXIR OF YOUTH
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

1. LA MER
Crème De La Mer 
Moisturizer
RM1,475
60ML
This is the moisturiser that 
started it all. With a heart of 
cell-renewing Miracle Broth™ 
and antioxidant Lime Tea, 
this ultra-rich cream delivers 
healing moisture, daily 
protection and energised 
natural repair. At first touch, 
sensitivities look soothed, 
dryness disappears and with 
daily devotion, skin feels 
firmer, lines and wrinkles are 
visibly diminished and a more 
uplifted, rejuvenated look 
emerges. Simply take a small 
amount using the spatula. 
Warm between fingertips until 
translucent to release Miracle 
Broth™ and press gently into 
the face and neck, morning 
and night.

5. DR. DENNIS GROSS
Advanced Retinol+Ferulic 
Overnight Wrinkle 
Treatment
RM350
30ML
This is a hydrating overnight 
treatment powered by Dr. 
Dennis Gross’s Phyto-Retinol 
Blend™ to visibly firm and 
reduce the look of wrinkles by 
supporting the skin’s natural 
renewal process. It’s clinically 
proven to significantly reduce 
fine lines in two weeks. Phyto-
Retinol Blend™ combines two 
types of retinol with soothing 
bakuchiol, rambutan and 
ferulic acid to smooth fine lines 
and wrinkles without irritation.

3. YSL BEAUTY
Pure Shots Night Reboot 
Serum
RM455
50ML
Discover the new night 
serum, a breakthrough 
bi-phase technology night 
serum from YSL Beauty. 
Sourced exclusively from 
Ourika Valley, Morocco, 
the ingredients used in the 
Pure Shots collection are 
obtained from plants growing 
close to the Atlas Mountains. 
With an optimal dose of 
Glycolic Acid to renew skin's 
surface, associated with the 
repairing power of Moonlight 
Cactus from Morocco to 
protect newborn skin cells 
overtime to get a gentle skin 
renewing efficacy. Wake up 
to a smoother, radiant and 
poreless skin.

4. DIOR
Capture Totale C.E.L.L. 
Energy Firming & Wrinkle 
Correcting Cream
RM450
50ML
The best total age-defying 
creme born from Dior’s 
research on mother cells and 
its floral expertise. After 7 
days, wrinkles appear as if 
filled from within; the skin is 
firmer and its texture is more 
refined. The skin radiates 
a healthy glow. After one 
month, these results are 
lastingly consolidated. The 
Firming & Wrinkle-Correcting 
Creme is fresh yet rich, 
offering the skin extreme 
comfort. Upon application, it 
melts into the skin, thanks to 
its micro-fragmented texture.

2. LANCÔME
Advanced Génifique Youth 
Activating Concentrate 
Serum
RM780
115ML
Lancôme’s Advanced 
Génifique Youth Activating 
Concentrate Serum is an 
anti-ageing serum with 
microbiome science that 
accelerates skin recovery 
for stronger, younger-
looking skin. Génifique 
helps strengthen the skin’s 
fundamental youthful 
functions: defence and 
recovery. In just seven days, 
your skin looks youthfully 
radiant and smoother. After 
only one bottle, your skin 
recovers faster and all major 
signs of ageing are visibly 
improved.

1. 5.

4.

3.
2.

VALENTINO HAUTE COUTURE SHOW IN ROME

Maison Valentino and Roma Capitale have announced that the Valentino Haute Couture Fall/
Winter 2022-23 collection, will be presented for this season, on July 8, 2022 in the creative 
heart of the Maison, Piazza Mignanelli and Trinità dei Monti, paying homage to Valentino’s 
roots while blending into the contemporary. Roma, with its beauties and infinite facets and 
layers is a constant source of inspiration for the Creative Director, Pierpaolo Piccioli. Roma is a 
metropolis that welcomes the coexistence of cultures in the name of luminous and progressive 
syncretism. It is a city of freedom and tolerance. “Roma is the place where everything starts, 
the life, the people, our stories, and identities are here. We belong to this place as much as this 
place belongs to the world and to Valentino.” — Pierpaolo Piccioli. #HYDRATELAH IN THREE SECONDS

With over 50 years of scientific expertise 
and dermatological collaborations, Clinique  
has developed Moisture Surge 100H Auto-
Replenishing Hydrator and NEW Clinique 
Moisture Surge™ Hydro-Infused Lotion to deliver 
advanced hydration that soothes and stabilises 
skin from the drying effects of daily dehydrators. 
The Moisture Surge 100H Auto-Replenishing 
Hydrator delivers life-proof hydration, stabilising 
dehydrated skin with hydration that lasts for 100 
hours. This oil-free, clinically proven moisturiser 
has Auto-Replenishing Technology that helps 
skin create its own internal water source to 
continually rehydrate itself. Moisture Surge 
provides dual action hydration with two key 
ingredients: hyaluronic acid and aloe vera bio-
ferment. These ingredients work together to help 
boost hydration and retain moisture. 

BEAUTY PRODUCT
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BOLD AND 
BEAUTIFUL The Season’s Best Casual Shirts

GET SHIRTY

DRIES VAN NOTEN
Padded Leather Loafers

RM2,686

ERDEM
Straight-Leg Printed Cotton-

Blend Gabardine Chinos
RM2,508

ERDEM
Straight-Leg Printed Cotton-

Blend Gabardine Chinos
RM2,508

BOTTEGA VENETA
Glossed-Nylon Cargo 

Trousers
RM6,015

BOTTEGA VENETA
Leather Chelsea Boots

RM4,864

BOTTEGA VENETA
Gold-Plated Bracelet

RM1,543

BOTTEGA VENETA
Garment-Dyed 

Cotton-Jersey T-Shirt
RM2,179

BOTTEGA VENETA
Lug rubber-trimmed leather 

Chelsea boots
RM4,906

GIVENCHY
4G pointelle-knit high-

neck sweater
RM3,950

MAGDA BUTRYM
Leather slingback sandals

RM2,719

JACQUEMUS 
Le Bambino Long leather 

shoulder bag
RM4,516

BALMAIN
Off-the-shoulder ribbed-

knit dress
RM10,070

Embrace fashion in full-colour 
with head-turning hues and 

striking silhouettes

LOEWE
Paula’s Ibiza Slit leather-
trimmed woven raffia tote

RM3,908

MIANSAI
Thin Geo Sterling Silver Ring

RM553

MIANSAI
Nexus Woven Sterling Silver 

Bracelet
RM852

GIVENCHY
Moon Cut small chain-

embellished leather shoulder 
bag

RM5,108

BOTTEGA VENETA
Aviator-Style Gold-Tone 

Sunglasses
RM1,571

GIVENCHY
Ruffled plissé-satin mini 

skirt
RM6,517
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CHLOÉ
SPRING/SUMMER 2022

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

PANELLED FRAYED DENIM MAXI DRESS
RM10,212

Chloé dresses are a seasonal statement. Effortlessly 
cool and romantic, this style is made from panels 
of off-white and beige denim that’s lightly frayed 
at the hem. It looks pretty perfect styled with silver 
hoop earrings, flats and a cross-body bag.

The fashion powerhouse’s new collection celebrates nature and our connection to it through designs 
that champion independent artisans.

The story of Chloé is the story of incredible women dressing incredible women. In 1952, Egyptian-born Gaby Aghion 
designed the inaugural collection for Chloé, making it one of the first prêt-à-porter design houses in an industry full of haute 
couture. Since then, the maison has cultivated the identity of the Chloé woman: elegant, bohemian, discerning and stylish – 
indeed, the quintessential Parisian. Gabriela Hearst joined Chloé as its Creative Director in 2020, with its cult of personality 

continuing with a fresh focus on socially-conscious and sustainable practices.

OPEN-KNIT LINEN AND SILK-BLEND MAXI DRESS
RM9,316

Chloé’s dress embodies an effortless bohemian mood. 
Spun from linen and silk blend, it’s open-knitted in a 
figure-skimming silhouette and falls to a maxi length. 
Style yours with slides or sneakers and slouchy bag.

LILLI GROSGRAIN-TRIMMED RECYCLED NEOPRENE PLATFORM 
SANDALS
RM2,539

Chloé’s sporty ‘Lilli’ sandals were styled with a number of looks on the 
Spring ‘22 runway, which proves just how versatile they are. Made from 
comfortable recycled neoprene, they’re set on chunky, serrated platforms 
and have grosgrain trims that create a utilitarian feel. Wear yours with 
everything from tailored to track pants.

LAUREN SCALLOPED LACE, LEATHER AND CANVAS SNEAKERS
RM2,359

The shoes in Chloé’s ‘Lauren’ family are characterised by a playful scalloped 
trim, like the one that tops the rubber soles of these sneakers. They’re made 
from ecru canvas layered with delicate lace woven with the brand’s name 
and have leather trims. 

WOODY SMALL COTTON-CANVAS AND LEATHER-TRIMMED SUEDE 
TOTE
RM5,690

Following the success of Chloé’s ‘Woody’ slides, this tote of the same name 
has been eagerly anticipated by fans of the label. It’s been crafted in Italy 
from supple green suede and suspended from cotton-canvas straps stamped 
with the house’s moniker. The capacious interior makes it a good option for 
a trip to the supermarket or grocer.

EDITH SMALL CROCHETED CASHMERE AND WOOL-BLEND AND 
LEATHER TOTE
RM10,621

For her inaugural collection at Chloé, Gabriela Hearst pays homage to the 
French label’s heritage while marking the start of a new era — she began by 
reissuing the iconic ‘Edith’ tote, the first luxury bag she ever bought and one 
of her favourites. This small version is made from crocheted cashmere and 
wool blend in signature scallop motifs and traced with supple brown leather. 
The buckled front pocket takes its cue from classic satchels.
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BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

PAMPER YOUR QUEEN
Mother’s Day Gift Guide Ideas

Though you never need a holiday to show your mom love, there’s something rewarding about finding 
the best Mother’s Day gifts to brighten the day of the mother figures in your life, whether that includes your 
mom, stepmom, grandmother, mother-in-law, sister or someone else. And if distance or circumstances keep 

you apart this May 8, a great gift can mean that much more.

DR DENNIS GROSS
SPECTRALITE FACEWARE PRO

If your mama is someone who enjoys facials and treatments, she 
would love this particular led mask from Dr. Dennis Gross. With 
a combination of 100 lights in red mode, 62 lights in blue mode, 
it works together to smooth wrinkles, diminish discolouration and 
clear acne for a beautiful, youthful complexion. Red lights penetrate 
deep within the skin’s dermis to stimulate collagen production while 
blue light destroys P.acnes bacteria to reduce redness, inflammation 
and prevent future breakouts. Within days, you can see a reductio 
of acne and in two weeks, clearing of mild to moderate acne and 
fading lines. 

COACH
PILLOW TABBY SHOULDER BAG

Coach’s Pillow Tabby Shoulder Bag joins the ‘I Got It From My 
Mom’ campaign which celebrates the role mother figures play 
as mentors, muses and sources of style inspiration. The Pillow 
Tabby reimagines the structured silhouette of an archival 1970s 
Coach design with plush, ultra-soft leather and wrapped Signature 
hardware. Available in two sizes, the bag features two detachable 
straps to carry by hand, style as a shoulder bag or wear crossbody.

CARTIER
D’AMOUR BRACELET

Offer your mum a special gift — one that sparkles with love and 
is timeless. The d’Amour collection from Cartier celebrates the 
elegance of simplicity, showcasing exceptional diamonds and 
precious stones that have been selected by expert jewellers. This 
dainty bracelet has been crafted in exquisite yellow gold and is 
offset with a single brilliant-cut diamond. Presented in a signature 
red box, it would make a treasured keepsake for your mother.

TATCHA 
THE TEXTURE TONIC

Located in the city of Villefranche-sur-Mer, Villa Leopolda is one of 
the oldest and most luxurious houses in France. Once a much larger 
estate, it was owned by King Leopold II of Belgium (1835 – 1909), 
from whom the present villa derives its name. Villa La Leopolda 
sits in 18 acres of land. Perched in a prominent position with 
sweeping views of the sea, and overlooking a verdant valley with 
pine forests, overall it paints a breathtakingly picturesque vista. It 
has over 1,200 varieties of trees and many other plants including 
orange and lemon plants. Compared with other residences, this 
house has a small number of rooms - only 10 bedrooms and some 
bathrooms.

DYSON
AIRWRAP MULTISTYLER

This Mother’s Day, gift your mother an at-home salon 
experience with the new Dyson Airwrap Multistyler with 
re-engineered attachments that harness Enhanced Coanda 
airflow to create perfect hairstyles. There are five new 
styling barrels engineered for various hair types, lengths and 
styles for curls and waves. Besides that, the Dyson Airwrap 
multistyler can style and dry at the same time with no extreme 
heat involved. We can’t think of a more perfect gift.

CHLOÉ
SIGNATURE NATURELLE EAU DE PARFUM

Since 1952, Chloé has been guided by a spirit of freedom and the fresh energy that 
founder Gaby Aghion brought to women and the fashion world. The new Chloé Eau de 
Parfum expresses the return to a pure and simple form. As the demands of a natural origin 
formula require a limited range of ingredients, the composition could be considered a true 
achievement. Chloé Eau de Parfum Naturelle is vegan and formulated with 100% natural 
origin fragrance, naturally derived alcohol, and water. The emblem of Chloé signature has 
always been a fresh, faceted, unique rose which ties in beautifully as a Mother’s Day gift, 
for the rose in your life. 
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   THE
 Luxe REPORT

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Le Bristol Paris never ceases to expand its glorious repertoire of refined 
pleasures, which is why Spa Le Bristol by La Prairie welcomed the brand-
new Sensorial Resets menu by global leaders in clean skincare, Tata Harper. 
The highly innovative and deeply replenishing treatments include a range of 
five programmes which provide the skin with a deep clean to prepare it for 
the soothing and powerful reset: Balance & Ground, Soothe & Rest, Quench 
& Cocoon, Illuminate & Energise and Clear Skin & Mind.

Spring Staycation with 
Armani Hotel Dubai 

Take a staycation or vacation in the city’s most exciting district 
this April to immerse yourself completely in Armani signature 
luxury and Downtown Dubai’s world-leading entertainment 
experiences. Check into any one of the stunning guest rooms 
or suites to unlock access to the perfect five-star combination of 
relaxation and action with 30% off their best available rate and 
complimentary tickets to the Dubai Aquarium and Underwater 
Zoo and VR Park Dubai.

Spa Le Bristol by La Prairie Introduces 
Innovative New Treatment by Tata Harper

Colourful Heliotrope 48s

A colourful variety of Heliotrope 48s have been delivered to Hong Kong, Thailand, Malaysia and Australia, with the tall powercat by 
Thailand’s PMG Shipyard offering huge outdoor areas, multiple layouts for all three decks and the option of solar power for onboard systems. 
The Heliotrope 48 has already made quite an impression in Asia-Pacific, with hulls cruising in Southeast Asia, Hong Kong and Australia. Yet 
although they share the same hull and superstructure, the looks, layouts and uses of the 48ft powercats built in the Gulf of Thailand by PMG 
Shipyard vary almost as much as their locations. Built for use in generally warm climates, the 48 is distinguished by its outdoor areas. Almost 
24ft wide, it starts with two fixed transoms and a central option of either a davit or hydraulic platform that can complete a full-width bathing 
platform. For private owners, the 290sqft cockpit is offered with a very wide sofa, a large teak table and folding chairs, as well as a lovely 
bar area facing the aft galley.

Maison Valentino, Air France and KLM 
Move Towards a Conscious Objective

Air France and KLM and Maison Valentino have announced an 
agreement in support of the airline group’s SAF (Sustainable Aviation Fuel) 
corporate programme, which encourages companies to play an active 
role in the future of sustainable travel. The partnership represents a new 
important step in the green transition of Maison Valentino, championing 
conscious-driven transport and reflecting the company’s commitment 
towards the safeguard of the environment and implementation of its 
new responsible business model. At its core lies a strong, solidly-built 
company culture, aware that the path to sustainability is the catalyst 
(and fuel) for a transition that not only brings about positive change to 
the ecosystem, but also benefits communities on a global scale.

Belmond Italy reopens for the 2022 Season

Belmond unveils a new season of extraordinary experiences across its Italian portfolio with an immersive programme of 
exceptional moments. This includes a sequence of outstanding new chefs, an exciting new venture with a globally-renowned 
art gallery, and culturally engaging experiences throughout Italy - cultivating the desire for travel whilst celebrating some of the 
world’s most breathtaking destinations. 
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THE WORLD OF AUTOMOTIVE LUXURY
When Design Meets Innovation

We’re here to hype you up on all the beautifully-designed automobile news and latest releases.

MERCEDES-MAYBACH S680 BY VIRGIL ABLOH

Upon iconic fashion designer Virgil Abloh’s passing, Mercedes Benz honoured him with ‘Project Maybach’ — magnificent off-road luxury coupe concept 
was a collaboration between Abloh and Mercedes’s chief design officer Gorden Wagener. The upcoming 2023 Mercedes-Maybach S680 by Virgil 
Abloh, which design was finalised prior to Abloh’s passing features a unique two-tone colour scheme with a beige main colour and a contrasting black 
roof, hood, bonnet and pillars. The interior follows the same colour scheme with fine beige leather for the seats, door panels, armrests and the lower 
section of the dashboard. From the centre screen above, nearly everything is finished in black leather. The Maybach S680 is powered by a 6.0-liter 
V12 engine generating a peak output of 604 horsepower (450 kilowatts). This power is enough for the luxury limo to reach 62 miles per hour (100 
kilometers per hour) from a standstill in 4.5 seconds. The top speed is electronically limited to 155 mph (250 kph).

MERCEDES AMG SL 43

Mercedes-AMG presents the SL 43, a technically innovative entry-level 
model of the newly developed roadster icon. Under the bonnet of the 
open-top 2+2-seater with fabric soft top is an in-line four-cylinder petrol 
engine with two litres displacement that provides the befitting propulsion. 
This is the first time in the world that an electric exhaust gas turbocharger 
is being used in a production vehicle. The new entry-level model in the 
SL family also shines with extensive standard equipment. In addition, 
numerous options that enhance comfort and safety offer a wide range of 
possibilities for individualisation. The exterior design of the SL 43 differs in 
individual details from the two eight-cylinder models. For example, it has 
differentiated front and rear aprons as well as round instead of angular 
double tailpipe trim. The defining features of the SL body design include 
the long wheelbase, the short overhangs, the long bonnet, the passenger 
compartment set further back with steeply raked windscreen, and the 
powerful rear end.

LAMBORGHINI HURACÁN TECNICA

The latest member of the Huracán range provides the purest Lamborghini 
driving experience combined with the freedom of everyday use — a 
bridge between past and future, lifestyle and performance, road and track. 
Huracán Tecnica brings forth a pilot’s attitude in every driver, delivering the 
most rewarding performance and the ultimate, fun-to-drive experience — 
simultaneously. Unleash the unique character of the most versatile Huracán. 
The versatility that distinguishes Huracán Tecnica is a main feature of its 
interior, with extensive personalisation options geared toward providing 
the most fulfilling driving experience. Exclusive interior finishes made of 
top-quality materials reflect Lamborghini’s Italian design heritage and 
include a new dedicated trim for the sports seats.

BUGATTI CHIRON VAGUES DE LUMIÈRE

The exotic French automaker has begun making deliveries of the Chiron 
Super Sport, and among the first is this all-new “Vagues de Lumiere” 
edition. Translating to waves of light, the hand-painted blue and orange 
coat is meant to mimic light rays’ reflection off the body’s curved carbon 
fibre panels, from the subtly flared wheel arches to the aerodynamic 
longtail at the rear. The predominant colour is the orange used for the rims 
and exterior accents, with other black trim and an eye-popping white line 
that harks to the outside’s iconic side C-bar. In comparison to the Chiron Pur 
Sport, which, as a free-revving vehicle with transverse dynamics offers a 
great deal of downforce up to 350 km/h, the Chiron Super Sport remains 
very neutral and quiet even above this in the uppermost speed ranges.

ASTON MARTIN DBX707

The new Aston Martin DBX707 is the world’s most powerful luxury SUV. 
Born with a sports car soul, its immense power and peerless handling make 
every drive a voyage of intensity. A magnetic force with a commanding 
presence. DBX707 is a new seat of power, one which elevates Aston Martin 
to the pinnacle of the segment with a unique combination of blistering 
performance, supreme dynamics, unmistakable style and absolute luxury. 
But this SUV is not just about power. DBX707 showcases true engineering 
mastery to unleash new levels of dynamic performance.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

LUXE AUTOMOBILE
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BEAUTIFUL HOTEL DESTINATIONS
Somewhere along the way, hotels have become rightful destinations on their own. 
Here are some luxury hotels scattered across the globe, that should be on top of your 

bucket list.
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Accommodating just 28 people, Orpheus is an all-
inclusive, private island lodge located in the Great Barrier 
Reef. With only 14 rooms, suites and villas, Orpheus 
Island is the ultimate in secluded, unspoilt tropical 
paradise, and stretches across 11 km of immaculate 
turquoise coastline. The island itself, comprising more 
than 1,000 hectares of national park, is surrounded by 
pristine fringing reef you can access simply by stepping 
out from your accommodation. The island lodge features 
the main pavilion bar and alfresco-style dining area, a 
restaurant, a reading room, Gwandalan Day Spa and an 
inviting 25m x 13m infinity pool that mirrors the Coral 
Sea. The Island’s signature dining experience, ‘Dining with 
the Tides’, is a must-do for any guest to the island. An 
intimate six-course degustation dinner for two is served on 
the Island’s starlit pier, looking out over the magnificent 
Coral Sea while barramundi, eagle rays, reef sharks and 
spangled emperor swim below.

www.orpheus.com.au 

A unique landscape created by volcanic tuff and 
delicately shaped by wind. It is the homeland of the 
Hittites, the largest monastery settlement of the world 
for centuries, the native land of grapes and wine, the 
cradle of Christianity, the heart of the Seljuks, the oasis 
of the Anatolian steppe or the “Land of Beautiful Horses” 
as the Persians called it. This is Argos in Cappadocia. 
Experience style and serenity in the hotel’s jacuzzi bath 
suites — Tranquil Tiraz Jacuzzi Suites where guests can 
savour luxurious interiors, breath-taking views and ample 
space.

www.argosincappadocia.com   

Argos in Cappadocia
Cappadocia, Turkey

Enjoy endless Indian Ocean views from Alila Villas Uluwatu, 
perched atop limestone cliffs rising nearly 330 feet above the Bukit 
Peninsula. Nearby, visit Uluwatu Temple, play a round at the Bali 
National Golf Club, or explore white-sand beaches considered to be 
the best in Bali. Take your pick from 65 villas at Alila Villas Uluwatu, 
which fuse contemporary design with traditional Balinese accents. Take 
in panoramic Indian Ocean views from your private villa, perched on 
limestone cliffs. For the ultimate in luxury, opt for the three-bedroom Cliff 
Villa, which encompasses 2,000–3,000 square feet, offering ocean 
views, three king bedrooms, a private infinity-edge pool and more.

www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/indonesia/alila-villas-uluwatu 

Set in a secret garden at the heart of a forest, Aman Kyoto rests a stone’s 
throw from Kyoto’s golden Kinkaku-ji Temple and 16 other Unesco 
World Heritage Sites. The resort is nonetheless a secluded world apart, 
with light-filled suites and pavilions set in tranquil glades and steaming 
onsen offering healing in the Aman Spa. Aman Kyoto’s rooms and 
pavilions are a contemporary homage to the traditional Japanese 
Ryokan inn, strikingly minimalist in their geometry, and serving as a 
window onto their spectacular natural settings. Interiors are spacious 
and light-filled, allowing each space to exist and breathe with the 
landscape and historic forested gardens that surround, instilling a 
sense of calm.

www.aman.com/resorts/aman-kyoto 

Alila Villas Uluwatu
Bali, Indonesia

Aman Kyoto
Kyoto, Japan

La Réserve Genève Hotel & Spa serves safari-inspired 
style on the banks of Lake Geneva. At La Réserve 
Genève – Hotel, Spa and Villa, the aim is not to chase 
time, but instead to infuse it with an intense and vibrant 
new dimension. Between the lake and the mountains, 
nothing matters except the pleasure of simply living your 
best life, without having to organise or plan anything, as 
everything is already on hand: four restaurants, the Spa 
Nescens, outdoor and indoor swimming pools, Kid’s Club, 
sports facilities and a range of à la carte activities. The 
contemporary glass Villa du Lac, graced with interior design 
by Rémi Tessier, benefits from all the facilities of La Réserve, 
including its spa, restaurant and swimming pools. Complete 
with daily personalised housekeeper service, experience an 
exclusive stay whether you are in Geneva for business or 
leisure.

www.lareserve-geneve.com 

La Réserve Genève 
Hotel & Spa
Geneva, Switzerland
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BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

HAUTE HOMEWARE
Luxury At Home

GUCCI DECOR
LAMÉ JACQUARD THREE PANEL SCREEN

Gucci’s new ‘Souvenir from Rome’ collection sees 
furniture and decorative pieces designed by Alessandro 
Michele with motifs and patterns borrowed from the 
ready-to-wear collection. The panelled screen features 
a rich jacquard fabric depicting a colourful scene 
of flying fish, dragonflies and lily pads accented by 
sparkling lamé details. Designed to serve as an accent 
piece or a room divider, the screen’s metal base has a 
hinged construction that allows its width to be adjusted 
by closing or opening each panel.

VERSACE HOME
VIRTUS GALA CHARGER PLATE

Bring a touch of glamour to any interior with the 
selection of Versace home accessories. From iconic 
bathrobes and bedding to luxury tableware and 
cushions, one can bring opulent Italian style to any 
space. Founded in 1978, Versace is one of the leading 
international fashion design houses and a symbol 
of Italian luxury worldwide. The Virtus Gala Plate in 
size 33cm is an elegant black plate embellished with 
a central Barocco letter V, enriched with white and 
golden accents - a luxury essential for a sophisticated 
dining experience.

ROBERTO CAVALLI
TIFNIT ARMCHAIR

Famed for luxury craftsmanship and unapologetic 
glamour, the Roberto Cavalli home collection brings 
together a distinctive range of soft furnishings, 
tableware and elegant gifts. Explore luxury linens, 
cushions, slippers, glassware and stunning tea and 
coffee cups, all styled in Roberto Cavalli’s iconic 
patterns and motifs. The new upholstery for the Tifnit 
Armchair sees a wild tiger pattern that evokes a wild 
and sensual spirit. The external structure upholstered 
in leather lends a gritty allure to the whole, while the 
glossy gold feet give a bright, luxurious and glamorous 
accent.

HERMÈS 
CHEVAL BORO BLANKET

The Cheval Boro Blanket comes in Merinos wool and cashmere with 
“Cheval Boro” print (90% Merinos wool and 10% cashmere) with a 
simple hem finish. Duo Anne Roussel and Veronika Wildgruber worked 
with felt-tip pens to bring us the contemporary Cheval Boro design. 
Advancing to a canter, vibrating against a background made abstract 
by its speed, the horse seems to emerge from a chunky-knit design. The 
background of the composition is inspired by the Japanese tradition of 
“Boro”, a technique for patching clothes that consists of tacking together 
pieces of variously sized fabrics. The design is screen-printed on a new 
wool and cashmere material for a soft and flowing plaid.

ARMANI/CASA
DAMASIO BEDSIDE TABLE

The Armani/Casa aesthetic philosophy focuses on simple lines and 
perfect proportions, enriched by precious materials, refined finishes 
and elegant textiles. The distinctive style incorporates a harmonious 
combination of different inspirations and design codes to form a 
sophisticated atmosphere. Each limited and individually-numbered 
piece signed by Mr. Armani offers a display object that is both fully 
functional and pleasing to the eye, featuring excellent craftsmanship, 
high-quality materials and a meticulous attention to detail. For example, 
the Damasio Bedside Table comes with x-shaped legs that support a 
squared storage unit with rounded corners and one drawer. The oak 
version features legs in solid wood, while the others have legs and top 
profiles in metal.
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TRAVEL NECESSITIES

• BEFORE YOUR FLIGHT
Besides your passport, boarding pass and carry-
ons, your preflight checklist should include skin 
prep. Dermatologists and experts recommend 
stripping your skin of any makeup before a flight 
because by boarding a plane, you’re submitting 
your skin to harsh conditions so adding makeup 
might just exacerbate your skin condition. To 
avoid landing at your destination with clogged 
pores, try double cleansing — that is, using a 
cleansing balm to remove your makeup followed 
by a gentle, soap-free cleanser afterward.

SPF is as important during the day on land as 
it is mid-air. In fact, sunscreen is even more 
important during a flight, especially since UV 
radiation levels are twice as high at 30,000 
miles (the altitude of most commercial flights) 
than they are at ground level. So, don’t skimp on 
the SPF. Though you’re unlikely to get a sunburn 
on a plane, airplane windshields typically only 
block UVB and often allow a significant amount 
of UVA transmission through the glass. Besides 
SPF for your face, it’s best to choose a hand 
cream and a lip balm that contains SPF, as well.

Diet can also play a part in how your skin fare 
during a flight. The air on planes has reduced 
humidity, which results in parched and dry skin, 
leading to discomfort. Drinking plenty of water 
preflight will keep your skin hydrated from 
the inside out. Another helpful tip is to avoid 
consuming salty food before flying to keep away 
from water retention and facial puffiness.

Now that the international borders of various countries across the world are opening up again, travel has 
begun to resume. While it’s wonderful (and we’re grateful to be able to travel again), there are a myriad of 
issues to consider, from the trivial snacks for the flight to the more complex like potentially losing baggage 

and most importantly, affecting your skin. Have you noticed during a flight that your skin feels dry and dehy-
drated? That’s because the high altitude, combined with an increase of UV exposure and recirculated air of 
an airplane is a recipe for complexion disaster. In addition, airplanes can trigger skin sensitivity through its 

significantly lower humidity levels. Worry not, you don’t have to forsake any good travel selfie with our tips to 
take care of your skin before, during, and after your flight.

• DURING FLIGHT
Now that we’ve shared pre-flight skin prep, 
during the flight, your skincare routine should 
be focused on combating the stress caused 
by high altitudes and drier air. This is when 
your favourite sheet mask will come in handy, 
specifically, biocellulose masks to convey both 
nutrition and hydration. These products have the 
best chance of pushing nourishing ingredients 
into your skin versus paper or fibre sheet masks, 
which are susceptible to being dried out due to 
the dry air in a plane. 

As for the rest of your skincare routine, pack 
along serums and moisturisers that contain 
humectants like hyaluronic acid, sodium 
hyaluronate and sodium PCA as well as 
emollients like shea butter and squalene. These 
products will act like a magnet that will draw 
water from the air and seal it into the skin. 
Layering on products with these ingredients will 
ensure your skin maintains hydration throughout 
the flight.

Then, you should also consider your location, 
which could effect your skin. While a window 
seat would purvey a stunning view, booking an 
aisle seat allows you stand up every so often and 
stretch your legs. Especially in a long-haul flight, 
moving around or wearing compression socks 
will help promote blood circulation and stave 
off puffiness. Also, if you’re going somewhere 
important immediately after landing, avoid 
consuming alcohol while in-flight, as this can 
also cause puffiness.

• AFTER THE FLIGHT
The post-flight skincare regimen is simple and 
should revolve around two things — warding off 
breakouts and reintroducing any lost moisture 
back into the skin. How do you do this? The first 
step is washing your face of all the recirculated 
air and trapped microbes that built up on your 
skin along the flight. It’s always a good idea to 
immediately cleanse your skin even if you can 
only manage a face wipe, after disembarking to 
help prevent breakouts. If you have acne-prone 
skin or you find that air travel triggers breakouts, 
pack a face cleanser that contains salicylic acid 
in your carry-on so that you can cleanse right 
after landing.

Nothing sounds more appealing than a hot 
shower after a long flight. However, hot showers 
can further strip your skin after a flight, so opt for 
lukewarm water instead and be sure to lather on 
the moisturiser on both your face and body) once 
you get out. Hydrating ingredients to look for in 
your products include shea butter, cocoa butter, 
hyaluronic acid and glycerin.

How to Care for Your Skin Before, During and After a Flight
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What’s the best part of getting a haircut? Sure, leaving with a fresh do is always a mood boost, 
not to mention the good hair day that comes with the salon experience, but for the most 

soothing, stress-melting moment, nothing beats a scalp massage during the shampooing. When 
expert hands knead away tension, those few minutes are bliss. Though it’s hard to recreate the 
full experience at home, those comfy wash chairs and an extra set of pro hands are key. We’re 

rounding up all you need to know about scalp massages for hair growth.    

SCALP MASSAGE FOR HAIR GROWTH
Learn how to give yourself a scalp massage for hair growth 

stimulation and its benefits
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

THE BENEFITS OF A SCALP MASSAGE
A scalp massage doesn’t just feel good — it also does 
good, with the scientific research to prove it. Regular 
scalp massages give hair a natural growth boost. 
Most people’s hair grow between half an inch to one 
inch every month, but when you add regular scalp 
massages, that can help increase monthly growth. 

That’s because a good scalp massage stimulates blood 
circulation and oxygen to the hair follicle, helping 
to deliver more nutrients to the root to help bolster 
hair growth. That makes scalp massages especially 
beneficial to those with thinning hair or hair loss. In 
fact, scalp massages can also help hair grow thicker. 

According to a study published in the journal Eplasty, 
after study participants used a scalp massage device 
for four minutes a day for 24 weeks, the increase of 
blood flow to their scalp and hair follicles improved 
the thickness of their hair, signalling that regular scalp 
massage might also leave locks stronger and shinier. 

Just like getting a regular massage, a scalp massage 
has mental health perks as well. It can help lower 
blood pressure, heart rate and stress hormone levels, 
as well as reduce headaches and migraines. Plus, you 
don’t need a study to tell you that it’s simply relaxing. 
That’s what makes it an important part of a self-care 
routine.

BEST WAY TO GIVE YOURSELF A SCALP MASSAGE?
A great time to give yourself a scalp massage is before 
you shampoo your hair. To give the experience extra 
oomph, use a hair oil, any that strikes your fancy like 
tried and true argan oil, which is completely natural 
and will meet your hair goals. A hair oil will help you 
get your scalp and strands squeaky clean, since oil 
attracts oil, so it’ll help lift grease and sweat. A win-
win.

Though a scalp massage can be done on wet or dry 
hair, having wet hair makes it easier for your hands to 
glide around your scalp. Make sure your hair is loose 
to be able to reach all of your scalp, so remove all 
pins, scrunchies, headbands and accessories. 

Begin at the sides of your head, first massaging your 

temples, and always going in small circular motions. 
As you apply pressure and massage, you can pull the 
skin of your scalp up gently with your thumbs. Then 
work your way around your head to ensure that you 
won’t miss a spot, which is easy to do when you can’t 
see the back of your head. Taking your time and 
moving slowly helps ensure that won’t happen, and 
focus on one section at a time. Whatever you do, don’t 
use your nails.

SCALP MASSAGE STEP-BY-STEP
1. Use Your Fingertips
Boost blood and circulation to the follicles by gently 
massaging and moving your scalp with your finger 
pads or, for a more in-depth massage, use a brush to 
help increase hair health and shine.

2. Opt for a Brush
For an effective scalp massage that won’t damage 
your hair, a flexible brush works wonders. Place the 
brush on the head, so it sits flat on the scalp at the base 
of your skull. Then start to scrape in an upward motion 
towards the crown of your head.

3. Gentle Press
‘Pressing’ your scalp brush into the hair produces an 
acupuncture-like effect. Move the brush through the 
hair, pausing at intervals to press gently into the scalp.

4. Make Small Circles
Regardless of whether you’re using your fingers or a 
brush, gently move around the head using small circular 
motions to release tension and really manipulate the 
skin. The goal is to bring blood to the area, and small 
circles will focus your energies. 

FREQUENCY OF SCALP MASSAGES
Generally speaking, the more often you can give 
yourself a scalp massage, the better. Make it work 
for your schedule, whether that’s every time you wash 
your hair in the shower or when you’re watching TV. 
A few minutes every day will deliver magic, but doing 
it a few times a week still delivers results, too. Giving 
yourself a scalp massage does not have to be a big 
event, you can incorporate it anytime that works best 
for you.
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CORDYCEPS FOR HEALTH
The Cordyceps fungus is said to have the power to fix a host of 

health problems, from muscle fatigue, asthma to diabetes.
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

WHAT ARE 
CORDYCEPS?
Its scientific name Cordyceps Sinesis, cordyceps has 
been used in ancient Chinese and Tibetan medicine.It 
is a rare combination of a caterpillar and a fungus and 
found at altitudes above 4,500m in Sikkim. Supplements 
and products containing cordyceps extract have 
become increasingly popular due to their many 
purported health benefits. And today, most 
cordyceps supplements are made in a lab.

BENEFITS OF CORDYCEPS
n traditional medicine, cordyceps is often touted 
as a natural energy booster. Advocates also 
claim that cordyceps can protect against health 
problems like asthma, depression, diabetes, 
fatigue, high cholesterol and upper respiratory 
tract infections. Cordyceps is also purported 
to boost athletic performance, a claim that 
grabbed headlines in 1993 when Chinese 
track and field athletes shattered multiple 
world records, a feat their coach attributed 
to C. sinesis supplements. Some herbalists also 
believe that cordyceps can boost libido, slow 
the ageing process and protect against cancer. 
Few of these claims are strongly supported by 
research.

• Diabetes

Cordyceps has long been used as a traditional 
treatment for diabetes in China. While there are 
few quality studies investigating these effects 
in humans, several animal studies have been 
conducted, usually with inconclusive results. 
Despite this, the researchers suggested that the 
benefits of weight loss in controlling diabetes 
might be significant. Moreover, an improved 
cholesterol profile is generally associated with 
increased insulin sensitivity.

• Hypertension

Boasting potent anti-inflammatory and 
antioxidant effects, cordyceps may help 
prevent or treat high blood pressure. Many 
of these benefits have been attributed to 
a compound known as cordycepin. This 
particular compound appears able to relax 
blood vessels, improve circulation and lower 
blood pressure. The same benefits may be 
extended to the respiratory tract, according 
to a 2017 study from China. When taken 
daily, a cordyceps extract appears to relax 
airway constriction and improve quality of 
life measures in people with moderate to 
severe asthma.

• Athletic Performance

Cordyceps is believed to be able to boost 
exercise performance by increasing the 
body’s production of the molecule adenosine 
triphosphate (ATP), which is essential for 
delivering energy to the muscles. It may also 
improve the body’s oxygen intake, especially 
during exercise. This is evident in a study 
that examined the effects of cordyceps on 
exercise capacity in 30 healthy older adults 
using a stationary bike. Participants received 
either 3 grams per day of a synthetic strain 
of Cordyceps called CS-4 or a placebo pill 
for six weeks. By the end of the study, VO2 
max had increased by 7% in participants 
who had taken CS-4, while participants 
given the placebo pill showed no change. 
  

• Anti-Ageing

Traditionally, in China, the elderly have used 
cordyceps to reduce fatigue and boost strength 
and libido. Besides that, various research 
believe their antioxidant content may explain 
their anti-ageing potential and have in fact 
found that cordyceps increased antioxidants 
in aged mice, which helped improve 
memory and sexual function. Antioxidants 
are molecules that fight cell damage by 
neutralising free radicals, which can otherwise 
contribute to disease and ageing. Backing 
this fact is a research that found that the mice 
given cordyceps lived several months longer 
than mice given a placebo, further proving 
that cordyceps may very well be anti-ageing.

• Heart Health

As research emerges on the effects 
of cordyceps on heart health, the benefits of 
the fungi are becoming increasingly apparent. 
In fact, cordyceps are approved in China 
for the treatment of arrhythmia, a condition 
in which the heartbeat is too slow, too fast 
or irregular. Cordyceps may also have a 
beneficial effect on cholesterol levels. Animal 
research has shown that Cordyceps reduced 
the “bad” LDL cholesterol — when built 
up could lead to the risk of heart  disease. 
Similarly, cordyceps have been shown 
to decrease triglyceride levels in mice. 
Triglycerides are a type of fat found in your 
blood. High levels are linked to a greater risk 
of heart disease but unfortunately, there isn’t 
sufficient evidence to determine the benefits of 
cordyceps on heart health in humans. 
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We all walk to some extent every day even if it’s just around our house doing chores. 
But we want to use walking as our form of exercise, as opposed to just a mode 

of transportation, there are different ways to approach it to reap more benefits. 
Research has shown that taking more steps per minute, as one does while power 

walking, can help with insulin levels and body mass index.

POWER WALKING
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

yourself too hard. If you’re worried that you won’t 
be working hard enough, don’t be. Walking at any 
pace will still help you burn calories and improve 
your cardiovascular fitness — and you can always 
gradually increase the pace. Power walking 
demands more from your cardiovascular system. 
Because power walking requires more steps per 
minute, your heart rate will increase more than 
it would with a regular walk. This makes power 
walking a more intense cardiovascular workout that 
burns more calories than regular walking.

Power walking is also good for your bones. Studies 
have found that an hour per day of moderate-intensity 
exercise like power walking prevents disability in 
people who have symptoms of joint problems in their 

lower extremities.

POWER WALKING INTERVALS FOR INTENSITY
If you enjoy your casual stroll through the 
neighbourhood, but want to kick things up a notch, 
try alternating between regular walking and power 
walking. This means that you’d walk regularly, but for 
one block or one minute you’d add in a power walk. 
Pump your arms and take quicker steps. You’ll be 
walking faster and covering more ground. After that 
one minute or one block, slow down and go back 
to regular walking. You can add in power-walking 
intervals as frequently as you’d like. Ultimately, this 
technique will help you build up to a faster walking 
pace over time.

WHAT IS POWER WALKING?
So, what is a power walk, exactly? Power walking 
entails moving at a quick speed and getting your 
arms involved. To get the most out of this workout, 
make sure to move your feet from heel to toe with 
each step, moving as quickly as you can. Pump your 
arms, keeping them bent at a 90-degree angle, to 
maintain momentum. Make sure to engage your 
core throughout to build strength and improve 
balance in your body. Power walking engages the 
entire body, burning more calories and getting your 
heart rate up.

THE BENEFITS OF POWER WALKING
While power walking and regular walking both 
work the quads, hamstrings, calf muscles and hip 
abductors, power walking also tones the glutes, 
shoulders and upper back. Regular walking is still a 
lower-body workout, but tends to help burn calories 
more than anything else. Power walking, on the 
other hand, helps burn calories while also toning 
your muscles more than a regular walk would. The 
more intense arm movements during power walking 
work the shoulders and upper back while engaging 
the entire body and challenging balance and 
stability, which works the core.  

Regular walking allows you to set a comfortable 
pace. So if you’re new to working out, starting off 
with a regular walk can help you ease into physical 
movement and improve endurance without pushing 

HOW DO YOU POWER WALK?
Good power walking technique is essential 
if you want to maximise benefits and prevent 
injuries.

Be Mindful of Your Posture
Keep your eyes forward, shoulders back, and 
head upright. Pull your belly button in toward 
your spine to engage your core muscles. If you 
find yourself slumping forward, take a moment 
to correct your body position. If you notice 
you’re holding tension in your shoulders and 
neck, relax and release them. Good posture 
will help you maintain speed and will help 
protect you from injury.

Swing Arms Gently
Bend your arms at about a 90-degree angle 
and move your arms up and back so the 
opposite arm and leg are advancing at the 
same time. If your right foot is stepping forward, 
your left arm should be reaching forward too. 
Your arm motion will help you with the speed so 
you don’t have to swing your arms vigorously. 
Focus on controlling your range of motion. Your 
hand shouldn’t rise higher than your collarbone 
and shouldn’t cross the centre of your body.

Land On Your Heels
With every step you take, ensure that you land 
on your heel and roll your foot forward toward 
your toes. Be mindful of moving your hips 
forward rather than side to side. 

There’s a right time to dial up the intensity and a time to slow things down.
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1. Senaka Senanayake, The Gleaners, 1963

This particular work, entitled ‘The Gleaners, 1963’ was painted almost 
like a celebration to life assumed by the employment by vivid colours. 
Multicoloured swishes form the background of the painting while in the 
foreground, silhouettes of the gleaners in various motions are painted in 
white and black, which come across almost like they’re dancing. It’s an 
uplifting and energetic work.

KLAS FORTHCOMING 
ART AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS

KL LIFESTYLE ART SPACE (KLAS) WILL ONCE AGAIN PLAY HOST TO ITS MUCH-AWAITED SECOND MODERN AND CONTEMPORARY ART 
AUCTION OF THE 2022 CALENDAR YEAR. THE ART AUCTION WILL FEATURE AN ARRAY OF MALAYSIAN AND ASIAN ART MASTERS 

FROM AROUND THE REGION. HERE, WE LIST THE KEY-ARTWORKS TO LOOK FORWARD TO DURING THE UPCOMING AUCTION. 

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

2. Eng Tay, Family, 1991 

Eng Tay was born in 1947 in Kedah, West Malaysia. In 1968, he 
moved to New York City and studied at the Arts Student League, School 
of Visual Arts and Pratt Graphics Center. Here he studied graphic 
design, painting and printmaking. He worked in the graphic arts field 
until 1978, when he undertook several painting trips throughout South 
America and Indonesia. These trips formed a basis for the types of 
scenes and moments that became his subject matter – images of people 
playing music, family moments and interactions, market scenes and 
daily rituals.

In Eng Tay’s typical manner, he depicts a family of three in the 
foreground, adorned with calming hued attires that complement one 
another. In this artwork, it seems as if the family is having a conversation 
that’s light and comfortable and the relationship depicted is close. The 
light, muted background provides prominence to the subject matters.

3. Eng Tay, Musician, 1994

Eng Tay’s travels across the 
world formed a basis for the 
types of scenes and moments 
that became his subject matter 
– images of people playing 
music, family moments and 
interactions, market scenes 
and daily rituals. Eng Tay 
works in several media – 
limited edition etchings, 
painting and sculpture. Most of 
his work has found its greatest 
expression when addressing 
the concept of family – the 
poetry of the family, of man 
and woman, of children, of 
friendship, of music and of the 
natural world, all translated 
through sculptures too.

Khalil Ibrahim
Nude Movement, 2006
Ink on paper, 42 x 58 cm
RM 10,000 - 22,000

Khalil Ibrahim
East Coast Series, 2006
Ink on paper, 42 x 58 cm
RM 8,000 - 18,000

Lye Yau Fatt
Resting, 1983

Mixed media on paper, 77.5 x 42.5 cm
RM 13,000 - 27,000

Seah Kim Joo
Shepherd Girl, 1970s
Batik, 60 x 90 cm
RM 7,000 - 14,000

4. Khalil Ibrahim Nude Movement, 2006

Khalil Ibrahim’s obsession with the human 
figure once again prevails in these ink 
on paper sketches. This group of human 
figures in their most organic form, stripped 
of appearance, and identity, sharing a 
lively moment together. Throughout his 
career, the artist had been documenting 
observations of groups of humans, 
particularly of the East Coast, highlighting 
women, fishermen, movements, or just 
everyday living in rural Malaysia.

Eng Tay
Musician, 1994 
Bronze, 35.6 cm
RM 18,000 - 36,000

Senaka Senanayake
The Gleaners, 1963

Oil on Canvas, 81 x 132 cm
RM50,000 - 120,000

Eng Tay
Family, 1991

Oil on Canvas, 76.2 x 91.4 cm
RM 35,000 - 55,000

5. Khalil Ibrahim, East Coast Series, 2006

A result of Khalil Ibrahim’s drawing and 
observation, this work focuses on the 
hardworking lives of ordinary people in an 
East Coast village. The artist’s enigmatic 
and stylised beach using oil on board is 
an illustration of his strong connection and 
love for the land of his origin. Khalil Ibrahim 
graduated from the prestigious St. Martin’s 
School of Art & Design, United Kingdom 
in 1964. Thereafter, he became a full-time 
artist until his death. He held solo and 
group exhibitions in Malaysia, Singapore, 
Indonesia and Switzerland, with most of 
his works centred around figures and were 
heavily influenced by East Coast fishermen 
and women. 

7. Lye Yau Fatt, Resting, 1983

Being mentored by Cheong Soo Pieng, Lye Yau 
Fatt admitted to being very inspired by Cheong’s 
idea and compositions of art but despite all that, 
he often produced artworks that were full on the 
Malaysian theme and lifestyle. Known for his use 
of warm, earthy tones and deriving inspiration 
from mundane and monotonous settings in life, 
he paints on canvas a private moment between 
two women as they take a break between their 
chores. The women are seated together in the 
midst of nature, by a river, and viewers can 
almost imagine the mystifying scene concocted 
by the artist. Viewers almost feel as if they are 
imposing on the exclusivity of the moment, and 
the intricacy of the design of this piece makes 
it seem even more homelier and cosy, the pure 
epitome of serenity. Lye Yau Fatt was born in 
Kedah in 1950, he studied printmaking in New 
York. He held his first solo exhibition in 1979 at 
the Sum Art Gallery and has then gone on to win 
the Open Art Sculpture Award, the Malaysian 
Watercolour Society Award in 1987 and the 
PNB Watercolour Landscape Award. 

6. Seah Kim Joo, Shepherd Girl, 1970s

It was Seah Kim Joo’s hometown in 
Terengganu that exposed him to batik 
in his early days. His passion for batik 
painting only grew in the 1950s, when 
the Penang- based artist Chuah Thean 
Teng first pioneered painting using the 
batik medium. It also resulted in Seah 
being an ardent follower of the late Chuah 
and his works, since the manifestation 
of contemporary themes in a traditional 
medium was regarded as a direct 
expression of Nanyang regionalism. Seah’s 
works is nature and people, apart from 
occasional abstract pieces. Perhaps it was 
the cultural background of his hometown 
in Terengganu that influenced his choice 
of subject matters. Ever equipped with an 
ethereal quality, ‘Shepherd Girl, 1970’s’ is 
a batik work rendered in an orange hue, 
with shaped and silhouettes of bulls and 
cows surrounding the girl as she stands out 
in the foreground. 
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Awang Damit Ahmad
Marista - Tenaga Hidup, 2001

Mixed media on canvas, 118 x 110 cm
RM 55,000 - 90,000

Ong Kim Seng 
Pokhara Nepal, 1995 

Watercolour and pencil on paper, 36.2 x 53 cm
RM 15,000 - 28,000

Seah Kim Joo
Playing with Birds, 1970s
Batik, 61 x 45.5 cm
RM 5,000 - 12,000

Chieu Shuey Fook
Singapore River, 1970’s

Batik, 55 x 45 cm 
RM 4,000 - 7,000

George Keyt
Seated Nude with Flowers, 1982

Gouache on card, 63 x 37 cm
RM 12,000 - 22,000

George Keyt
Seated Nude, 1982

Gouache on card, 63 x 37 cm
RM 12,000 - 22,000

Mohd Khairul Izham 
Singgah Sana Emas, 

Paper Series, (Green), 2022
Acrylic on paper, 60 x 60 cm 

RM 1,200 - 3,000

Mohd Khairul Izham 
Singgah Sana Emas, 

Paper Series, (Red), 2022
Acrylic on paper, 60 x 60 cm 

RM 1,200 - 3,000Wong Jong Nong 
Village Scene, 2008

Acrylic on canvas , 51 x 62 cm 
RM 2,500 - 3,300

Cesar Buena Ventura
Bounty from the Sea

Oil on canvas, 60 X 120 cm
RM 4,000 - 7,000

8. Awang Damit Ahmad, Marista - Tenaga Hidup, 2001 

At first glance, Marista - Tenaga Hidup, 2001 emits an earthy, energetic 
quality to it. Each of Awang Damit’s Marista series differs from the other, 
distinct and alluring all the same. Different shapes and forms are scattered 
all over the canvas, with a space largely consisting of various colours such 
as red, grey, beige and black take precedence over the rest of the objects. 
Those familiar with Awang Damit’s work are provided with the knowledge 
that his works are inspired by his memories, most of which are scattered, 
symbolic and garlanded with numerous emotions. Even this series, dubbed 
‘Marista’ means “to talk about the past” in Brunei’s Malay language. This is 
a piece about broken and lost memories, one that is strewn around a grey 
area, as bits and pieces only remain. 

9. Ong Kim Seng, Pokhara Nepal, 1995

This particular work joins Ong Kim Seng’s coveted and beautiful Nepal 
Series, materialised upon his visit to the country. This landscape work is 
immediately eye-catching and meticulously executed in typical Ong Kim 
Seng style. Earthy, beige colours sweep across the canvas to further 
embellish the majestic mountainscape that reveal its summit above the 
clouds while smaller mountains encapsulate the village by the lake below. 
Not only does it evoke a sense of tranquility, it’s also otherworldly and 
endearing. 

10. Cesar Buenaventura, Bounty from the Sea

Cesar Buenaventura was a Filipino painter known throughout his home 
country for his vibrantly colourful and thickly painted depictions of 
landscapes and people of the Philippines. Buenaventura often depicted 
farmers plowing fields or fisherman coming back from the sea, focusing 
on quiet scenes of everyday domestic and agrarian life. This painting, 
entitled ‘Bounty from the Sea’ is evidence of Cesar’s hallmark in portraying 
fishermen handing over their bounty to the women at shore, ready with big 
wicker baskets to collect and sell them. 

11. Seah Kim Joo, Playing with Birds, 1970’s

Known as one of the first few advocates of traditional batik-painting, Seah 
Kim Joo illustrates a dreamy scene. Set against a background that suggests 
at the cross between fantasy and reality, the crackling lines of the batik 
makes this piece an absolute gem. Born in Singapore in the year 1939, 
Seah Kim Joo was raised in Terengganu, during which he was exposed 
to the process of traditional batik-making. He studied at the Nanyang 
Academy of Fine Arts in 1959 before returning to Malaysia to enhance 
his batik skills through his travels around the east coast. 

13. George Keyt, Seated Nude with Flowers, 1982 

George Keyt was a Sri Lankan artist, born in Kandy, to a Sinhalese – Dutch 
family on April 17, 1902. He was also a poet, known for his vibrant-
coloured, Cubist-like figure paintings. Keyt’s artworks are a beautiful 
matrimony of the Sri Lankan life, calligraphic lines of Henri Matisse, and 
forms he found in ancient Buddhist and Hindu sculptures, producing a 
wholly unique style. The artist and his works have been acknowledged as 
Sri Lanka’s most renowned and celebrated modern painter who developed 
an interest in art, literature and music while schooling at Trinity College. 
Keyt was strongly influenced by cubist experiments in perspective, and 
applied them in a way that was distinctly his own, drawing specifically from 
Indian artistic traditions. His subjects enlarged, embodied almond-shaped 
eyes, paired with bold, crisp, heavy lines and expressive grandeur became 
the defining formal features of his work. This is seen in ‘Seated Nude with 
Flowers, 1982’. 

15. Mohd Khairul Izham, Singgah Sana Emas, Paper Series, (Red), 2022

Khairul’s artworks on paper are beautifully crafted, just as with his works on 
canvas. While these are not as mammoth in size compared to the canvases, 
they are still sizable and would make a great addition to one’s home. The 
artist’s latest works, the ‘Singgah Sana Emas Paper Series’, 2021 emanate 
similar subjects as his works in the past — trees blanketed by butterflies in 
some and birds on other, all lined out with gold hues against a mountain 
range in the far end and vivid monotone background. The employment 
of gold lines to make up the tree makes it stand out and commands the 
attention of viewers. When viewed from a distance, one could easily 
mistake the birds and butterflies for flowers. 

12. Chieu Shuey Fook, 
Singapore River, 1970’s

Born 1934 in Singapore and 
graduated from Nanyang 
Academy of Fine Art in 1953, 
Chieu first major award was 
1st prize for his metal relief 
“Water House” in Instant Asia 
Art Competition (1970) and 
subsequently won two Citation 
Awards for “Demon Fish” in 
New York, USA and selected 
by ITT for their worldwide 
advertising campaigns. Some 
of his major art commissions 
include metal relief murals for 
a fleet of 20 Singapore Airlines 
Boeing 747s, copper enamel 
mural at NOL (1983), copper 
enamel frieze at Orchard MRT 
Station (1987), 20 metal relief 
pieces for APEC Summit 2009, 
Coin Global Sculpture for 
Singapore Community Chest 
(1989) and painted multi-
coloured design on a car under 
Singapore Auto Engineering 
for its charity drive (1990). 

He also won first prizes in abstract 
painting in competitions organised 
by NAFA Alumni Association (2009) 
and Singapore Art Society (2013). 
Chieu held many solo exhibitions and 
participated in group exhibitions since 
1965 throughout the world. 

14. Wong Jong Nong, Village Scene, 2008
Evocative of simpler times, Wong Jong Nong’s Village Scene is the 
embodiment of nostalgia. Paying great attention to detail, the artist 
executes towering coconut trees that surrounds a village with thatched 
roofs and built from wood. Wong Jong Nong’s paintings typically relishes 
in rural and hilly landscapes, coastal areas and riverine scenes, often in a 
small group. For a veteran artist like Wong Jong Nong, painting became 
more of a responsibility than just a hobby. Most of his oil paintings depict 
the beautiful and idyllic scenes that are slowly disappearing to make way 
for development.
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Tong Chin Sye, the traveller

Tong is an incredible artist with utmost adventure spirit. 
He made trips to China, Japan, Korea, Australia, New 
Zealand, the Philippines and the Indonesian Islands 
including Sulawesi, Sumatra, Medan Lake Tahoe. The trip 
to the Indian subcontinent stretched over a period of three 
months, including the ancient cities in the south, Darjeeling, 
Varanasi and up north to Kathmandu and Nepal. The trips 
also included Europe, the cradle of western civilisation and 
birthplace of western art. On these trips, he made various 
visits to museums and painted amply on location. Having 
assimilated and incorporated these ideas, he visited Egypt, 
Greece, Turkey to seek new inspiration. These places 
provided the themes of many works in a later series.

In 1999, he visited Vienna, Czechoslovakia, Poland, 
Hungary and Venice, and made paintings within 
cathedrals. Over 10 years ago, he also travelled to Latin 
America including Peru, Mexico, Argentina, Brazil and 
Chile. These places fulfilled a sense of adventure and still 
provide further thematic material for future projects. He 
visited Haiphong and Hanoi in Vietnam, Halong Bay in 
Cambodia, Kampong Cham and Angkor Wat. Related 
works from these excursions were compiled into a series. In 
Nov 2000, he made a one month trip to Myanmar, Yangon, 
Bagan, Pyin-oo-Lwin, Mandalay and Taunggyi.

TONG CHIN SYE
MASTER OF THE MEDIUMS

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Tong Chin Sye
Street in China
Watercolour on paper
71 x 106 cm

Tong Chin Sye
Singapore Harbour
Watercolour on paper
54 x 72cm

Tong Chin Sye
Temple of Heavenly Happiness

Watercolour on paper
55.5 x 75.5cmTong Chin Sye is a renowned multi-media artist born in Singapore, and 

trained in both Western and Chinese art. His dynamic oeuvre includes 
watercolour, oil, Chinese ink and mixed media paintings. Chin Sye was 

a former part-time lecturer in Western Art at the Nanyang Academy of Fine 
Arts and has participated in numerous local and overseas exhibitions over the 
years. He clinched the first prize in the Port of Singapore Authority Open Art 
Competition in 1987 and represented Singapore at the Flemish Watercolour 
Days held at Zaventem, Belgium in 1988.

An avid traveller, Chin Sye has journeyed across continents in his painterly 
quest for new sights and cultural understanding. His landscape paintings 
feature various cities across Asia, Europe and Latin America. Be it a bustling 
town scene or a quiet backyard in a provincial village; labourers by the 
seaside or folks conducting their daily routines, Chin Sye’s paintings draws 
viewers in, through the curious, reflective lens of a traveller who explores the 
life and customs of others and the graininess of everyday life. The assiduous 
combination of East-West techniques also reflects his multi-faceted art training. 

The artist, with an open mind, continues to be inspired by architectural 
and cultural subject matters. Each new subject matter, be it a figure or an 
architectural structure, is translated expertly into his new spectrum of colours. 
All images captured by him never fail to present new excitement to viewers 
and art lovers.

 
Chin Sye’s watercolour paintings naturally blend in the beauty of Chinese 
calligraphy. Viewers are easily moved by the flow of lines and the dynamics 
of mark making. His prowess in sketching and drawing allows him to 
compose and work directly through sketch references made during his trips. 
This truly expands his scopes in composing and designing picture surfaces, 
differentiating him from many painters who work directly from photographic 
references. His choice of colours is a balanced mixture of personality and 
visual memory.

Colours are something that the artist has a proclivity for, using a wide array to 
translate his thoughts, memories and experiences onto paper, all seamless and 
blended beautifully. Chin Sye dabbles in a multitude of mediums, including 
Chinese calligraphy, watercolour, oil and acrylic. His forte in each medium 
makes him the most sought after art instructor in Singapore. His students 
range from beginner painters to artists. He has conducted numerous talks and 
workshops including a watercolour appreciation lecture and demonstration at 
the Singapore Art Museum.
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• ROOMS AND SUITES
The guestrooms and suites are a magical combination of modernity, spaciousness and practicality, 
enveloped in home-like comfort. They are generously sized, tastefully decorated, and deliberately 
designed to fulfil the needs and desires of those either on business or vacation. Bamboo flooring 
with area rug, sleek furnishings, marble-clad bathroom, plump bedding and Malaysian-themed 
artwork, combine to create a stylishly residential-like stay. High ceilings and 180-degree Petaling 
Jaya city views further enhance the sense of spaciousness in the expansive, 73-square-metre 
suites. These accommodations are the embodiment of exceptional living with contemporary 
elegant décor, warm colours and plush furnishings contributing to the relaxed, residential feel. 
Equipped with an efficient workspace, flat-screen television with international channels to keep 
you informed, and well-placed mood and task lighting. There’s more. Suite guests automatically 
receive all the benefits of the Residence Club, including exclusive access to the Residence Club 
Living Room with its dedicated concierge service and all-day refreshments, plus a lengthy list of 
additional special privileges.

• DINING
A dining destination of its own right, New World Petaling Jaya Hotel offers Malaysian market-style 
specialties, Western and Asian grilled favourites, and sky-high cocktails at a rooftop bar. Pasar 
Baru is where you can savour Malaysia’s most popular dishes – a multi-cultural mélange of Malay, 
Indian and Chinese flavours – in a lively market-style setting. The Lounge, on the other hand, is an 
elegant spot for refreshing drinks, hot coffee or tea, snacks and sweets with friends or business 
associates. Relish the views as much as the Western and Asian grilled specialties at Pj’s Bar and 
Grill, as well as tantalising appetisers and creative cocktails at this rooftop setting.

Paradigm, 1 Jalan SS7/26A, Kelana Jaya, 47301 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
+603 7682 0000

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Home Away From Home

NEW WORLD PETALING JAYA 
HOTEL

Hotel Exterior
Hotel Restaurant

Tucked in a cove, in the Jewel of Kedah is an 

opulent and idyllic sanctuary — The Westin 

Resort and Spa, Langkawi. The resort overlooks 

the glimmering, azure beauty of the Andaman sea, 

enclosed by an archipelago of untouched isles and 

a breathtaking stretch of palm-fringed beach which 

resembles a tropical paradise. With lush landscaped 

gardens and four different pools sprawled over a 42-

acre private estate and a beachfront unlike any other, 

The Westin Langkawi Resort and Spa is ideal for both 

families and honeymooners.

The façade of this resort takes a nod to its local heritage 

through Minangkabau-esque architecture and various 

wooden fiixtures, interplayed with contemporary 

elements. The crowning glory of the resort if you ask 

us is the breathtaking view of the glimmering ocean 

that welcomes you as soon as you enter its lobby. If 

we were to use one word to encapsulate the message 

and the vibe of The Westin Resort and Spa, it would 

spell home.

• WELLNESS
An advocate of leading a healthy lifestyle, The Westin 
Langkawi stands by the rumination that one can enjoy 
the R and R and be salubrious too. With that in mind, 
this establishment hosts several facilities such as the 
WestinWORKOUT® Fitness Studio, a tennis court and 
squash court. Apart from the conventional facilities, this 
establishment offers a scenic running programme in 
the mornings called Run Westin. Led by the concierge, 
they will lead you through a tranquil trail that will 
appease your eyes, heart and soul. Alternatively, you 
can opt to kick-start the day with some stretching by the 
sea with Yoga classes.

• ACCOMMODATION
Here, the capacious rooms, suites and villas are 
embellished with contemporary, cosy and ocean-
inspired fittings that bring the outside in. Remarkable 
seascape views along with tropical foliage frame 
the accommodations at The Westin Langkawi, all 
bedecked stylishly in warm accents. We stayed in the 
One Bedroom Villa which provided a rejuvenating 
escape from the rest of the world, yet a few footsteps 
away from the beach. Local traditional designs are 

fused with contemporary comforts, supplemented 
with a private pool for dips and splashes, cabana 
for people and vessel-watching and a variety of 
plush amenities with rejuvenation in mind. The 
commodious bathroom with his and her vanities and 
an alluring bathtub is perfect to sink into at the end 
of the evening of exploring Langkawi before tucking 
into the signature Westin Heavenly Bed® for a restful 
slumber. The Westin Langkawi Resort & Spa’s One 
Bedroom Private Pool Villa will ensure you leave 
rested and with a spring in your step.

• DINING
There’s much to love about The Westin Langkawi 
Resort and Spa including its resident restaurants. 
Wake up and make your way to Seasonal Tastes 
to be greeted by a cornucopia of cereals, pancakes 
and waffles, salads, porridge, eggs cooked to 
your liking and local dishes such as nasi lemak, 
idli, mee goreng and many more. Come dusk, this 
restaurant offers its signature, tantalising buffet 
dinner that matches the breakfast abundance. 
For honeymooners or couples, we recommend 
sauntering by the beach, watching the sunset and 
then heading over to Tide restaurant for a romantic 
dinner featuring fresh seafood and succulent steaks 
complemented by the gentle breeze and seascape.

• HEAVENLY SPA
Staying true to its name, the Heavenly Spa is simply, 
heaven. The entrance leading up to the lobby and 
the treatment rooms is just like pathways that lead 
up to the pearly gates of nirvana. Beyond those 
doors, one experiences true meaning of bliss and 
resurgence. Resembling the rolling waves of the sea, 
the masseuses seem to have an innate power that 
lies within their hands when they work their magic 
on guests, resulting in requiescence feeling. You will 
walk away light, as if you are walking on a bed of 
clouds and will be left feeling rejuvenated.

• GOOD TRAVEL WITH MARRIOTT BONVOY
Good Travel with Marriott Bonvoy is a program that 
offers meaningful travel across the Asia Pacific abiding 
by three distinct pillars - Environmental Protection, 
Community Engagement & Marine Conservation. 
The program presents carefully curated, purpose-
driven experiences at our property, guided by the 
company’s social impact and sustainability platform, 
Serve 360, to do good in every direction and 
reaffirms the company’s commitment to supporting 
the resilience of the local communities. At The Westin 
Langkawi Resort and Spa, in partnership with Kloth 
Malaysia Sdn. Bhd., guests are invited to repurpose 
old linens into usable items to promote the importance 
of recycling and keeping fabrics out of landfills. The 
linen upcycling program serves as a platform for 
guests to understand the importance of sustainable 
contribution to the environment with hands-on 
experience. This is an educational experience for 
kids too and serves as a platform for them to connect 
with the environment and learn about the culture.

Jalan Pantai Dato Syed Omar, 07000 
Langkawi, Kedah.
Tel: +60 4-960 8888

One Bedroom Villa

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN 

Serendipity by the Sea

THE WESTIN 
LANGKAWI RESORT 

AND SPA

Pool and bay

The Heavenly Spa 

New World Petaling Jaya Hotel is a 
special place where warm connections 
are made – between you and its 

associates, with your fellow hotel guests, and 
with the PJ residents who come here to dine 
and be entertained. It’s no wonder this Petaling 
Jaya luxury hotel is a popular gathering place. 
it’s a striking setting, occupying the upper floors 
of a soaring tower, with panoramic views from 
a rooftop restaurant, bar and infinity-edge 
swimming pool. Broad cityscape views are even 
showcased from every spacious guestroom. 
The only top-tier hotel in the Kelana Jaya 
district, this luxury hotel occupies a prestigious 
address, integrated within a complex including 
Paradigm Mall, Ascent Office Tower and Azure 
Residences.

The design style throughout the hotel is bold 
and contemporary, yet warmly welcoming, all 
within airy spaces flooded with natural light. 
Tactile materials – metal, marble, leather, 
natural timber and abundant bamboo flooring 
– provide a striking textural backdrop for subtle 
Malaysian motif accents and art. For families 
and those with more than work on their minds, 
New World Petaling Jaya Hotel is a convenient 
home base to explore some of Malaysia’s most 
famous landmarks and attractions, close by to 
less than an hour’s drive away.

Infinity Pool

Suite Bathroom

Suite
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RESTART BY SLOŌ
31-2, Jalan PJU 5/10, Dataran 
Sunway, Dataran Sunway, Kota 

Damansara, 47810 Petaling Jaya, 
Selangor.

ISABEL RESTAURANT AND BAR
Isabel, 21, Jln Mesui, Bukit Bintang, 

50200 Kuala Lumpur.

Bar Trigona
145, Jalan Ampang, Kuala Lumpur, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur
+603-2382 8670

Mantra bar
Rooftop Bangsar Village II.
+60 17-344 8299 

The Roof
1 First Avenue Bandar Utama, 
Petaling Jaya
+60 3-8605 3388

4, Jln Delima,kl

Hotel . Non-Halal . Private Dining

                Jasons Food Hall 
is a favourite with shoppers, as it 
offers an extensive range of fresh and 
international food brands.  
10am - 10pm daily.

Tel: 03-2117 3111

Tel: 03-2691 6599

Tel: 03-2782 3800

Tel: 03-2142 6636

Tel: 03-5633 2530

Tel: 03-6201 6553

Tel: 03-2786 9333

10am - 10pm dayly

Tel: 03-6211 7877

/ 2430 / 2431

Tel: 03-2697 9312

Tel: 03-8949 6288

Centre 03-2148 8744

03-2782 3875

KL’s Best Bar

Avenue K Shopping Mall
156 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur. Tel: 03 2168 7800
Avenue K is Kuala Lumpur’s coolest 
urban hub where life and creativity are 
celebrated. The new Avenue K aims to 
indulge your retail desires, cater to your 
entertainment needs and satisfy your 
appetite for top-notch dining in comfort. 
Far from a regular mall, it offers exciting 
experiences and a trend setting venue 
where shoppers can relax and treat 
yourself to a good time. With over 60 
exciting dining options including Fresca 
Mexican Kitchen, Dolly Dim Sum, 
Samba Brazilian Steakhouse, Sushi 
Zanmai, Nene Chicken, Boat Noodle, 
Sushi King and Bankara Ramen. there 
is no doubt that Avenue K is a foodie’s 
heaven.  • 10am to 10pm

IOI City Mall
Management Office, Unit T2-3A-3 & 
Unit T2-3A-3A, Level 3A, IOI City Tower 
Two, Lebuh IRC, IOI Resort City, 62502 
Putrajaya, Sepang, Selangor. 
Tel: 03-8328 8900
The multi award-winning IOI City Mall, 
located within IOI Resort City, is the 
largest mall in Southern Klang Valley. It 
is easily accessible via major highways 
and public transport. Its 1.5 million sq. 
ft. of lettable space is occupied by trendy 
fashion brands, supermarket, cineplexes 
and F&B outlets offering exquisite local 
and international dining experiences.  • 
10am to 10pm

MyTOWN Shopping Centre
No.6, Jalan Cochrane Cheras, Seksyen 
90, 55100 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2710 0057
MyTOWN is located in Kuala Lumpur, 
anchored by IKEA Cheras. Visit us 
easily by bypass or take a ride on the 
MRT to the Cochrane underground 
MRT station. The blend of fashion 
forward retail, amazing amenities, 
stylish alfresco events make MyTOWN 
the premier shopping destination in the 
heart of Kuala Lumpur. It’s more than 
just shopping… It’s an experience for 
everyone in the family!
• 10am to 10pm

The Starling Mall
6, Jalan SS 21/37, Damansara 
Utama, 47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 03-7730 7000
Built in an organic form with a fluid 
façade and natural setting, The Starling 
is a space where nature is immersed 
into urban retail environment to create 
a unique space for togetherness in 
harmony with nature. 

Celestial Court
03-2717 9988
• Jalan Sultan Ismail • Sheraton 
Imperial Kuala Lumpur Hotel  
• Oriental Cuisine • Casual Dining

FLOUR Restaurant
012-960 0053 • Unit No. 69 & 71G, 
Jalan Medan Setia 1, Bukit Damansara, 
50490 Kuala Lumpur. • Fine Dining
• Pork-free

Shang Palace
03-2074 3904 • 11 Jalan Sultan Ismail  
50250 Kuala Lumpur  • Pork-free 
• Shangri-La Hotel KL • Cantonese 
Cuisine

Yun House 
03-2382 8888 • Four Seasons Place, 
145 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur. • Pork-free • Four Seasons 
Hotel Kuala Lumpur • Dim sum

Opium KL
03-2142 5670 • 50, Changkat Bukit 
Bintang, Kuala Lumpur. • Casual Dining
• Oriental

Wan Chun Ting
03 2720 6688 • No. 6 – Jalan 
Damanlela, Bukit Damansara, 50490 
Kuala Lumpur. • Sofitel Kuala Lumpur 
Damansara Hotel • Dim Sum
• Casual Dining

Din Tai Fung Pavilion
03-2148 8292 • 168, Bukit Bintang 
Street, Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala 
Lumpur. • Dim Sim  • Casual Dining

Luk Yu Tea House
03 2782 3850  • Starhill Gallery 181, 
Jalan Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala 
Lumpur  •  Dim Sum  • Tea House
•  Casual Dining

Tao Chinese Cuisine
03-2782 6000  •  65, Jalan Ampang, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur  •  Intercontinental 
Hotel Kuala Lumpur  •  Oriental Cuisine
•  Casual Dining

Sunway Velocity Mall
Lingkaran SV, Sunway Velocity, 55100 
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2786 3970
Sunway Velocity Mall is earmarked to 
be the leading destination in KL South 
with its cutting-edge architecture, neo 
futuristic façade and contemporary 
interior. Built with connectivity in mind, 
the mall is easily accessible through 
major roads and highways and is 
well-serviced by public transportation 
including 1 LRT and 2 MRTs.
• 10am to 10pm

The LINC KL
360, Jalan Tun Razak, 50400  
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-92130388
The LINC KL is an escape, a hideaway, a 
preferred destination for when you want 
to take a break from your busy life and 
reconnect with nature. It is a place full 
of such possibilities. Room for nature. 
Room for coming together. Room for 
celebration. Space to grow. Space to 
simply be yourself.
• 10am to 10pm

Shoppes at Four Seasons Place
145 Jalan Ampang, 50450  
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2391 9655
Shoppes at Four Seasons Place is an 
elegant showcase spanning over six 
levels of retail, restaurants, a boutique 
grocer, and more. Immerse yourself in 
seamless accessibility with your every 
convenience within comfort’s reach. 
Take your time to explore the collection 
of carefully curated brands uniquely 
housed amidst wide spaces, marble 
halls, and comfortable lounge areas. 
Strategically located in the Golden 
Triangle of Kuala Lumpur, the mall 
welcomes you to indulge in an idyllic 
experience.
• 10am to 10pm

Nadodi KL
03 2181 4334 • Lot 183, 1st Floor, Jalan 
Mayang, Off Jalan Yap Kwan Seng, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur. • Fine Dining 
• Pork-free

Qureshi Malaysia
03-2011 1007 • Ground Floor, East 
Wing, TPC Kuala Lumpur No 10, Jalan 
1/70D, Off Jalan Bukit Kiara, 60000 
Kuala Lumpur. •  Casual Dining
• Halal

Cé La Vi
03-2770 3360 • Ilham Tower, No 8, Jln 
Binjai, 50450 Kuala Lumpur • Pan-Asian
• Pork-free  • Casual Dining

Open House
03-2162 0888  • G48 Suria KLCC, 
Lakeside, 50888 Kuala Lumpur  
• Malaysian  • Pork-free
• Fine Dining

Barat Lifestyle Vegetarian 
Restaurant
010-288 2654  • 19, Lorong Kurau, 
Taman Bukit Pantai, 59100 Kuala Lumpur.
• Fusion Vegetarian Restaurant
• Casual Dining • Halal

Chez Gaston KL by Rendez-Vous
011-3993 0036 • 12G, Jalan Bangsar 
Utama 9, Bangsar, 59000 Kuala Lumpur.
• Non-halal  • Casual Dining

Entier French Dining
03-2268 3819  • Level 41 at Alila 
Bangsar No 58, Jalan Ang Seng, 
Brickfields, 50470 Kuala Lumpur.
• Pork-free  •  Fine Dining

Bistro à Table
03-7931 2831 • 6, Jalan 17/54, 
Seksyen 17, 46400 Petaling Jaya, 
Selangor. • Fine Dining • Pork-free

Contango
03-2785 8000 • 5, Jalan Sultan 
Hishamuddin, Tasik Perdana, 50000 
Kuala Lumpur • The Majestic Hotel KL 
• Pork-free  •  Casual Dining

Babe by Jeff Ramsay
013 209 1330  • 11th Floor, Work@
Clearwater, Changkat Semantan, 
Damansara Heights, 50490 Kuala 
Lumpur  • Fine Dining
• Pork-free

Huckleberry Food and Fare
03-2098 7933 • Plaza Damansara, 
Jalan Medan Setia 2, Bukit Damansara, 
50490 Kuala Lumpur  • Casual Dining
• Pork-free

Mr Chew’s Chino Latino
The Penthouse, WOLO, Bukit Bintang 
Street, 55100 Kuala Lumpur
+60 3-4065 0168

Marinis on 57
Level 57, Menara 3 Petronas, 
 Persiaran KLCC.
+60 3-2386 6030
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Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur
+603-2382 8888  .  Four Seasons Place, 
145, Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur 
www.fourseasons.com .Yun House (Chi-
nese Restaurant) .Curate (All Day Dining) 
.Bar Trigona (Bar) .The Lounge At Four 
Seasons(International) .Pool Bar & Grill

W Kuala Lumpur
+603-2786 8888  .No. 121, Jalan 
Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur 
www.mariott.com .Yen (Chinese 
Restaurant) .Flock (All Day Dining) 
.Woobar (Bar)

Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur
145, Jalan Ampang

03-2382 8888

Aloft Kuala Lumpur Sentral
03-2723 1000
Jalan Stesen Sentral

Nook (International), MAI Bar (Bar 
Menu), w xyz(SM) Bar (Cocktails & 
Snacks)    From RM270 - RM388
www.starwoodhotels.com/alofthotels

Philea Mines Beach Resort

Sama-Sama Hotel KLIA
03-8787 3333

Degrees (Int), Traveller’s Bar & Grill, 
Palmz Lounge (Wn) .  From RM570++
www.samasamahotels.com

Grand Hyatt Kuala Lumpur
03-2182 1234    Jalan Pinang
   KLCC    JP Teres (Malaysian), 
THIRTY8 (International), Poolside
From RM550 - RM5610
www.kualalumpur.grand.hyatt.com

Istana Negara, Jalan Duta
Located along Jalan Duta, it is the of-
ficial residence of Malaysia’s king since 
Nov 11, 2011.  Influenced by both Is-
lamic and traditional Malay architecture, 
this unique structure is the latest addition 
to the country’s architectural wonders.

Raja Chulan

03-2020 5499 03-2267 1111

Makana Restaurant

03-20201708

Pullman Kuala Lumpur

03-2162 2233

Flavours Restaurant (Int’l), Green 
Treats Delicatessen (Int’l), T@ste 6 
Restaurant (Int’l) . From470+

Tamarind Springs
03-4256 9300  .  Jalan 1 Taman 
Tun Abdul Razak, Ampang
Halal . Fine Dining

Nobu Kuala Lumpur
03-2164 5084  .  Menara 3 Petronas
Persiaran KLCC  .  Fine Dining

Fukuya Restaurant
03-2144 1022  .  9, Jalan Delima,  
Imbi, Kuala Lumpur .  Casual Dining

Haru Japanese Restaurant
03-2011 8783  .  124A, Jalan Kasah, 
Medan Damansara .  Casual Dining

Nippori Cafe
03-7733 8592  .  102 (First Floor), 
Empire Damansara, Jalan PJU 8/8, Da-
mansara Perdana, 47820 Petaling Jaya, 
Selangor .  Casual Dining

Yuzu
03-2284 7663  .  The Gardens,  
Mid Valley City .  Casual Dining

The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur
03-2727 1111  .  Jalan Stesen Sentral 2, 
Kuala Lumpur Sentral .  From RM850

Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Damansara
03-2720 6688  .  6, Jalan Damanlela, 
Bukit Damansara, 50490 Kuala Lumpur 
.  From RM330-RM820  . www.sofitel-
kualalumpur-damansara.com

Hotel Capitol Kuala Lumpur
03-21437000  .  Jalan Bulan Off  
Jalan Bukit Bintang  
.  www.capitol.com.my

Element by Westin Kuala Lumpur
03-2771 3388  .  Ilham Tower, 8, Jln 
Binjai, Kuala Lumpur, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur .  Trace Restaurant & Bar .  
From RM343 . www.marriott.com 

Sunway Resort
+603 7492 8000 . Sunway Resort, 
Persiaran Lagoon, Bandar Sunway, 
47500 Selangor . www.sunwayhotels.
com . The Resort Cafe (All Day Dining)

Kokufu
Sri Pan Pacific KL

Villa Samadhi Kuala Lumpur
+603 2143 2300 . No. 8, Persiaran 
Madge Off Jalan Madge, 55000 Kuala 
Lumpur . www.villasamadhi.com.my 
. The Dining Room (All Day Dining)

Hilton KL
+603 2264 2264 . 3 Jalan Stesen 
Sentral, 50470 Kuala Lumpur 
. ww3.hilton.com . Chynna (Chinese 
Restaurant) . Vasco’s (All Day Dining) 
Graze (European) . Zeta Bar (Bar) 
. Iketeru (Japanese)

The Ruma Hotel and Residences
+60 3 2778 0888  . 7 Jalan Kia Peng, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur . www.theruma.
com . ATAS Modern Malaysian Eatery 
(Modern Malaysian) .  Santai Pool and 
Lounge . Seven Lobby Bar and Lounge 

Sheraton Petaling Jaya
+60 3 7622 8888  . Jalan Utara C, 
Petaling Jaya, 46200 Selangor 
. www.mariott.com/sheraton-petaling-
jaya . Yue (Chinese) . Feast (Interna-
tional) .  Miyabi (Japanese) .  Sala 
(Bar) .  Chime (cigar and whisky bar)

EQ 
+603 - 2789 7777 . Equatorial Plaza
Jalan Sultan Ismail 50250 Kuala Lum-
pur . Nipah . Kampachi
. www.eqkualalumpur.com

Sunway Pyramid Hotel
+603 7492 8000 . Persiaran Lagoon, 
Bandar Sunway, 47500 Selangor
.  The Resort Cafe, The Lobby Lounge, 
Cherootz

Tao (chi)

03-2782 6000

.OneSixFive(Japanese)

www.ihg.com

 
 

Sunway Resort
+603 7492 8000 . Sunway Resort, Per-
siaran Lagoon, Bandar Sunway, 47500 
Selangor . www.sunwayhotels.com . The 
Resort Cafe (All Day Dining)
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KL Lifestyle 
31 Jalan Utara, 

46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, 
Malaysia

Tel: +603 7932 0668
 Email: info@mediate.com.my

Craft Complex Craft Complex 
03- 2164 834403- 2164 8344
 Raja Chulan • 63, Jalan Conlay. •  Raja Chulan • 63, Jalan Conlay. • 

Showcases ethnic handicrafts, batik Showcases ethnic handicrafts, batik 
printing and pottery from the 13 states printing and pottery from the 13 states 
of Malaysia. • Opens 9am- 6pm daily. of Malaysia. • Opens 9am- 6pm daily. 
• E9 FREE• E9 FREE

Telekom MuseumTelekom Museum
03-2031 996603-2031 9966
 Raja Chulan • Jalan Raja Chulan  Raja Chulan • Jalan Raja Chulan 

• Displays interesting exhibits of • Displays interesting exhibits of 
  telephones and evolution of their   telephones and evolution of their 
  designs over the years.   designs over the years. 
• Opens 9am-5pm. Closed on Mondays • Opens 9am-5pm. Closed on Mondays 
• E6 FREE• E6 FREE

Sultan Abdul Samad BuildingSultan Abdul Samad Building
 Masjid Jamek • Jln Sultan  Masjid Jamek • Jln Sultan 

Hishamuddin • Also known as the Big Hishamuddin • Also known as the Big 
Ben of KL, this historical landmark and Ben of KL, this historical landmark and 
heritage building is well known for its heritage building is well known for its 
Moghul architecture dating back to Moghul architecture dating back to 
1897. Originally the offices of the Colonial 1897. Originally the offices of the Colonial 
Secretariat, it then housed the Supreme Secretariat, it then housed the Supreme 
Court. • E5Court. • E5

PETRONAS Twin Towers PETRONAS Twin Towers 
03- 2615 818803- 2615 8188

 KLCC • KL City Centre • The  KLCC • KL City Centre • The 
88-storey Petronas Twin Towers stand at 88-storey Petronas Twin Towers stand at 
451.9 metres. Seated in the heart of KL 451.9 metres. Seated in the heart of KL 
and amidst a 50-hectare landscaped and amidst a 50-hectare landscaped 
park, a skybridge on the 41st floor is park, a skybridge on the 41st floor is 
open to visitors between 9am-7pm open to visitors between 9am-7pm 
daily, closed on Monday • D8daily, closed on Monday • D8

03-2274 6542

03-2089 3400

MUSEUMS

RM 32 for adults and RM11 for children  RM 32 for adults and RM11 for children  
3 to 12 years old3 to 12 years old

03-2267 1111

03-2331 7007

03-2094 1222

03-9200 0039

Berjaya Times Square Theme Park
1 Jalan Imbi, Level 5 & 7, Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2117 3118

Sunway Lagoon Theme Park
3 Jalan Pjs 11/11, Bandar Sunway,  
Petaling Jaya . Tel: 03-5639 0000

Skytropolis Indoor Theme Park
First World Plaza, Resorts World Genting,
Level 1, Genting Highlands, 69000 
Tel: 03-2718 1118

District 21
Level 1, IOI City Mall, Putrajaya
Tel: 03-8328 8888

CONTACT:

TO
ADVERTISE

IN
THIS

SPACE

BARATHAN AMUTHAN

P H O T O G RA P H E R

+60 12-244 6797
 IG : framesbybarathanamuthan

9am-6pm   F4

          Entry Mykad Holder 
- RM49(Adult), RM39 (Child), General 
Admission -  RM69 (Adult), RM59 (Child)

03-6200 1000
03-7967 3936

03-7957 4341

03-2092 7070

03-6187 8786

Casino De Genting
03-6101 1118

Flight Training
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TOURIST INFORMATION CENTRES
2A Putra World Trade Centre, Level 2, 45, Jalan Tun Ismail, 50480 Kuala Lumpur.  Tel: 03-4041 1295
4C Malaysia Tourism Centre (MTC), 109 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur.

Tel: 03-2164 3929
2E Stesen Sentral Kuala Lumpur, Lot 21, Level 2, Arrival Hall, Kuala Lumpur City Terminal,

Stesen KL Sentral, 50050 Kuala Lumpur.  Tel: 03-2274 3135

i

PLACES OF INTEREST
1C ASEAN Sculpture Garden
4D Bintang Walk
1D Bird Park
3C Bukit Nanas
2D Butter�y Park
2D Central Market
3D Chinatown
2D Dataran Merdeka
2D Dayabumi Complex
1D Deer Park
1C Experimental Theatre

1D Hibiscus Garden
2E Istana Negara (National Palace)
5C Kompleks Budaya Kraf
2C Masjid Jamek
3D Maybank Numismatic Museum
3C Menara Kuala Lumpur
3A National Art Gallery
5C National Heritage Trust
2D National History Museum
4A National Library
1C National Monument
2D National Mosque

1E National Museum
1E National Planetarium
3A National Theatre
1D Orchid Garden
1D Panggung Anniversari
2C Selangor Club
3E Stadium Merdeka
3D Stadium Negara
2D Sultan Abdul Samad Building
1D Tun Abdul Razak Memorial
2C Tunku Abdul Rahman Putra 

Memorial

MUSEUMS
5B ArtCase Galleries
5B ArtFolio Galleries
2C Bank Negara Money Museum
3A Biomedical Museum

5B Galleriwan 
2D Islamic Arts Museum Malaysia
2D Islamic Exhibition Centre
5A Malaysian Armed Forces Museum
5C MISC Museum

5A Royal Malaysian Air Force Museum
1D Royal Malaysian Police Museum
3C Telekom Museum
1D Tun Abdul Razak Memorial

BUS, TAXI, RAILWAY 
STATIONS, POST OFFICE

5B AAM (Automobile Association 
of Malaysia)

2D General Post O�ce
2E KL Sentral (main transport terminal)

2D Klang Bus Station
2E Kuala Lumpur Railway Station
4C Malaysia Airlines
2B Medan Mara Bus Station
2A Pekeliling Bus Station
3D Puduraya Bus & Taxi Station

2A Putra Bus Stand
2D Tra�c Polis HQ

STAR LRT Station
PUTRA LRT Station

HOSPITALS
3D Chinese Maternity Hospital

3A Kuala Lumpur Hospital
3A National Heart Institute

2D Tanglin Dispensary
3D Tung Shin Hospital

EMBASSIES
4B Australia
4B Bolivia
5B Britain
5B Finland

5B France
5D Indonesia
5C Japan
5D Kuwait
3C Mexico

4C New Zealand
3B Pakistan
5C Philippines
5C Singapore
5B United States of America

HOTELS
4D Agora Hotel
4D Allson Genesis Hotel
4D Berjaya Times Square Hotel
4D Bintang Warisan Hotel
4C Banyan Tree 

Hotel & Residence
1D Carcosa Seri Negara
5B Centra Hotel & Apartments
3C Chamtan
3D China Town Inn
3A City Villa Kuala Lumpur
4C Concorde Hotel

Kuala Lumpur
4D Corona Inn Kuala Lumpur
5B Corus Hotel Kuala Lumpur
4C Crown Plaza Mutiara Hotel
5B Crown Princess Kuala Lumpur
5D Dorsett Regency

Kuala Lumpur
2A Dynasty Hotel Kuala Lumpur
4D Emerald
3C Eastern
2A Elegant Inn
4D Federal Hotel Kuala Lumpur
2A First Business Inn
4D Fortuna Hotel
3D Furama Hotel

2B Grand Centrepoint Hotel
2B Grand Continental Hotel

2A Grand Paci�c Hotel
4D Grand Plaza Parkroyal
3A Grand Seasons Hotel
3C Hotel Champagne
4C Hotel Equatorial

Kuala Lumpur
4B Hotel Grand Maya
3D Hotel Grand Olympic

Kuala Lumpur
4C Hotel Istana
3E Hotel Malaya
5E Hotel Maluri
3E Hotel Midah
5B Hotel Nikko Kuala Lumpur
4D Hotel Nova
2A Hotel Putra
4D JW Marriott Hotel

Kuala Lumpur
3D Katari Hotel
4C KL Lodge Hotel
2C Kowloon Hotel
1E Kuala Lumpur Hilton
3A Kuala Lumpur International Hotel
1E Le Meridien

3E Mandarin Court Kuala Lumpur
4B Mandarin Oriental

Kuala Lumpur
3D Mandarin Paci�c Hotel
4D Melia Kuala Lumpur
5B Micasa Hotel
3E Mirama Hotel
4D Orkid Hotel

4C Pavilion Hotel Kuala Lumpur 

5C Pullman Kuala Lumpur
2B Prescott Inn
3D Puduraya Hotel
2B Quality Hotel City Centre
3C Renaissance Kuala Lumpur
2B Residence Hotel
4D Royale Bintang
4C Shangri-La Hotel
3B Sheraton Imperial
3B Stanford Hotel Kuala Lumpur
5B Sucasa Service Apartments
3D Swiss-Garden Hotel
3D Swiss-Inn Kuala Lumpur

4D The Coronade Hotel
4C Traders Hotel Kuala Lumpur

Kuala Lumpur
2E The Heritage Station Hotel
2A The Legend Hotel
4C The RuMa Hotel & Residences

2B The Plaza Hotel Kuala Lumpur
5D The Ritz-Carlton
2A Vistana Hotel Kuala Lumpur
5E Wenworth Hotel
4D Westin Hotel
2A Wira Hotel Kuala Lumpur
2E Wisma YMCA
3D YWCA
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Seremban & South
To Petaling Jaya

Ipoh & North

To National Zoo

Garden City

Royale Bintang

Grand Seasons Hotel

Mandarin Oriental 
Kuala Lumpur

Elegant Inn

Hotel 
Putra

Wira Hotel
Kuala Lumpur

First Business Inn

City Villa Kuala Lumpur

Hotel Istana

Stanford Hotel
Kuala Lumpur

Brisdale Hotel

Kuala Lumpur
International Hotel

Sheraton
Imperial
Kuala Lumpur

Katari Hotel

Puduraya Hotel

Hotel Grand
Olympic Kuala
Lumpur

YWCA

Mirama Hotel
Hotel Malaya

Hotel Midah

Hotel Nikko
Kuala Lumpur

Micasa Hotel
Apartments

Sucasa Service
Apartments

Corus Hotel
Kuala Lumpur

Crown
Princess 

Grand Millennium
Kuala Lumpur

Fortuna
HotelAgora

Hotel Allson
Genesis

Cardogan
Bintang
Warisan

Hotel
Equatorial

Kuala
Lumpur

Shangri-La Hotel
Kuala Lumpur

KL Lodge
Hotel

Malaysia
Grand Plaza
Parkroyal

The Coronade Hotel
Kuala Lumpur

JW Marriott Hotel
Kuala Lumpur

Westin Hotel

The
Ritz-Carlton

Dorsett Regency Kuala Lumpur

H H

Banyan Tree Hotel 
& Residence

H
The RuMa Hotel 
& Residences

Pullman Kuala Lumpur

H
Grand Hyatt Kuala Lumpur

H
Traders Hotel Kuala Lumpur

Federal Hotel
Kuala Lumpur

Emerald

Melia
Kuala Lumpur

Berjaya Times
Square Hotel

Vistana Hotel
Kuala Lumpur

Wenworth
Hotel

Hotel
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Orkid
Hotel

Concorde Hotel Kuala Lumpur

Crown Plaza Mutiara Hotel
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& Apartments

Eastern

Hotel Grand
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Kuala Lumpur
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Seri 
Negara

Wisma YMCA

Grand Central
Hotel

The Pan Paci�c Hotel Kuala Lumpur

The Legend
Hotel

Residence
Hotel

Dynasty Hotel
Kuala Lumpur

The Plaza Hotel Kuala Lumpur

Paradise B&B

Prescott Inn

The Champagne

Quality Hotel
City Centre
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Palace Hotel
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Hotel

The Heritage 
Station
Hotel
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Kuala Lumpur
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Road / Jalan ............  J.
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KUALA LUMPUR

ENTERTAINMENT/SHOPPING
5B Ampang Plaza
4D Berjaya Times Square
3A Big A Supermarket
4D Fahrenheit88
2C Campbell Shopping Complex
5B City Square
2C Coliseum Restaurant
2E Duty Free Emporium

4D Imbi Plaza
3D S & M Plaza
4D Shaw Parade
3D Kota Raya
4D Lot 10
3D Mydin Emporium
2B Pertama Complex
4D Pudu Cinema
4C Pavilion Kuala Lumpur 

5E Pudu Plaza
2A Putra World Trade Centre (PWTC)
2C Sogo
5E Star Cinema
4D Star Hill
4D Sun Complex
4D Sungei Wang Plaza
4B Suria KLCC
2A The Mall
4C The Weld

2C Palace Hotel

2A The Pan Paci�c Hotel 

4D Grand Millennium Hotel
4C Grand Hyatt Kuala Lumpur

H

Fahrenheit88
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9 MRT LALUAN SUNGAI BULOH - KAJANG
MRT SUNGAI BULOH - KAJANG LINE

10 Dalam
pembinaan
UNDER CONSTRUCTION

KTM LALUAN TERMINAL SKYPARK
KTM TERMINAL SKYPARK LINE

Penumpang perlu keluar daripada bangunan
stesen untuk pertukaran ke laluan yang lain.*

Penumpang TIDAK PERLU keluar daripada
bangunan stesen untuk pertukaran ke laluan
yang lain. *

Stesen Pertukaran

Interchange Station

Passengers are required to exit station building
to switch lines.*

Passengers are NOT REQUIRED to exit
station building to switch lines. *

*

*

Penumpang digalakkan untuk menggunakan kad MyRapid Touch ‘n 
Go (bagi laluan rel Rapid KL) atau kad Touch ‘n Go semasa 
menggunakan perkhidmatan tren bagi perkiraan tambang yang lebih 
rendah dan pertukaran yang lebih lancar di stesen pertukaran.
Penumpang yang menggunakan tiket/token sehala yang ingin 
membuat pertukaran ke laluan lain di stesen pertukaran adalah 
tertakluk pada arahan penggunaan yang ditetapkan seperti yang 
berikut:
- membuat pertukaran di stesen pertukaran selepas keluar dari pintu  
 automatik
- mendapatkan tiket/token sehala baharu di mesin jualan tiket (TVM)  
 yang telah disediakan sebelum membuat pertukaran.  

Passengers are advised to use MyRapid Touch ‘n  Go (for Rapid KL rail 
lines) or Touch ‘n Go cards during their journey on the train to enjoy 
lower fares and convenience of switching line(s) at interchange 
station(s).
Passengers with one-way tickets/tokens that need to switch to other 
lines at the interchange station is subject to user instructions as below:
- change lines at interchange station after exiting the automatic gate
- purchase new one-way tickets/tokens at Ticket Vending
Machines (TVM) before switching lines.

Sultan Ismail dan Medan Tuanku
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Sultan Ismail (jika dari Laluan LRT Ampang / Sri Petaling) dan stesen Medan Tuanku (jika 
dari Laluan Monorel KL). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan. 

KL Sentral (LRT Laluan Kelana Jaya), KL Sentral (Laluan Monorel KL) dan Muzium Negara (MRT Laluan Sg Buloh-Kajang)
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen KL Sentral atau Muzium Negara (di laluan di mana anda berada).
Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan. 

Dang Wangi dan Bukit Nanas

NOTA :

Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Dang Wangi (jika dari LRT Laluan Kelana Jaya) dan stesen Bukit Nanas (jika dari
Laluan Monorel KL). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan. 

Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (Laluan Monorel KL) dan Bukit Bintang (MRT Laluan Sg Buloh-Kajang)
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (jika dari Laluan Monorel KL) dan stesen Bukit Bintang (jika dari MRT
Laluan Sg Buloh - Kajang). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan. 

Sultan Ismail and Medan Tuanku
Purchase tokens up to Sultan Ismail (if from LRT Ampang / Sri Petaling Lines) and Medan Tuanku (if from KL Monorail Line).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.

Dang Wangi and Bukit Nanas
Purchase tokens up to Dang Wangi (if from LRT Kelana Jaya Line) and Bukit Nanas (if from KL Monorail Line).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.

KL Sentral (LRT Kelana Jaya Line), KL Sentral (KL Monorail Line) and Muzium Negara (MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line).
Purchase tokens up to KL Sentral or Muzium Negara (on the current line you are on).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.
Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (KL Monorail Line) and Bukit Bintang (MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line).
Purchase tokens up to Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (if from KL Monorail Line) and Bukit Bintang (if from 
MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line). Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connectiing station.

Sila ikut langkah berikut apabila menggunakan stesen sambungan Rapid KL :
 

Bagi pengguna kad MyRapid Touch ‘n Go, tambang akan ditolak berdasarkan perjalanan anda. For MyRapid Touch ‘n Go card users, fare will be deducted accordingly as you travel.

NOTE :
Please observe the following steps for journey between Rapid KL connecting stations :-
 

KAJANG

Sungai Gadut
Rembau
Tampin
Batang Melaka

(Lapangan Terbang
Sultan Abdul Aziz Shah)

Kajang 2

Ecocity 

Akan datang.
Stesen Projek
Laluan Terminal Skypark
COMING SOON. STATIONS ON
TERMINAL SKYPARK LINE

GEMAS

TERMINAL
SKYPARK

10

10

Setia
Jaya

SUBANG
JAYA

2 1

2

(Akan Datang  COMING SOON)

(Akan Datang  COMING SOON)

Kampung
Selamat

SUNGAI BULOH

Kwasa
Damansara

Kota
Damansara

Surian

Mutiara
Damansara

CHAN
SOW LIN

TTDI

Bandar
Utama

Phileo
Damansara

Pusat Bandar
   Damansara

Muzium
Negara

Merdeka

Semantan

Kwasa
Sentral

Cochrane

Bukit Bintang

Taman
Pertama
Taman
Midah
Taman
Mutiara
Taman
Connaught
Taman
Suntex
Sri Raya
Bandar Tun
Hussein
Onn

Tun Razak
Exchange (TRX)

9

9

PUTRA HEIGHTS

SUNWAY-SETIA JAYA 

Kerinchi

Lembah
Subang

Ara
Damansara

4

Batu 11
Cheras

Bukit
Dukung
Sungai
Jernih

Stadium
Kajang

Glenmarie

B1
B1

B1



Like and follow our facebook page 
themindconsultant.my

Contact us now: 
themindconsultant.com

online counselling service. Seek online counsellinng from the comfort of your home today.

Therapy from the comfort of your home
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